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MAJ. GEN. BENJAMIN F. BUTLER: 
Lincoln's original choice for running mate, 1864. 

Capt. John W. Koster, USCG 

W 
hen one hears mention of 
Benjamin Franklin Butler, 
the usual reaction is a call
Ing to mind of an almost 
laughingly sordid reputa

tion of unethical conduct, inability 
as a military tactician, and a host of 
other weaknesses. However, In 
actuality, the epithet uBeast Butler" 

ry is partly attributable to 
smear campaigns perpe

trated by his many ene
mies, who doubted 
his military creden• 
tials or were dis
trustful of his politi
cal ambitions. He 
did in fact achieve a 
remarkable number 
of important social, 

political and military 
accomplishments that 

definitely outshine the 
negatives. 

is a prejudicial jibe, inflicted long ago, 
which does not do justice to a brilliant 
mind and a steadfast Unionist (albeit a 
radical). At many junctures along in his 
political and military careers, he was a 
newsworthy celebrity who enjoyed wide 
popularity, especially in New England 
and amongst the poor of New Orleans. 
His reduced place in the annals of hi.sto-

Butler was born in 1818 
and grew up 1n an economically chal
lenged household. His father had been 
an army captain who was wounded in the 
War of 1812, thereafter becoming a priva
teer and dying of yellow fever in the West 

MARclilNG To V1cr0Rv: 
THE BAITLE OF 1860 

Donald Ackerman 

A !though political marching clubs existed prior to 
Lincoln's run for the presidency in 1860, none 

had attained the popularity, widespread coverage or 
impact of the Wide Awakes. The organization was 
founded two months prior to Lincoln's nomination in 
Chicago with the goal of propelling the Rail Splitter 
of the West to the White House, as well as electing 
Republican candidates for statewide office. Indeed, 
thelr genesis coincided with Lincoln's speech in 
Hartford on March 5, 1860. Had Seward, Chase or 
Bates obtained the nomination, it Is likely the annals •i:a:===--===--~:.::=~• 
of the Wide Awakes would have been short and 
unsung. Fortunately, their political savvy proved to 
be uon the money" and they were able to attain their 
goal as they marched into history. Forty-six years 
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1860 sheet music of Capt J. Owen Moore, 
Co. A. Central [Wide Awake] Club, Albany, 

NY. He holds a red lantern reserved for cap
tains. Vignettes show Lincoln supporters at 

the White House and Capitol. 

Indies when B.F.B. was still an infant (his 
enemies later liked to say that his father 
was actually hanged as a pirate). As a 
young man, Butler desired to attend West 
Point, but was unable to secure an 

appointment. ln 1839, "for the love of 
military learning", B.F.B. joined the Low
ell City Guard (a unit of the Massachu
setts volunteer militia), where "we were 
armed with arms issued by the United 
States, and in all things we observed, as 
far as we could, the tacUcs and regula
tions of the army of the United States.~ 
He eventually earned a commission as 
brigadier general of U.S. Volunteers in 
1856. President Franklin Pierce sent him 
an appointment as visitor at West Point, 
where he met Army General-in.Chief Win-
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From the Publisher 
"I desire to see the time when education - and 
by its means, morality, sobriety, enterprise and 
industry - shall become much more general 
than at present, and should be gratified to have 
it in my power to contribute something to the 
advancement of any measure which might have 
a tendency to accelerate that happy period. " 

(A. Lincoln, Address to Sangamon County, Marcil 9, 1832.) 

Theoretically, this journal achieves two objectives: to enter
tain and inform. With U1e occasional irreverent comment, 
wit peppered by sarcasm, always proffering a shared joy, 

we strive to engage. With insight, acumen, and fact-checking. we 
struggle to educate. The educational component may define any 
hope for a lasting "shelf life" to this publication. 

As we celebrate our twelfth year, we concede total frustra
tion at our dwindling numbers. We suffer an attrition rate shut
tering most journals. For some reason, there are infinitely more 
people willing to plunk down thousands of dollars on a Lincoln 
item - which may or may not be genuine - than those willing to 
spend a few dollars to educate themselves. We like to believe 
that a subscription to this publication can effect wisdom in buy
ing and selling ... provide the means to share knowledge for our 
collective benefit. Case in point: would you buy the item pictured 
at the top of this page·? For those choosing to 
''fly solo", why not? It is certainly a 
pretty piece. But for the -~-
well informed ?t--"' 
Rail Splitter, it is 
another story alto
gether. 

Like the prover-

New England antiquarian Peter Pinard 
shortly before his death. Just prior to 
selling on the internet last month, it 
reemerged on our radar in a major 
Americana auction in Ohio. In that 
venue it hammered for $450. We are 
confident that neither seller nor bid
ders understand the item's spurious 
nature. Generalist dealers are simply 
not accustomed to handling items of 
this nature with tile frequency to develop requisite expertise. We 
are confident in stating that this item originates from some 
generic Republican League event (rather than a later celebrato
ry piece from the 1909 centennial). We hope that those in our 
family appreciate that it most certainly does not come from 1864! 

Not slighting anyone, but if dealers offering historical mate
rial don't know how to evaluate such items with a well-tuned crit
ical eye, it becomes incumbent on the buyer (we mean you!!) to 
do so. The catalog description becomes less important than 
your critical examination ... assumptions based on the seller 
being known for handling vintage material on a regular basis fac
tors little. Everyone buys a fake once in a while, but an educated 
collector is far less likely to do so. 

We always position this as a collective (ecumenical) journey. 
We share knowledge because others share. But we are not so 
arrogant as to believe we discovered this task. In fact, we pay 
homage to those who struggled with similar energies in previous 
generations. Lincoln collectors enjoy a rich tradition dating 
back ... dating back ... to when?!? Do you know when the FIRST 
auction of Lincolniana was conducted? When the first Lincoln 
catalog was issued? 
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bial bad penny, this 
Lincoln badge keeps 
popping up. It just 
sold on eBay for 
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$ I.025. Described as an 
"1864 Abraham Lincoln 
Brass Shell Badge with 
Photo," it measures l 3/4" 
x 2" with an "albumen" 
photo under glass bearing 
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One needs to appreciate that 
the photo is not an albumen. 
And, the construction and 
style of the brass shell badge 
clearly post-dates 1864. Most 
likely, it was part of a ribbon badge; the original 
attached ribbon and hanger now missing. We date 
the issue to the circa 1890-1900 period. We first 
saw this exact specimen about 15 years ago. It was 
one of the last items purchased for resale by noted 
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The very FIRST sale to offer Lincolniana at auction: Sattertee's personal copy of the 1862 catalog from the 
New York City Bangs & Merwin sale of his collection. 
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----------------- THE RAILSPLITTER ----------------

The first reference work dealing with presidential 
election medals - Lincoln medals and tokens in particular 
- was published in 1862. The author was Alfred H. Satter
lee and his title was An Arrangement of Medals and Tokens 
Struck in Honor of the Presidents of the United States and of 
the Presidential Candidates From Adams to Lincoln. Some 
357 varieties were briefly described, along with notes of 
rarity and current value. There were no illustrations. 
Printed privately, bound in cloth or paper, it was distrib- , 
uted by just a handful of northeast numismatists (Cogan, 
Robinson, Woodward and others). During this period, 
coin auctions occasionally offered political items. Bangs, 
Merwin & Company of 594-596 Broadway, was usually the 
venue of choice. And, on December 16, 1862, they offered 
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a.,,. c..., .,._. • ..._ .__ a "Valuable Collection of Medals and Tokens From the Col

lection of Alfred H. Satterlee." Satterlee himsell attended 
the sale that disbursed his holding and, as was the cus
tom, annotated his copy of the catalog with the prices 
realized and, ln some cases, the buyers of each lot. Pic-
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tured here is his personal copy of that catalog - recently 
purchased in a sale of numismatic literature. The first Perhaps the first fixed-price catalog to offer Lincolniana for sale. The May 1862 Bangs, Merwin 
page has his signature. The sale offered 415 lots from & Co. list includes an advertisement for Sattertee's reference study on the back wrap. 
John Adams through John Breckinridge. (Apparently, his 
Washington medals were retained.) The sum of all sales totaled $406.73; the highest price achieved for a Lincoln medal was $2.88. 
Mintage figures are noted on several lots, although there is no way to verify the correctness. We believe this represents the very first 
auction to feature - as a distinct category- Lincoln collectibles. But ... it was not the first published catalog. 

Bangs & Merwin also sold the Lllliendahl Collection in a fixed-price list in May 1862. A large number of Lincoln medals and tokens 
were offered, ranging in price from 10-cents to $2.12. That sale's most expensive item, by far, was a 1792 Washington half-dollar which 
sold for $90. A 1793 Liberty Cap cent made $16 and a Libertas Americana medal went for $15. Washington and colonial material was 
the most sought-after in this period. The May fixed-price catalog may qualify as the earliest known offering of Lincoln campaign mate
rial! (As for the Satterlee sale, we wonder if Satterlee wrote his book to help market his collection down the road. If so, it didn't seem 
to affect prices to any appreciable extent. The on-going Civil War may not have been too good for business either!) 

So, this journal currently represents twelve years in an uninterrupted 145 year history of collectors finding other collectors. And 
we suspect this ritual will long outlast our energies. Now, can we implore you to help in this endeavor? We need you to share the mes
sage: one can subscribe to our journal gaining valuable expertise, or spend hard-earned dollars on worthless, misattributed junk. We 

need new members - help spread the word! The hook is simple: what do _g 
they say about "an ounce of prevention ... ?" 7~-

PIUSONERS OF STA.Tll• 
- - - CAMPAIGNING AGAINST LINCOLN ... IN 1868! 

D uring the Civil War, President Lincoln received tremendous criticism from Democratic opponents 
for measures that appeared to show total disregard for Constitutional-guaranteed due process. This 
included temporary closing of opposition presses, denial of railroad transport for such newspapers, 

the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus and the arrest and imprisonment of so-called "disloyal 
agitators" who, if given a trial, were subject to being judged in military tribunals. This resulted in the 
publication of such books as The American Bastille as well as countless pamphlets attacking Lincoln 
and his administration. Yet, following the assassination and martyrdom and successful conclusion to 
the War, such criticism became moot and faded away ... or did it?This recently discovered 6 x 7" cir
cular indicates otherwise. Entitled "Prisoners of State" and signed by one P. C. Wright, it constitutes 
a call for all political prisoners who suffered under the Lincoln regime to meet on July 3rd 1868 ( coin
cidentally one day prior to the opening of the Democratic National Convention at Tammany Hall In 
New York City) to discuss further action! It proclaims: " ... the 'Prisoners of State· under the despo
tism of the late Abraham Lincoln, will meet In convention, with such of their fellow sufferers as feel 
disposed to assert the dignity of Free American Citizens, by placing on Record our experience, and 
the Infamy of those who dared to exercise arbitrary power towards law abiding citizens." Whether the 
proposed meeting at the Union Place Hotel took place as planned is unknown. Perhaps the partici
pants, If any, adjourned and strolled down to McSortey's Old Ale House to cry in their beer. In 1868, 
the excesses of the previous administration were irrelevant - rather, as Lincoln foresaw, Recon
struction and reconciliation were the dominant issues. We have to wonder if the Seymour ticket and 
lesser Democratic candidates would have advanced their cause with these political agitators I 
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~---------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER----------------
Butler not a Beast, cont. 
field Scott. He annually encamped with 
his brigade, which amounted to nearly 
6,000 men, during the years of 1857-60. In 
early 1861, of his own initiative, he 
obtained the governor's permission to 
raise a state regiment for the purpose of 
helping to ensure order at 
Abraham Lincoln's first 
inauguration. 

annual report suggesting the arming of 
freed slaves) and, for the remainder of 
1862, Minister to Russia. At the time, 
however, his only capacity was as an 
"accepted citizen-counselor at the White 

being the first prominent Democrat who 
volunteered for the War, his candidacy 
would add strength to the ticket. and 
hoped that he would allow his friends to 
cooperate with Lincoln's and place him 
in that position. 

BUTLER.Q1MING! 
Butler asked Cameron to 

say to the President that he 
appreciated the act of friend
ship and the compliment, but 
must decline. His reply -
meant in a humorous vein -
was to the effect, "Tell him, 
with the prospects of the cam
paign, I would not quit the field 
to be Vice-President, even with 
himseil as President, unless he 
will give me bond with sureties, 
in the Juli sum of his four years' 
salary, that he will die or resign 
within three months after his 
inauguration. Ask him what I 
have done to deserve the pun
ishment, at forty-six years of 
age, of being made to sit as pre
siding oflicer over the Senate, to 

lifV£Rll'BODY Qft •- • -y ft...J "'-» .POR THE 
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GOOD SPEAKERS WILL BE IN ATTENDANCE. 
C;~l .. O'W'A....-lan •UN Pn~. 

Prior to the Civil War, 
Butler was acknowledged as 
an extremely energetic and 
successful lawyer. His initial 
political affiliation was with 
the Democratic Party. He 
commenced serving in the 
Massachusetts House of 
Representatives in 1853, and 
was elected to the State Sen
ate in 1858 where he devel
oped a reputation of being 
sympathetic to the plight of 
the poor. He also ran unsuc
cessfully for governor in 
1859. As a delegate to the 
1860 Democratic National 
Convention in Charleston, 
SC, he supported southerner 
Senators John C. Breckin
ridge and Jefferson Davis. 

What's most fascinating 
to me, despite the incredible 
depth of research and analysis 

Two 1884 Buller for President broadsides. Nominated on the Greenback-Labor Ticket, parti
sans also advocated his nomination as the Democratic candidate. Detailed at left: Colored peo

ple, you may well applaud Garrison and Phillips, but who first sa.id cantraband? ... Mention 
Annapolis. Baltimore, New Orleans and cantraband, they speak but one name - Gen. Butler. 

listen for four years to debates 
more or less stupid, in which I 
can take no part or say a word, 
nor even be allowed a vote upon 
any subject which concerns the 
welfare of Lhe country, except 
when my enemies might think my 

of his life, is the practically universally 
unheralded fact that President Lincoln 
offered Butler the vice-presidential spot on 
his 1864 Republican ticket (unknowingly 
significant vis-a-vis Lincoln's subsequent 
assassination). Citing that the incident did 
not get into the newspapers of the day "for 
obvious reasons", Butler first published an 
account of the matter in the North Ameri
can Review in October 1885; again in an 
1888 book of Reminiscences of Abraham 
Lincoln by Distinguished Men of his Time 
(Allen Thorndike Rice, editor) and for his 
own 1892 autobiography, Butler's Book. 

Lincoln's go-between for his offer 
was a close friend and supporter of But
ler who had previously tried to initiate a 
Butler-for-President boom during the 
1863 Pennsylvania gubernatorial cam
paign, the former Senator ~General" 
Simon Cameron (who had himself been a 
Republican presidential and vice-presi
dential hopeful in 1860). Cameron was 
the president's previous Secretary of War 
(whom he dismissed in January 1862 
over a refusal to remove a passage in his 

House". [Note: Cameron lived until June, 
1889 and is not known to have reluted 
Butler's claims] Lincoln assigned 
Cameron the mission to visit B.F.B. at 
Fort Monroe, Virginia on February 24, 
1864. He and a companion 
(politically active fellow 
Pennsylvanian, William H. 
Armstrong) did not actually 
go until a month later. 
Major General Butler, then 
heading the Army of the 
James, was busily preparing 
for the coming military 
campaign to capture Rich
mond being directed by 
then General-in-Chief 
Ulysses S. Grant. 

Cameron told Butler 
that he came from Mr. Lin
coln who thought that Vi.ce
President Hannibal Ham
lin's replacement should be 
someone from New Eng
land, and aside from reasons of personal 
friendship, Lincoln believed that, Butler 
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vote would injure me in the estimation of 
the people, and therefore, by some par
liamentary trick, make a tie on such ques
tion, so I should be compelled to vote; 
and then at the end of four years (as 

nowadays no Vice-Presi
dent is ever elected Presi
dent), permitted to go on 
with my profession, and 
therefore with nothing 
left for me to do save to 
ornament my lot in the 
cemetery tastefully, and 
get into it gracefully and 
respectfully, as a Vice
President should do. No, 
no, my friend; tell the 
President I do everything 
I can to aid in his election 
if nominated, and that I 
hope he will be, as unUI 
this war is finished there 
should be no change of 
administration.n Butler 

said that he also advised firing Secretary 
of the Treasury Salmon P. Chase who was 



----------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER-----------------

then actively campaigning for the presi
dency (despite the fact that three weeks 
earlier, Chase had himself approached 
Butler, via a subordinate, about being his 
running mate). On March 29, 1864, 
Cameron wrote to Lincoln, " . .I came from 
f't. Monroe yesterday after spending 
three days there during which time I had 
much pleasant conversation with Genl. 
Butler - part of which I would like to com
municate to you." Lincoln approved 

Two unique tributes: an 1870S mechanical doll that shuffles 
about when the key is wound by the Connecticut toymaker 
Im; a pot-metal matchsafe (usually found In pananware) 
wi1h comical visages on each side made by Jones, McDuf
fee & Stratton of Boston. Toe lid haS a kepi detailed with 

CONIBABAND Of WAR, SET THEM AT WORK and the tJox 
is adorned with A MATCH FOR ANYONE around the edge. 

Cameron's request to see him on April 7th. 
Lincoln and B.F'.B. had a personal 

relationship pre-dating th.is exchange. 
They first met on May 4, 1861. Butler, 
then a brlgactier general commanding the 
Department of Annapolis, was invited to 
Washington to see the President and the 
War Department, and where he was made 
privy to war plans being made for the 
occupation of Baltimore and retaking of 
the Navy Yard in Norfolk. Their second 
meeting occurred on May 16th when 
B.F.B. called upon the President to accept 
his appointment as major general (the 
first such of the War, thereby causing him 
to technically outrank, on the active list, 
regular army major generals McClellan 
and F'remont - which honor, via publica
tion In the army register, was however 
later denied him by the July I, 1863 
report of a specially convened board). 
Butler, of course, had Just saved the day 
when, leading 900 troops of the 8th Mass-

achusetts, he captured unruly Baltimore 
without a shot on the stormy night of 
May 13, 1861 (and thereby the state of 
Maryland for the Union) - but which so 
unnerved General Scott that he berated 
him for his audacity. 

Those were also the heady days, dur
ing his immediately subsequent first 
assignment as Commanding G(!neral of 
the Department of Virginia, of his highly 
regarded "contraband of war" legal solu
tion as to the status of fugitive slaves 
(which was discussed between the Presi
dent and Postmaster General Mont
gomery Blair, with whom Butler was 
friendly, on May 29, 1861). 

The President and Genera.I Butler 
also met during June, 1861 (B.F'.B. 
expressing his dissatisfaction with the 
limited recognition given him by General
ln-Chief Scott - a portent of future with
holding of support by members of the 
regular army, who were also Republi
cans), and in early August (conferring on 
military and slavery topics). 

Butler next saw the President late on 
the night of August 31, 1861 when he and 
an al.ly, the new Assistant Secretary of the 
Navy Gustavus V. Fox, woke Lincoln to 
deliver news of the capture of Forts Hat
teras and Clark (an important Union vic
tory after the defeat at Bull Run). The 
President invited B.F'.B. to address the 
Cabinet the following morning. 

During the same period, Butler 
argued to Lincoln that the War could not 
go on as a party war and suggested to 
him that he be empowered to raise vol
unteers and select officers, for all of 
which positions he would choose Demo
crats. On September I Ith, Lincoln 
telegraphed the governors of the New 
England states asking them for their con
sent to B.F'.B. 's proposal to raise six regi
ments. [Later, in January 1862 in Wash
ington DC, Butler got into a heated argu
ment with Massachusetts Adjutant Gen
eral William Schouler, telling him that, 
due to Ills refusal to Issue military com
missions, he regarded Governor John A. 
Andrew (a Republican) as a Secessionist 
• the problem arising from difficulties 
among the governor's subordinates over 
who would get to be officers.] 

On f'ebruary 21, 1862, Lincoln and 
Butler conferred about a joint Army/Navy 
expedition then being planned for the 
Gulf Coast. The President had a hand In 
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his selection for the mission, and gave 
him a personal send-off for Ship Island, 
Mississippi on F'ebruary 25th. The cam
paign resulted in the capture of New 
Orleans on April 24th. 

Butler's administration of the 
Department of the Gulf is the stuff of leg
end, including his very effective General 
Order No. 28 (the so-called "Woman 
Order") which he issued in reaction to 
the abuse of Union officers (the final 

General Butler artifacts currently on display at the 
new Hampton (VA) History Museum include his 
field desk, his personal mail bag, his private COV 
album, along with many other Civil War items. A 
great deal of this material, on loan by a private 

collector, was purchased at the Butler estate auc
tion in the 1970s just prior to the mansion 

(Belvedere) being tom down. 

straw being the commander of the West 
Gulf Blockading Squadron, Captain David 
G. Farragut's dousing from a Southern 
lady's chamber pot), in turn prompting 
CSA President Jefferson Davis to issue a 
proclamation ordering that B.F'.B. be 
immedlate.ly hanged II captured (which 
Davis later rescinded in order to allow 
him to meet with Confederate negotia
tors for prisoner exchange). The origin 
of the "Spoons~ epithet came about In 
New Orleans as well. Butler's crackdown 
on financiers of the rebellion earned him 
many more deadly enemies, both Confed
erate and foreign (the latter of whom ini
tiating unending diplomatic snarls for 
Secretary of State William H. Seward). 
[Horace Greeley had this to say about 
General Butler (who claimed to have 
landed at New Orleans with a military 
chest containing $75) in his 1866 history 
of the Civil War, The American Conflict: 

continued, next page 
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'General Butler had taken 13,700 soldiers from the North for the 
capture of New Orleans. He received no reinforcements since; and 
he now turned over to his successor 17,800 drilled and disciplined 
men, including three regiments and two batteries of negroes. He 
sent home to the treasury the sum of $345,000; expended $525,000 
in feeding the poor of New Orleans; and turned over $200,000 to 
the Commissary and Quartermaster of his successor. He had col
lected, by taxation, assessments. and fines, forfeitures. and conlis
cations, an aggregate of $1,088,000 which he faithfully applied to 
public service. He had of course made himself very unpopular 
with the wealthy Rebels, whom he had, in proportion to their sev
eral volunteer contributions of money in aid of the Rebel cause, 
assessed for the support of the New Orleans poor, deprived of 
employment by the war; and he was especially detested by that 
large body of influential foreigners who, having freely devoted 
their efforts and their means to the support of the Rebellion, were 
neither regarded nor treated by him as though they had been hon
estly neutral in the contest.'] 

On the darker side, Butler was proximate to highly lucrative 
entrepreneurial enterprises on the part of his older brother 
'Colonel' Andrew .Jackson Butler (the Senate had refused to con
lirm the commission B.F.B. gave him in early 1861, but he somehow 

kept the moniker) and other New 
England relatives and business 
and military associates - the sum 
of which prompted Lincoln on 
June 10, 1862 to commission Sen
ator Reverdy Johnson to conduct 
an investigation into B.F.B.'s 
activities. Johnson's report was 

'--------~----......, submitted to the Department of 
Classic 1884 campaign item, the 

·workingmen·s Friend." 
State on August 19th, and trans
mitted to the Senate by the Presi
dent on December 22nd. There 

were no inculpatory findings. (Similarly, about two and a half 
years later, after having been relieved of command of the Depart
ment of Virginia and North Carolina in January of 1865, Butler was 
twice more the primary target of formal investigations. The first 
was a military commission proposed to then General-in-Chief 
Ulysses S. Grant by B.F.B.'s successor, Major General Edward 0.C. 
Ord, to look into the methods by which Lee's army received sup
plies from B.F.B.'s department (conducted by a team led by a 

~-------------, decidedly unfriendly former 
subordinate in the Depart
ment, Brigadier General 
George 1-1. Gordon, they evi
dently failed to find proof of 
wrongdoing after six months 
of work and no report was 
ever printed). The second, In 
February 1865. was a joint 
effort of the Committees on 
Commerce of both Houses of 
Congress, which had been 
directed under a concurrent 

!;:..:_..:.:.:.!i_lli;..:.:l~~~~...:.3 resolution to investigate the 
Bay View, Butler's summer home on Cape subject of trade with the rebel-

Ann, MA, near the granite quarry he owned. lious States. Chaired by Uli-
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nois Representative E.B. Wash- Qild he was asked). [Note: as an unin-
burne, its lengthy resuJts, in the '.J. tended result of these dialogs, 
form of House of Representatives Halleck became an unswerving 
Report No. 24, 38th Congress, 2d _.,_.fflll opposer of Butler.] Lincoln went 
Session, found that trade had on to ask B.F.B. to go down the 
indeed occurred and condemned it, Mississippi River from St. Louis 
but no charges were preferred to examine civil administration, 
against any individuals.] It is how- advise on the military situation, 
ever true that General Butler was and to organize Black troops. 
unable to effectively clear his name, Butler sa.id that he would do it 
despite a concerted, life-long effort, upon condition of being returned 
which included the publication of to command in New Orleans. 
numerous detailed refutations and When the President replied that 
repeated expressions of a desire to R::f: he couldn't promise that, B.F.B. 
be further investigated. l1lhdlld DllnJIII declined the mission. 

In any event, rumors of Butler's Butler enjoyed a true hero's 
replacement by Major General Wlllcom& when I.he welcome as he journeyed home-
Nathaniel P. Banks began to surface wards to Lowell. On January 23, 
in late November 1862. Secretary Large 1878 broadside from Butler's unsuccessful campaign for Massachusetts 1863, Lincoln wrote to Secretary 
Chase (who was in fact a friend) told governor. He sought that office In 1871, 73, '74. 78, ancf '79, before finally Stanton, "I think General Butler 
him that Banks would come, but not being elected in 1882. should go to New Orleans again. 
supersede him. Butler then read in ----------------------- He is unwilling to go unless he is 
the papers about Banks being sent, and Banks arrived in New Orleans on restored to the command of the depart-
he wrote privately to the President on December 14, 1862 and hand-delivered ment. He should start by the first of Feb-
November 29th, to say that this seemed General Halleck's November 9th dated ruary, and should take some force with 
to imply a want of conHdence in him, and General Order 'By direction of the Presi- him. The whole must be so managed as 
asking, "why, then, am I left here when dent', informing B.F.B. of Banks's assign- to not wrong, or wound the feelings of 
another is sent into the field in this ment to command of the Department of Gen. Banks. His original wish was to go 
Department?" (this letter was evidently the GuJf (including the State of Texas). On to Texas; and it must be arranged for him 
conveyed via Secretary Chase, who December 18th, Butler wrote to Lincoln to do this now with a substantial force; 
reported to Butler in mid-December that that, "having received no further orders, and yet he must not go, to tl1e endanger-
he had delivered it to the President, who either to report to [Banks] or otherwise, I Ing the opening of the Mississippi. I hope 
read it in his presence but would give have taken the liberty to suppose that I this may be done by the time Gen. Butler 
nothing more than an acknowledgement was permitted to return home, my ser- shall arrive there; but whether or not, J 
of B.F.B.'s capabilities and services). On vices being no longer needed here." [Note: think we can not longer dispense with 
December 2nd, Senator Henry Wilson these events occurred during a period of Gen. Butler's service." Lincoln himself 
wrote Butler that Secretary of War Edwin intense pressure for Lincoln who, during drafted a carefully worded letter to Banks, 
M. Stanton agreed with him upon the the week preceding Christmas 1862, was explaining that he would retain command 
importance of increasing the forces he tendered resignations by Secretaries Blair, of the forces in the field, but report to But-
said he needed, and had promised to do Chase and Seward.] ler. It was, however, not sent. 
what he could. With regards to the same, On December 29th, Lincoln wrote Interestingly, In an interview with the 
a letter from Senator Sumner followed on Butler, "I believe you have a family, and I President on January 26th, Simon 
December 5th saying, "the President says dislike to deprive you of an early visit to Cameron protested Butler's contemplat-
that you shall not be forgotten", and that them. But I really wish to see you at the ed re-assignment to New Orleans 
now Army General-in-Chief Henry W. Hal- earliest moment. I am contemplating a because he was a "likely candidate for 
leek and Secretary Stanton were substan- peculiar and important service for you, president and must be in Washington for 
tially in agreement (plus the latter's com- which I think, and hope you will think, is political reasons." 
ment "all generals call for more troops"). as honorable as it is important. I wish to Manifestations of popular support 
Nevertheless, Butler was eventually confer with you upon It. Please come for the shabbily treated Butler continued. 
informed in a December 14th letter from immediately upon your arrival at New- The President then sent an urgent mes-
Secretary Chase that General Banks was York." They conferred in the White sage to him on January 28, 1863: "Please 
indeed to supersede him. Tellingly, Sum- House on the evening of January 2, 1863. come here immediately. Telegraph me 
ner wrote again on January 8, 1863 to say When asked why he had been removed, about what time you will arrive." Evi-
that Stanton had just assured him that Lincoln reportedly sidestepped the issue, dently mindful of possible European 
had he known Butler's real position with telling B.F.B. that he did not know, only repercussions that B.F.B.'s return to the 
regard to the Emancipation Proclamation "something about foreign affairs" that GuJf might engender, as intimated by 
(then in preparation for its issuance on Secretary Seward could answer (who In Seward, Lincoln only offered him a spe-
January 1st), he would not have allowed turn laid the blame on General-in-Chief cial assignment of reporting on condi-
anyone to take his place. Halleck - who passed it back again when tions there. Butler never used the pass, 
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Buller, at far left, served as Counsel to the House 
Managers in the Impeachment of Andrew Johnson. 

dated February l l th, that the President 
had prepared for him: "Whom it may con
cern. Major General Butler, bearer of 
this, visits the Mississippi River, and 
localities thereon, at my request, for 
observation." 

On February 24th, Secretary Chase 
wrote an enthusiastic letter saying that 
Secretary Stanton had shown him orders 
for B.F.B.'s resumption of command of 
the Department of the Gulf, and urged 
him to go immediately. Butler penned a 
long letter in reply on the 28th, in which 
he reviewed the situation from his per
spective. Summing up, he said that he 
needed only to " .. see that something can 
be done about the pitiful intrigues by 
which I am removed from command, a11d 
the arrow shall not leave the bow with a 
swifter flight than I into the service. But 
with Lhe expectations of the country 
roused into a belief that I can achieve 
something like success, I cannot of my 
own will be sent into that honorable exile 
again to which Scott banished me at 
Fortress Monroe, without men, without 
means, and without support, as a punish
ment for taking Baltimore without his col
umn of 12,000 men .. ." 

Butler says that he next called upon 
the President in the spring of 1863, at 
which time he expressed the advantages 
of arming the Blacks, and the detrimental 
effect on good order and discipline of Lin
coin's clemency in not having deserters 
put to death. Late that summer, Lincoln 
asked B.F.B. to ride with him in the 
evening out to the Soldiers' Home. Dur
ing the unescorted two-mile ride, Butler 
told him lhat it was just asking to be shot, 
and spoke Lo Secretary Stanton about it 
in the morning, who thereafter insisted 
upon the President having a guard. 

Butler, writing from Lowell on Octo
ber 6, 1863, informed Secretary Chase 

that he was tempted to tell the President 
that he felt the call to go to New Orleans 
in order to settle forever Lincoln's pro
nouncement that, if valid, the Emancipa
tion Proclamation would stand. Chase, 
writing to B.F.B. on the 9th (but most like
ly not having received the aforemen
tioned missive from Butler), said that 
he'd seen the President, who seemed 
kindly disposed towards him: and 
thought ii very probable that he would 
be going to New Orleans. Nevertheless, a 
November 2nd telegram from the Secre
tary of War directed B.F.B. to proceed to 
Fort Monroe to assume command there. 
Butler says that he stopped en route to 
thank Lincoln. 

Butler first met now General-in-Chief 
Grant face to face on April L. 1864 at Fort 
Monroe. Butler advised him of his suc
cesses at prisoner exchange, but Grant 
emphatically ordered him to cease 
because he fell that the CSA was receiv
ing a greater share of able-bodied men 
who would go directly back into their 
ranks (Butler then told Grant he thought 
the public would be unhappy if they 
learned that the Union soldiers were con
sidered to be more useful in Rebel pri
sons). But the two reportedly came away 
mutually impressed, Grant realizing that 
their military strategies for the Peninsula 
campaign were much the same. As he 
was ordered to do, Buller and his Army of 
the James went on to surprise the Con
federates, when on May 5th, he seized 
City Point and the tremendously strate-

~~ 
Butler was lampooned in the press. derided by fellow 
politicians. even the subject of parody on stage by 

the great actor George S. Knight - shown here wear
Ing a rather grotesque Butler mask. 
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Marcus "Brick" Pomeroy, virulent Copperhead publisher 
of the Lacrosse Daily Democrat in Wisconsin. In this 

CDV, he has staked the cur Buller. 

gic Bermuda Hundred peninsula, which 
lay 14 miles below Richmond and only 6 
lrom Petersburg. Unfortunately, his 
corps commanders, Major Generals 
William A. Smith and Quincy A. Gillmore 
(both West Pointers of somewhat flawed 
reputation, with whom he'd been stuck), 
thwarted his desire to immediately pro
ceed into Richmond itself. They proved 
to be substantially dilatory, uncoopera
tive and incapable of producing results 
on this, and virtually every other subse
quent offensive. [Note: the aforemen
tioned offer of vice-presidential candida
cy falls here in this chronology.) 

Lincoln had plans to himself visit 
Butler in the field in April 1864, which 
were however postponed due to Mrs. Lin
coln's illness. On April 23rd, saying 
"Don't think I can go", he sent Assistant 
Secretary of the Navy Fox and his assis
tant secretary, Major John Hay to Fort 
Monroe for a conference with Butler. 
[Hay. twenty-six year old lawyer, assis
tant secretary and fortuitous Lincoln inti
mate, was not very favorably inclined 
towards B.F.B. His diary for May 22, 1864 
reads: "Butler is turning out much as 1 
thought he would - perfectly useless and 
incapable for campaigning. He quarrels 
with Gillmore and Smith & makes rather a 
nuisance of himself. [new paragraph] 1 
said to the President to-day that I 
thought Butler was the only man in the 
army in whom power would be danger
ous ... McClellan was too timid & vacillat
ing to usurp: Grant too sound and cool 
headed & too unselfish: Banks also: Fre
mont would be dangerous if he had more 
ability & energy. [new paragraph) 'Yes,' 
says the Ancient, 'he is like Jim .Jett's 
brother. Jim used to say that his brother 
was the damdest biggest scoundrel that 
ever lived but in the infinite mercy of 
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Providence he was also Bermuda Hundred peninsu-
the damdest biggest la). Unfortunately, the attri-
fool."' Earlier, in early bution caught the attention 
January 1864, Butler of that segment of press 
shared a number of his unfriendly to Butler. Grant 
views and activities with then had Army Chief of Staff 
Hay while the two trav- Maj. Gen. Halleck remove 
eled together for several half of Butler's 30,000 troops 
days. That diary entry to reinforce the Army of the 
ends with "he makes Potomac (approximately 
more business in that 3,000 of whom became casu-
sleepy little Department allies in the slaughter at 
than any one would have Cold Harbor). Neverthe-
dreamed was in it.r The less, despite conditions and 
following also have rele- -----·-·ft restrictions imposed upon 
vance to the subject of him by Grant, Butler persist-
this article: July 25, 1863 - Butler aboard the yacht America, pur- ed in attempting further 
"[ Charles G.] Halpine was chased after the War, in an 1879 cartoon. offensive movements. 
also talking about Gill- In early June, on the eve 
more. He says that his appointment is of the Republican National Convention, 
part of a programme arranged by the Lincoln said that he wouldn't commit 
friends of Butler, to get as far as possible himself on the subject of a candidate for 
the 'Soldiers influence for the Beast.' vice-president, and that he wished not to 
[Horace] Greeley was first fooled over interfere in the nomination of same. 
and his influence got Gillmore a hearing President Lincoln and Butler did 
at Washington. When he went south he eventually meet up at Bermuda Hundred 
took with him [Brigadier General John on June 22nd (in company with Lieu-
W.] Turner and [Major George C.] Strong, tenant General Grant and Rear Admiral S. 
two special adherents of Butler. (new Phillips Lee, commander of the North 
paragraph] He says Butler's party is Atlantic Blockading Squadron). The War 
growing enormously. All the fanatics all wasn't going very well for the Union at 
the corruptionists a vast stock jobbing this point in time. Figures friendly to But-
interest headed by Col. [Andrew J.] But- ler (including Senators Benjamin Wade 
ler who has brought his stolen two mil- and Zachariah Chandler, Representatives 
lions to N.Y. & says he is willing to spend Henry Winter Davis and James M. Ashley, 
it all for this great object."; and for Octo- New York politicians Thurlow Weed and 
ber 4, 1863 - "[John Brough] says Prof. Roscoe Conkling, and newspaper editors 
McCoy, after a good deal of indirect bor- Henry J. Raymond of the New York Times 
ing came at him flat footed this evening and George Wilkes of The Spirit of the 
urging the absolute necessity of uniting Times) began to actively promote him as 
on Gen. Butler as our Presidential candi- a candidate for president within the 
date. He snubbed McC severely: saying Democratic Party or via a third party. It 
one war at a time."] is said that, as an expedient to removing 

In May 1864, Butler lost a r,;11111=========:::.. B.F'.8. as a political competi-
battle at Drury's Bluff to Geo- tor, Lincoln asked General-
eral P.T.G. Beauregard. Short- in-Chief Grant how he felt 
ly thereafter, Lieutenant Gen- about Butler being named 
eral Grant was responsible to replace Stanton as Secre-
(by his insertion of the term tary of War. Grant report-
in a campaign report) for the edly did not like the idea. 
circulation of an unfair On Au~ust 23, 1864, 
description of B.F.8. and his Lincoln had the Cabinet 
forces as being "bottled up" sign, without reading, a 
behind the opposing lines at memorandum admitting 
Bermuda Neck (in truth, the probability that the 
B.F'.B. was not so constrained, Administration would not 
being able to easily move be re-elected and that he 
across several landings on would cooperate with the 
the two rivers that bounded President-elect. However, 
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the announcement in early September of 
General William T. Sherman's capture of 
Atlanta, and further Union successes, 
created a huge wave of enthusiasm that 
served to bolster the Republicans and 
diminish the Butler boom. The War 
Democrat convention was cance!Jed due 
to tl1e rapidly changing military and polit
ical situations. Being unable to pull off a 
fresh victory of his own, General Butler 
lost the limelight and became relegated 
to the sidelines. 

At this juncture, I strongly suggest 
that interested persons read the five vol
ume set of Butler's Private and Official 
Correspondence during the period of the 
Civil War (published privately in I 9 I 7), 
which is absolutely essential to gaining a 
proper understanding of the man and his 
circumstances. It includes, verbatim, his 
voluminous correspondence with his 
beloved wife and others, and all of his 
military and other relevant documents of 
the War, providing a unique behind-the
scenes viewpoint on the military and 
political situation. The record shows that 
B.F'.B. was admirably attempting to do his 
part in the War. 

In conclusion, at the time of Lincoln's 
offer of the vice-presidential spot, it has 
been seen that B.F'.8. was much more 
interested in military rather than political 
goals. But as the President's star seemed 
to dim in the summer of 1864 due to 
reverses of the War, and General Butler's 
influential friends took the initiative upon 
his behalf, he assumed the trappings of a 
presidential hopeful. If his military ven
tures within that time frame had resulted 
in a substantial victory, his fortunes may 
have turned out quite different. At a mini
mum, however, it should be recognized 
that he achieved a stature, albeit short
lived, that rivaled Lincoln's. '6D 

[The author wishes to thank his friends Joe 
Normandy and Michael Rumfelt for their kind 
assistance in preparing this feature. He also 
thanks The Electronic Scriptorium for help with 
digital Images.) 
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TRANSCRIPT OF AN INCREDIBLE LEITER FROM ANDREW JACKSON Bun.ER TO SIMON CAMERON 

[Author's note: I stumbled on a copy of this letter while doing research at the Library of Congress. The original is found at the Dauphin 
County (Harrisburg, PA) Historical Society. I believe this revelatory missive has not been previously recognized for its significance.) 

New Orleans, November 29, 1862. 
Hon S. Cameron - Dear Sir, After giving you a hearty welcome home again from the court of Russia and prosperity and good health, beg to give you a 

hasty out fine of some of our operations in this department and propose to you to Join us In our commercial operations having for its base line this great com
mercial city - In the first place to commence and to give you an idea we have had the most unparalleled success in all our commercial undertakings with the 
aid of gunboats since Faragut captured this city for us that you can possibly conceive of And the truth is that our business is massing upon our hands in such 
gigantic sted is that without the aid of some superior talent like your own tear that things wt/I become too glaring or our business too well known for us to hold 
our position ti/I we gather in the largest fortune ever made on this continent. 

In the first place we have monopolized the carrying trade on the River and all the commerce south of Vicksburgh - and one of our first objects is for 
you and the General my brother to keep that place blocked up by the Rebels as long as possible until we clean out and get in our possession all the sugar 
cotton &tc here to that point to illustrate we purchase bacon here (Western bacon) at 5-6 per lbs and sell it to the planters at 95c per lb flour at 5 to 8$ 
and sell it at 40-30$ per bl Salt at 3$ and sell it at 60$ per bag - making in the weekly trip of our boat as much as 50,000$ and then your know we pur
chase sugar at our own prices within our lines and when the planters wont sell for confederate money that we purchase here at 25 and 30 per Hhd We 
charge them 30$ per Hhd freight but this is not near all nor the best of our trade Honest old [Brigadier General John W.J Phelps you know inaugurated a 
perfect stampede with the nigares inducing them to leave the plantations In mass We had him removed - and then as soon as the cane matured we said 
to the planters sell us your crop for so much our own terms and we will send the slaves to take off the crop the consequence is that we have more cane to 
grind than we can possibly manage. And to make our sugar sell or rather monopolize we grant as few privileges in the way of furnishing labour to others 
as possible - we are now receiving from our army on the Lafourch several thousand Hhd sugar and bales of cotton which we have branded US (which real
ly means us we) and sold at auction ostensibly for account of the government but really much of it for our own pockets in this way very honestly too much 
of this sugar and cotton belongs to loyal subjects who willingly give us 213 the value rather than undertake to collect from the government and of course 
we make the matter perfectly satisfactory with both parties we are receiving as much as 10,000$ per week tor one half the net proceeds of four gambling 
houses that we induced the Gen/ to grant license to and our last operation was to purchase all the whiskey brandy rum lager beer &tc in the city and then 
induced the Gen/ to Issue his order forbidding distillation or brewing the coffee houses however we keep in full blast and will make all of 200.000$ on this 
speculation - Now we propose to put you down for 100,000$ In that amount at your credit at once for and In consideration tor your service at Washington 
and here and ff you think it prudent you might propose to give Lincoln 100,000$ also not to disturb us until we clean out all the sugar and cotton south of 
Vicksburg. 

You see that this Gent is so perfectly absorbed with this untold wealth that I am dividing with him that I fear he will loose sight of his military duties and 
then you know that the Democracy is agoing to sweep the country so using all his influence to promote that cause here because it is popular and I tear he 
will not be prudent and may share Mele/land's fate or that Lincoln may send a commission down here and take possession of all the sugar crops that we 
have purchased and take them Ready for the government. the New York and Boston merchants together with the few western merchants have threatened us 
with this policy saying that we have no right to monopolize all the produce and trade in this department - please to write immediately - with Respect Your 
obi Svt. A J Butler. 

NB- When you write try to induce the Gent B.F. my brother to go in the field and get the smell of gunpowder then the Authorities at Washington will be bet
ter satisfied. As yet I have not been able to Impress that importance of this course upon his mind he believes that our best policy is tor him to remain here 
and tor him to send to Packing and tort Jackson any one that is at all in our way that cannot be done tor our operations conflict directly with Southern and 
western influence and interests you must manage to keep the River closed at Vicksburgh 3 or 4 month longer if possible. how would you like to have one 
of those fine estates on the mlssisslppi River we Intend to purchase several can easily secure you one for less than the cost of the machinery and build
ing sugar house & tc Some of them worth a million Dollar -
AJB - For the truth of the above Refer to all the Yankey houses here the southern merchants are not sharp enough to see it. We Regret to notice that Gent 
Lovell [Major General Mansfield Lovell, CSA} is suspichion of trading with us for Salt We made him pay us 10$ and ask for the privilege of taking out his 
Salt to the Rebels 10000 bg. 

So, was "Coloner Andrew Jackson Butler a loose cannon who was able to use his famous younger brother as a dupe? Did he actu
ally hang out a shingle saying "Butler Brothers & Co."?! Or were the two "thick as thieves"? Consider the following events in 1864: 

-On February 11, 1864, A..1.8., 58. died of alcoholism and/or rapid consumption in New York. General Butler took three days leave 
to go there to bury him. A descendent said she could find no record of Andrew having a wife or c.hildren, so it is likely that his entire 
estate accrued to B.F.B. 

-On April 2, 1864, B.F'.B. wrote the President regarding having interviewed the Rebel Commissioner of Exchange and invited him 
and Mrs. Lincoln down to Fort Monroe, also suggesting that Stanton come. 

- On April 6th, Butler acknowledges receipt of a telegram from John Hay, Maj. & A.A. Genl., saying, "Points will be submitted." 
-On April 7th, Lincoln writes Butler that he and Mrs. Lincoln think they will visit the following week and "Meanwhile, whatever is 

to be done on the business subject will be conducted through the War Department." 
Butler writes Stanton on April 7th referencing the communication from the War Department of the 6th asking for his report on the 

Sequestration Commission that he had established on November 9, 1862 (i.e., "The commanding general being informed, and believ
ing, that the district west of the Mississippi river [Lafourche], lately taken possession of by tl1e United States troops, is most largely 
occupied by persons disloyal to the United States, and whose property has become liable to confiscation under the acts of congress 
and the proclamation of the president, and that sales and transfers of said property are being made for the purpose of depriving the 
government of same, has determined, in order to secure the rights of all persons as well as those of the government and for the pur-

10 -----------------------
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pose of enabling the crops now growing to be taken care of and 
secured, and the unemployed laborers set at work, and provi
sions made for payment of their labor." The commission was to 
" .. take possession of the property of said district, to make an 
accurate inventory of the same, and gather up and collect all 
such personal property, and turn over to the proper officers, 
upon their receipts, such of said property as may be required 
for the use of the United States army; to collect together all the 
other personal property, and bring the same to New Orleans 
and cause it to be sold at public auction to the highest bidders, 
and after deducting the necessary expenses of care, collection, 
and transportation, to hold the proceeds thereof subject to the 
just claims of loyal citizens and those neutral foreigne.rs who in 
good faith shall appear to be the owners of the same.") 

la his lengthy response to Stanton, B.F.B. explained that 
there was at the time two years' growth of sugarcane in the 
fields; that no transportation was available to the planters for 
bringing in wood and supplies for processing their cane or to 
take the sugar to market; that the planters were being forced to 
sell at a great discount to speculators who had rushed in - oth
erwise the Rebel authorities would take their property; and that 
the Blacks needed to harvest the cane had fled and would not 
go back except under government guarantee of their freedom. 
So he had decided upon employing the Blacks for the harvest 
and to plant new crops in the spring (thereby also providing for 
their needs); and allowing the use of Army water or rail trans
portation (when it could be spared from military use) for which 
the planters would reimburse the government - instead of the 
continuance of a demoralizing effect upon his officers of the 
speculators' bribes to bring their property to New Orleans via 
Army transportation. Another advantage to giving the commis
sion the responsibility for supplying the watery region was that 
it circumvented the problem of smuggling to the Rebels. He 
went on to say that although the experiment had only been in 
operation for about three weeks when he was relieved by Banks 
on December 14th, it was proving a success: plantations had 
been leased and laborers sent back to them, supplies furnished 
to a large extent and approximately $750,000 worth of personal 
property taken possession of by the Commission. Butler 
claimed that all the confiscated property was sold at public auc
tions for which advance notice had been given, that no one had 
an advantage over another in purchasing, and that the entire 
proceeds of the sales were paid into the public treasury. Gen
eral Banks, however, showed llttle appreciation for the matter 
and made a mess of things by mingling the funds with those of 
the Quarter Master (which were spent for the use of the Army). 
Claims, however, rightly were to have been handled by the 
Treasury. Therefore, he said, it had become necessary that the 
books and accounts of t11e Commission be forwarded to the War 
Department for adjudication of claims. He told Stanton that in 
case the Department of the Gull couldn't supply the records, he 
had himself kept a copy of them, and had the means of doing 
justice to the claimants and the United States. 

In the final analysis, the business climate was wide open. 
Was what went on actually in violation of existing law or regu
lation? More likely, in my mind, is that most observers could 
not comprehend the many innovative and complex solutions to 
thorny problems that General Butler cooked up in his incredi
bly keen legal and financial mind. ,e:, 

11 

B utler would later quote Lincoln as having 
said in an April 1865 conversation: "But 
what shall we do with the negroes after 

they are free? I can hardly believe that the 
South and the North can live in peace, unless 
we can get rid of the neg roes .... You have been 
a staunch friend of the [Black] race from the 
time you first advised me to enlist them at New 
Orleans. You have had a good deal of experi
ence in moving bodies of men by water - your 
movement up the James was a magnificent 

one. Now, we shall have use of our very large navy: what, then, are our dif
ficulties in sending all the blacks away? I fear a race war .. .l wish you would 
carefully examine the question and give me your views upon it and go into 
the figures, as you did before in some degree, so as to show whether the 
negroes can be exported." B.F.B. responded "Why not send them to Pana
ma to dig the canalr Supposedly, the President was delighted with this 
suggestion and asked Butler to consult with Seward on the matter. 

B utler was a prescient Innovator. 
For the military, he experiment
ed with flame-throwers, mobile 

surgical field hospitals (he was 
highly supportive of Clara Barton), 
new tactics with explosives and 
engineering, and made an early 
acquisition of the Gatling gun. On 
June 5, 1861, he invited John LaM
ountain of Troy, NY to establish bal
loon surveillance; B.F.B. himself 
made a flight He then approved 
funds for a non-tethered "balloon 

'---"'-_.;;.;..-===-----' bomber", but the money never 
materialized. In late 1861, he ordered a steam powered helicopter to be 
bullt(I) for reconnaissance, a model of which had been demonstrated. It 
was to have been 52 feet long with four lifting screws. But again, no 
funds were available and the local "engineer park" had no suitable tools 
with which to build such a craft. 

An excellent Butler-related outing in the greater Boston area is the gor
geous 1,200-acre estate of his granddaughter, Blanche, and her hus
band Oakes Ames, a Harvard botanist. Known as "Borderland". the 

family home ls a three-story, twenty-room stone mansion built in 1910. 
The property remained In the family until 1971, two years after Blanche's 
death, then acquired by the state and opened as a park. In the home, 

open for tours. one can view numerous arti
facts including a magnificent glass sword 

case with Butler's many celebratory edged 
weapons and an original of the honor medal 
B.F.B. commissioned to award to heroic mem

bers of USCT units in the Army of the 
James. (11 were minted by Charles Kennard 
of Boston in bronze and 197 in silver.) Bor
derland offers visitors many of the same 

pleasures that the Ames family enjoyed: walk
Ing and horseback riding on woodland trails, fishing and 
canoeing in the ponds, winter ice-skating and sledding. 

Interestingly, in addition to the Butler connection, Blanche became quite 
a woman of note. An accomplished artist, she was the sole illustrator of 
her husband's botanical books, including a landmark seven-volume trea
tise on orchids. Involved In politics, she gained notoriety for her political 
cartoons depicting the struggle for women's suffrage. Also an inventor, 
in 1939 she designed a hexagonal lumber cutter and in World War II she 
designed and patented a method for ensnaring enemy airplanes in wires 
hung from balloons! 



----------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER-----------------
On the March, cont. 
later, another Republican club, the "Sound Money" marchers, 
orchestrated and financed by Mark Hanna, were to play a similar. 
but less colorful role. 

The Wide Awakes began life in Hartford, CT. This was the 
"base" of the franchise. Eventually, chapters sprung up through
out the northeast and midwestern states, both in large cities and 
backwoods hamlets, from Wisconsin to Maine. J. Doyle DeWitt, 
llimself a Hartford resident, wrote an excellent monograph in 
1961, "Lincoln in Hartford", that not only details Lincoln's post
Cooper Institute visit to Hartford, but provides insight into the 
origins of that illustrious organiza
tion: 

under the title 'Improved Frame for Swing Lamps and Torches', 
the oil reservoir was suspended from the frame in such a way as 
to permit it to swing in all directions. It was adopted as the offi
cial torch. In casting about for a name for the organization, some
one recalled that William P. Fuller, city editor of the Courant, had 
referred to the group of young men as 'Wide Awakes.'" 

While membership in the Wide Awakes reached the tens of 
thousands, little in the way of related material culture has sur
vived. The DeWitt Collection retains the street clothes and 
glazed cape of one marcher, as well as a membership certificate 

DeWitt talks about the 
Republican speakers who trav
eled to Connecticut in the early 
months of 1860 to promote guber
natorial candidate William A. 
Buckingham in his struggle 
against Thomas H. Seymour. "The 
first of these was the Hon. Cassius 
M. Clay, noted abolitionist from 
Kentucky who spoke in Hartford 
at Touro Hall on February 25, 1860 
on behalf of the Republicans. A 
torchlight procession was formed 
to escort him from Mayor Allyn's 
house to the hall. As the proces
sion passed Talcott and Post's 
Dry Goods Store at the corner of 
Pratt and Main Streets, several 
clerks from the store who were 
marching in the procession, pro-
cured squares of black cambric 
cloth from the store to protect 
their clothing from the oil drip
ping from their torches. As they 

Front and back of the "Newark Wide Awakes" presentation lantern. 

with jugate portraits of Lincoln 
and Hamlin. A handfuJ of caps 
exist. Pitkin or double-swivel 
torches have survived in some 
number, but this type of torch 
was produced for at least twenty 
years (1860-1880) and it is prob
lematic in attributing any one 
example to the campaign of 1860, 
absent period inscriptions or 
provenance. Such is the problem 
encountered with glass and 
brass lanterns. Marchers typical
ly purchased lanterns "off the 
rack" from jobbers or hardware 
merchants. There was no 
enforced uniformity of shape and 
size (except perhaps in the regu
lation that lanterns have colored 
glass globes) and the lanterns 
generally were indistinguishable 
from those used by railroad 
employees and policemen. Until 
recently, there was only one 
authenticated Wide Awake 
lantern known - the example 

took their places in the procession, they 
draped the cambric around their shoulders 
and hats. The Marshal of the parade, Col. 
George P. Bissell, afterward of the 25th 
Connecticut Infantry, noticing the striking 
appearance of the young men, placed them 
at the head of the procession. At one point 
there was jeering from spectators and one 

in the collection of the Sandwich 
Glass Museum. Constructed of brass and 
etched ruby glass, it is inscribed ~sand
wich Wide Awakes" and was meant to be 

carried suspended from a pole. Another 
example has surfaced which we picture here. 

of the young men was knocked down by his 
torch which had been wrestled from his 
hands, resulting in a severely lacerated fore
head. When the parade ended, it was sug-

It is constructed of gilt brass and etched & paint
ed ruby glass. It stands around 17" tall and 
the glass globe has a 7" diameter. One side 
of the globe is etched "Newark Wide 
Awakes" and the other "Captain Tucker" 

Engraved brass base: "Presented to Isaac M. Tucker 
by the otticers of the 'HARTFORD WIDE AWAKES.'" 

gested that a company of men be organized and dressed in like 
outfits to serve as a Republican marching organization. On Sat
urday, March 3rd, a group of 36 young men met at the club head
quarters on the third floor over Huck's Drug Store on Main 
Street, one door north of the Phoenix Bank. A Constitution was 
adopted and officers elected. The Constitution provided that 
·each member shall provide himself, at his own expense, a glazed 
cap and cape.and shall pay into the treasury the sum of seventy
five cents, which shall entitle him to the use of a torch for 
parade.' Someone brought to the meeting a new type of torch
light devised by a Hartford tinsmith, Leonard Pitkin. Patented 

("Captain" is etched and the name "Tucker" 
painted on in block letters). There is also a presentation inscrip
tion engraved on the base to the recipient, Isaac M. Tucker. 

Little is known about Isaac Tucker. In the History of Newark, 
it is related: "In civil life he took on an active part in politics. As 
early as 1853, he was appointed clerk of the Newark Common 
Council. He was a lawyer by profession, and early affiliated with 
the Republican Party." Being likewise active in local paramilitary 
organizations, Tucker entered the Civil War with the rank of Lieu
tenant-Colonel. He was second in command of the 2nd New Jer
sey Infantry Regiment which included companies from Newark, 
Belleville, Elizabeth and Paterson. He died a hero's death at the 
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Second Battle of Bull Run being, at the time, only 30 years old. "It line was again formed, and the guests were escorted to their 
is rather hot in here" he remarked to a comrade as they quarters on board of the boat. On Friday evening, the 27th, the 
approached the woods on that fatal day at the Chickahominy, Hartford Club, together with their friends, repaired to the depot, 
"and some of us will never come out, but the Jersey boys will do where they received various Clubs from other towns, and escort-
their duty. Don't mind me, but go ahead and give it to them." His ed them to the camp or wigwam on Asylum Street, a frame struc-
body and final resting place were never determined. ture, erected for such purposes, and here they were addressed 

The lantern was apparently a gilt to Tucker from the Hart- by several prominent individuals, and presentations were made 
ford Wide Awakes, given to him during the visit of the Newark of banners, capes, lanterns, rails, mauls, & c. At ten o'clock, the 
Wide Awakes to Hartford on July 26-27, 1860. At this time, a mass grand torchlight procession was formed, and marched through 
meeting was held, attended by the Wide Awake chapters of New the principal streets of the city to Charter Oak Place, amidst the 
England and New Jersey. The occasion is described in the August firing of rockets, the burning of blue lights and profusion of other 
11, 1860 issue of Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper, which we fireworks. The sight presented has rarely, if ever, been excelled, 
quote, at length: and baffles description. At Charter Oak 

"The Wide Awake Club of Newark, l' "r \-() I Place the vast assembly was addressed 
having notified their brethren of Hartford ~ l..i - l I(. by Hon. Dwight Loomis, alter which it 
of their intention to visit them on Thurs- ILLUSTRATED N £ W S. proceeded on its line of march to and 
day and Friday of last week, the latter j . across the Park, through Asylum and 
Club prepared a right royal reception for other streets to the City Hall, where 
their guests, and the ladies having been another bountiful collation was served 
enlisted in the cause, they were enter- and partaken of. The sight as the proces-
tained in a manner which must have sion crossed the Park was magnificent to 
impressed them with an elevated sense the extreme. From four to five thousand 
of the hospitality of their New England '=2"~,.:::-- torches could be seen at one time wind-
compeers. The Newark Club, having 'i:."..::..""::-..:.."' ing their way through and around the sin-
chartered the steamer Josephine, left .. uous paths; the whole landscape was lit 
home on Thursday morning, the 26th, --·-=-~-- up with innumerable roman candles and 
and arrived at Saybrook at the mouth of other fireworks, and far in the back-
the river at half-past five o'clock, and at ground the city was illuminated with flam-
Hartford about hall-past nine o'clock. ing rockets, which sent their shower of 
The weather threatened to be unpropi- parti-<:olored rain across the heavens in 
tious, a dark bank of clouds in the south- every direction, while the moon, as ii pal-
west, tilled with rain and electricity, ing her ineffectual light, sunk slowly 
seemed only awaiting a favorable wind to beneath the western horizon. At half-past 
spread itself over the city and discharge one the Wide-Awakes escorted their 
its pluvial contents. The Hartford Club, guests to the cars and their quarters on 
notwithstanding, assembled al seven the boat, and the city gradually sunk to its 
o'clock and proceeded to the dock, accustomed rest. The Newark Club 
where they awaited the arrival of the returned home on Saturday morning 
steamer with whatever of patience they early, highly pleased with their trip and 
could summon. There were in the ranks "Founders and Officers of the 'Wide Awakes· of Hartford. the reception which they had received." 
some three hundred or more young men, Conn." Two "pioneer" torches are In evidence. Capl James The New York Illustrated News also 
each uniformed with an oilskin cape and S. Chalker (center, rear) holds a lantern etched with his reported on the event in their paper 
glazed cap, and bearing a torch similar to rank. To his right stands 1st Aid and Corresponding Secre- which hit the stands on Saturday, August 
those in use by our own lire department. tary H. T. Sperry, while C. V. R. Pond, Recording Secretary 11, 1860. The report, while not picturing 
At half-past nine o'clock the signal rocket and Captain's Aid appears In the back row, far right. Two Tucker, mentions him and provides a 
from the steamer was seen to dart heav- different hats are worn, all with brass eagle emblems somewhat different perspective on the 
enward as she rounded the point about a attached. New York Illustrated News, August 11, 1860. event. We excerpt portions of it: 
mile below the city, and it was immedi- ----------------- "[On] March 3, 1860 ... the Wide Awake 
ately answered by others on the dock and by the booming of can- Club was formed, Constitution adopted, and officers elected. The 
non and strains of martial music. In a few moments she neared intention was to establish a club of fifty ... Being at that time com-
the dock, and after a little delay the visitors landed amidst the posed exclusively of young men, a portion of whom still lacked 
shouts of welcome from thousands of voices. The scene at this some months of their majority, the opposition Press made merry 
moment, as described by our artist, was one of great beauty and over the military movement, little dreaming of the herculean 
interest. The dark thunder cloud has passed eastward, and was strength it would yet develop. In their classical parlance such 
lighted up occasionally by gleams of lightening, forming a fitting expressions as 'The Mantilla Cadets', a public meeting should be 
background to the scene. The line was formed and marched held to present each child with a stick of candy .. .' However, these 
through the principal streets to the City Hall, where justice was and other jeering epithets had a contrary effect lrom the inten-
done to a beautiful collation, which, with the speeches that fol- tion of the authors. The Wide Awake movement advanced so 
lowed, kept all engaged until half-past twelve o'clock, when the rapidly, that at the second meeting held only three days alter the 

continued next page 
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Postal-used cover issued by the Hartford Wide 
Awakes, commemorating its founding. 

organization, any limit 
as to numbers was dis
pensed with ... 

H. T. Sperry, Corre
sponcling Secretary of 
the Hartford Wide 
Awakes, was assigned 
the task of organiza
tional information to 
the vast numbers of 
Republicans who wrote 

for assistance in forming their own chapters. During May and 
.lune alone, he received over eight hundred such inquiries, 

Frank Leslie's Illustrated News, October 13, 1860. "Grand Torchlight Procession of the 
Wide-Awake Club In the City of New York. On Wednesday Evening, October 3rd 

including one dated June 2, 1860, postdated Newark, NJ. 'The 
glowing accounts of the glorious work done by the Wide Awakes 
of old Hartford during your State campaign, which have come to 
us through various channels, have aroused the young men of our 
city, and they are desirous of forming a similar organization here. 
You will therefore greatly oblige the Republicans of Newark, and 
the noble cause for which you are laboring, by forwarding 
instructions as soon as convenient.' A glowing letter from some 
like-minded individuals in Boston, questioned how much time 
Sperry could spare for other matters besides answering these 
inquiries. The correspondent mentioned • ... Have heard a number 
speak of an excursion to Hartford during the campaign. We want 
to get a look at the Hartford Wide Awakes.' 

Excerpted portions from Frank Leslie's: 
the Wide-Awakes and their parade. 

''The Wide-Awakes." From time to lime this country is astonished by some 
order or society which sweeps over the land like wild fire. Within a few years 
Masonry, Odd Fellowship, the Know Nothings, the Knights of Malta, and the 
K.G.C.'s have absorbed numerous followers. The present excitement of this 
nation is the political association known as the Wide-Awakes, identified with 
the Republicans or Lincoln men In their views, but almost entirely original 
as far as paraphernalia and ceremonies are concerned. 

"Origin of the Name." Nearly everybody knows what a wide-awake hat is. 
The name and the article came from England. but were adapted In this coun
try as distinctive emblems. There does not appear to be any direct connec
tion between the native organizations and the present Wide-Awakes, but the 
transition, coupled with the attractive and jaunty nature of the name and the 
hat, will appear natural enough on due reflection. It is a very American thing 
to organize exciting political campaigns. The hard cider and corn, the Rocky 
Mountain minstrelsy seasons were peculiarly national and characteristic, 
and have been commented on as such by all foreign journalists. 

1860-The Second Division of the Procession, Convoying a Farmhouse Bearing the "History." Hartford was the 'Connecticut Cradle' in which the Wide-Awake 
words. •uncle Sam Has Enough Land to Give us Each a Farm'. Passing Around the Order Was first rocked. February 25th, 1860, when Hon. Cassius M. Clay was 

to address the Republicans of that city, certain young men got up a torch-
_______ P_ar_k_an_d_U_p_T_hr_o_ug_h_C_ity_H_a_ll_Sq_u_ar_e_." ______ light procession in his honor. Now these young men were thrifty, prudent, 

neat Yankees, who fulfilled the old lady's idea of a great man by being 'keer• 
ful of their clothes', and finding that oil was liable to run down on their clothes from their torches, prudently obtained oil-cloth caps and made for them
selves impromptu glazed capes. This was a sort of uniform. On their return home, says the Philadelphia Sunday Memury, in an elaborate history of the 
order, one of the party was attacked by a sturdy Democrat; but a blow from the original Wide-Awake torch stretched him on the ground and stopped all 
further disturbances. Before dismissal a meeting was held, and after expressing their indignation at the attack, they resolved to form a club of limited num
bers, equipped with swinging torches and black capes and caps, to act as a special escort on occasions of public parade, and be ready at all times for any 
like duty that might forward the Republican cause. In pursuance of these resolutions, a meeting of young men was held on the 3rd of March following, who 
resolved to form a Wide Awake club of fifty, under the command of Captain James S. Chalker. the gentleman who felled the pugnacious Democrat on the 
first parade. A constitution was adopted, officers elected, and all the necessary steps taken. Notwithstanding the nickname of the Mantilla Cadets which 
was applied to them, the order Increased at once, spreading over the state rapidly. They were overwhelmed with letters from all parts of the Union, asking 
for information touching their rules, manner of organization, drills & c. It was at last found necessary to inaugurate some system by which these letters 
would be answered, and a notice was Inserted in all the Republican journals that Mr, H. T. Sperry, corresponding secretary of the Hartford Wide-Awakes, 
would give all desired information. In the course of a few weeks that gentleman had received and filed over eight hundred communications. 

"Marching." Great pains are taken with the drills of the Wide-Awakes. the officers being men of military knowledge. Some few peculiar tactics have been 
introduced, and in some localities a Wide-Awake cheer is used. They have in each town their armory and drill-room, where the torches, uniforms, & c. 
are carefully kept In the larger organizations there Is a Grand Marshal and Gapt;iins 

"Their Union." Within a few weeks after the first organization, the Wide-Awakes numbered about half a million in different parts of the United States. They 
have no secret signs, and no object beyond the extension of their political doctrines. But as their tendency is to order and military discipline, It is perhaps 
to be desired that their organizations could be kept up after the election, simply with a view to extend the volunteer soldier system and place it on a ratio
nal and inexpensive footing. The captains, aids, lieutenants and officers wear a uniform consisting of an Inverness mantle or overcoat. with cape, made 
of black enamel cloth, and a glazed silk cap of undress military style, with an eagle in front. The captain carries a red, the aids a tri-color, and each lieu
tenant a blue or green lantern. The pioneers, of course the tallest men in the company, are furnished with immense torches, and march on the right of 
the music. They wear large capes and caps. The privates wear a black enamel circular cape, quite full, and of good length. glazed cap, with brass eagle 
in front, and carry a large swinging or fireman's torch. 
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... hearing of the proposed reception at Hartford, we dispatched our Artist 
and Reporter to gather full descriptive and illustrative Information. On arriving 
at Hartford, our representatives were taken charge of by a committee, and 
escorted to their headquarters at the United States Hotel... in the evening the 
Wide Awakes assembled at their Hall, about eight hundred strong. Immediately 
after the line was formed, a committee, consisting of Aids Sperry and Pond, 
arrived, having in their charge Captaln Daniel G. Gavit, commandant of the 
Twentieth Ward Wide Awake Battalion, the first Wide Awake organization in the 
great commercial metropolis. Immediately on their arrival, Judge Gilman, the 
President of the Hartford Wide Awakes, stepped fonvard, and, on behalf of the 
officers of the Hartford Organization, presented Captain Gavit an elegant uni
form, complete. On the lantern, which is truly a most elaborate affair, the name 
of the battalion, 'Twentieth Ward Wide Awakes; and the word 'Captaln' is 
wrought In the glass In the most effective manner. The lamp contains also a 
most suitable inscription. Of course there was some speech making about this 
time, but the emotion of the Captain, he having been taken 'hard aback,' pre
vented us from hearing his reply. The corps were now marched to the street, 
and, after proceeding to the Branch for their torches, paraded some of the prin
cipaJ streets, bringing up at the foot of State street, where they formed in open 
order, to await the arrival of the Newark guests. About ten o'clock the signal 
rockets announced the approach, and shortly after, they landed, and were 
received with the most enthusiastic cheers of at least ten thousand persons. 
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Mounted albumen or salt print, September 4, 1860, "Capt. 
Robertson & Aids." The eight gentlemen were members of the 
New Haven, CT Wide Awake Club. (Robertson is just left-of
center.) The members wear brass wreath emblems on their 

hats. In contrast to the conventional eagles. (DeWitt Collection) 

A Report on the Wide-Awake Procession of Wednesday, October 3, 1860. 
The companies formed In the side streets soon after six 

o'clock. but it was not until eight o'clock that the procession began 
to move. It reached the Brevoort House at twenty-five minutes after 
eight. Then followed a river of fire, waving with the tread of marching 
men. which did not cease until after ten o'clock. As the companies 
came on, each new uniform and banner was received with applause. 
Nowhere was heard a word or sign of spite or hatred. So long was the 
first division that there was a lively discussion when it had passed 
whether it was not the whole. But a few minutes afterward the avenue 
was again a sheet of flame, and so again and again and again, until 
the wondering crowd thought it never would be done. There were at 
least twenty thousand torches in the procession, and more than twen
ty thousand men. 

Each special organization bore its own banner or device, or 
both-each company had its own peculiar motto, its own leader, its 
own band of music, and was urged to jubilant demonstrations by Its 
own innate enthusiasm. After the lighting up, when It became pos
sible to distinguish the various peculiarities of uniform, head deco
rations, & c., the scene was truly picturesque. The marshals and 
their aids were covered with ample folds of cloth, enameled with 
gold or silver. Each on his cap had a waving plume, or a colored 
pompon, a brilliant star on his breast. and an elegantly decorated 
baton In his hand. The bright-colored uniforms of the various com
panies had, too, a fine effect. some of the capes being red, some 
blue, some black and some silvered; the effect of the thousands of 
lights on those brilliant colors was at once curious and beautiful. 

KOB.&WK Wiml .:&\WAKES !!:lro B.llm 

The grandest view of the parade was had from artificial eleva- In this salt print taken Just alter Uncoln 's Blllction, Mohawk. NY WidB Awakes fJOS8 With 
lions on the rise of ground near Leonard Street Except here and 11111mbers of a brass band on a country hlllsidB. 1116 oenaeman on the rar right holding a 
there a great banner, wfllch hung like a black cloud In a sky of daz- tan,.,,, is llkaly thtl group's captain. We atimatrl thtl siLB or 11111 Uncoln bann11r as 5 x 10 
zllng brllllancy, there was nothing to break the view. Broadway was fHI. WB don't know Its cummt location. You find the banner, we'll ftnd the wan space/ 
one river of fire, as though from Its northern terminus Vesuvius had 
poured forth a torrent of molten lava. surging, and rolling and 
seething toward the ocean. The martial swell of the music, the firm and manly tread of the men, the Inverted shower of many colored fires, like a torrent of 
meteors shot upward, the cheering of the spectators, answered by the sharp, volleying 'one, two. three' of the Wide-awakes, all conspired to make a scene 
of the most novel and inspiring character-a scene which can no more be described than the living glories of Niagara can be fixed on a painter's canvas. 

The military discipline of the vast procession added much to its beauty, and gave It Its distinctive characteristic. Politics apart-the world would like 
to have our Wide-Awake friends treat us every year or so to a procession, tust by way of example, and to show us how such things should be done. 
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The line was then formed, and after 
being marched through some of the 
principal streets, the Newarkers were 
escorted to the city Hall, where the 
ladies of Hartford had prepared one of 
the most sumptuous banquets it has 
ever been our good fortune to be pre
sent at .... Here entertainers and enter
tained did ample justice to the good 
cheer set before them, after which the 
festivities were continued by speeches 1n■·n,.....,.-c:.;; 
and songs until the small hours of the 
morning ... 

The next day was spent in viewing 
the city and its elegant suburbs ... In 
company with Capts. Chalker, Gavit 
and Tucker, in the afternoon, your cor
respondent and artist visited Rock 
Hill... After returning to town, the 
drums once more called the men in 

We can count seven Lincoln banners in this illustration of the "Grand 
Banquet held by the 'Wide Awakes' of the New England States and New 
Jersey, at the City Hall of Hartford." The banner at the back of the hall 

reads "Welcome Wide Awakes of Newark.• (New York Illustrated News). 

torch-room, and each man lighting up, 
formed in the street for the torchlight 
procession. Our readers can get a 
faint idea of this from the illustra
tion ... It was near midnight before the 
procession was marched to City Hal~ 
and another banquet served quite 
equal to the previous effort. In the 
small hours of the morning, the visit
ing companies were escorted to the 
steamer Josephine, which they had 
chartered for the round excursion ... It 
was near the break of day before we 
found our room at the States, and as 
we were to be at the cars at 7 o'clock, 
on our way home, we were anything 
but Wide Awake. Your artist and cor
respondent would respectfully return 
their thanks to Capt. Chalker, Aids 
Pond and Sperry, Messrs. Prescott and 

line. The Hartford companies, with their guests, the Newarkers, 
started from the United States Hotel to receive delegations from 
the surrounding towns. About one thousand arrived by special 
trains, and by 8 o'clock all assembled at the camp, the galleries 
of which were found to be crowded by the ladies of Hartford. As 
soon as the Wide Awakes were seated, the public was let in and 
in a few moments the building was crowded to utmost capacity. 
About an hour was passed in speech-making by distinguished 
individuals present, alter whid1 the Newarkers presented the 

"Reception of the Newark Wide Awake Club at Hartford." Arriving by steamer, the 
Neward Wide Awakes are esconed to City Hall. Frank Lesfle's, August 11, 1860. 

Hartforders a beautiful silk banner, really a worthy gift to noble 
recipients. The Hartford then presented the Newarkers with an 
original Lincoln rail and a large piece of the celebrated Charter 
Oak; and immediately alter, Capt. Tucker commandant of the 
Newark battalion, was presented with a uniform in all respects 
similar to the one presented to Captain Gavit on the previous 
evening. After all the speech-making and the immense cheering, 
natural on such occasions, the Wide Awakes filed through the 
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Gage, photographers, the editors of the Courant and Daily Press, 
and others, for the many kindnesses and courtesies extended to 
them during their exertions in Hartford." 

Jt's exciting researching a aew discovery such as the 
Newark Wide Awakes presentation lantern. While such objects 
often lack any sort of provenance. first-hand accounts and pri
mary source material can provide the link that connects some
thing we collect to the events that gave rise to it. The impetus to 
find out more about an item can be the occasion to uncover 

The "Grand Torchlight Procession of the Wide Awakes, at Hartford" as reported by 
the New York Illustrated News. Two massive flags overhead read "Republican Head
quaners Lincoln and Hamlin" and "Wide Awakes. Young Men's Republican Union." 

events we normally would be unfamiliar with. And, often as not, 
this leads to further questions, such as: what became of Captain 
Gavifs lantern or the silk presentation banner given to the offi
cers of the Hartford Wide Awakes? And, apparently, souvenir 
photographs were taken of the occasion. Do these still exist? 
Probably not, but one day they may show up. The quest for 
knowledge and objects continues. 'R"°' 
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The photograph at left, taken from an ambrotype, depicts a group 
of Wide Awake marchers posed in front of the Olis Steam Eleva
tor Works. There are many interesting details associated with 

this as well as some fascinating background information. The loca
tion of the shot was the riverfront al Yonkers, NY. The Hudson River 
and New Jersey Palisades are in the background. Nineteen men and 
two boys face the camera. Except for a tall, bearded gentleman 
standing next to a cannon, all wear Wide Awake uniforms consisting 
of kepi and glazed capes. The kepis appear to be painted red, white 
and blue, with a pompon on top. All but two hold a double-swivel 
torch with conical shaped reservoir. The man at far lelt holds a 
lantern, likely captain of the group. One man clutches a flag while 
one of the boys has a large drum. Two large water jugs sit on the 
ground in front of the boys who wear child's-size uniforms of their 
own. A beautiful Lincoln portrait banner, within a wooden frame, sus
pended from a pole, takes center stage. Not all the inscription is leg

ible; however, we can make out "Zouave Wide-Awake Artillery Co. Yonkers New York." A two-line statement of resolve or election slo
gan flanks the Lincoln portrait. The bearded man next to the cannon wears boots. a dress sash around his waist, a Hardee hat and mil
itary-style coat. That man is none other than Elisha Graves Otis (1811-61), credited with the invention of the elevator. Otis was born in 
Vermont, lived briefly In Troy, NY, but eventually settled in Yonkers. A master mechanic in a bedstead factory, he was put in charge of 
the construction of a new factory in Yonkers . There he designed a spring.operated safety device which would hold lifting platfonns 
securely if there was any failure of tension in the rope (1852). He opened a shop, obtained a patent on his elevator, and exhibited it 
dramatically in a rope-cutting incident at New York's Crystal Palace Exhibition In 1854. The favorable publicity generated by this stunt 
provoked a steady stream of orders for both passenger and freight lifts. The first passenger elevator was installed by Otis in New York 
City in 1857, located in the Haughwout store at 488 Broadway. The steam-powered elevator took more than a minute to reach the top 
of the five-story building, which then housed one of New York's most fashionable emporiums of china, glassware and sllverware. (Mary 
Todd Lincoln was one of the store·s most famous patrons!) This five-story structure still stands, being on the National Register of His
toric Places, by virtue of its innovative cast-iron construction - a precursor to the modern skyscraper. The facade consists of a single 
design motif, a keystoned arch with fluted columns, repeated 92 times. The cast iron was supplied by Daniel D. Badger's renowned 
Architectural Iron Works, which supplied many buildings in New York. In 1860, Otis organized the Zouave Wide-Awake Artillery Corps. 
The Zouave Wide Awakes had an artillery gun for ceremonial use. Otis received permission from the town of Yonkers to lire the can
non during public meetings. After Lincoln won the election. the Zouave Wide Awakes sponsored a jubilee celebration. The events 
included a staged fight between the South and North, a "Lincoln Ring" uniting all the armies, and a torchlight parade through Yonkers. 
The local Yonkers Wide Awakes and other Wide Awake clubs from towns along the Hudson River participated In the festivities. Elisha 
Otis died in Yonkers on April 8, 1861, just a week prior to the start of the Civil War. His two sons, Charles and Norton, carried on and 
expanded the business, which today is owned by United Technologies. So, the next time you step into an elevator, give a thought to 
the man who helped propel Honest Abe Lincoln "to the top!" 

"Procession of the Wtde Awake Club of Hartford. Conn. on Thursday, 
July 26." Readers get a "first-hand" glimpse of the event as recorded 
by professional artJst-journahsts in attendance. This tradrtion for docu· 
menling public occasions in wood-cut engravings was best eprtomized 

during the Civil War in the works of Winslow Homer 

Souvenir program of a 30-year Wide 
Awake Re-union by members of the 

Washington [CT) Wide Awakes. 
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Wide-Awake Pictorial. 
1U 18!1■1111. 1 IU. 
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"THE 

LINCOLNPHILE" 
Evan Carton. Patriotic Trea
son: John Brown and the Soul 
of America. Free Press, New 
York, 2006. 37 4p., $30. 

D 
uring the last few years, a great 
deal of John Brown material has 
surfaced in the marketplace, 
including his last letters written 
prior to his execution, letters from 

family members, locks of hair, and a pre
viously unknown daguerreotype portrait 
by Black photographer Augustus Wash
ington. Undoubtedly, Brown is one of the 
most influential individuals of 
19th-century America, 
although usually relegated to a 
footnote in the history books. 
It behooves anyone interested 
in Lincoln and the Civil War 
period to learn something 
about this charismatic figure. 
This new study certainly is a 
worthy addition to the histori
cal record. 

Its author, Evan Carton, 
has taught American literature 
and culture. including a class 
on John Brown, at the Univer
sity of Texas for lhe last twenty-five 
years. His previous books deal with 19th
century American literature, teaching 
college-level English and Texas biogra
phies. Regarding this effort, Carton 
states: "For drama, controversy, and his
torical impact, the life of John Brown 
exceeds that of any private citizen of the 
United States. If American patriotism is 
defined as unqualified commitment to the 
nation's founding religious and political 
ideals - a commitment both to live by them 
and to die for them - then Brown may 
count as one of America's first patriots, 
though he was not born until 1800 and was 
hanged for treason in 1859. Many nine
teenth-century Americans, white and 
black, revered him; many others despised 
him. In the twentieth century, however, 
most academic historians sought to dimin
ish Brown's importance ... This book is a 
work of nonfiction. Every scene, circum
stance, action, and person I represent here 
is drawn in accordance with the available 
historical record. But there are crucial 

moments and passages in the historical 
story of John Brown to which the available 
record provides only a map, not a key. To 
enter into these moments and passages, to 
understand them more intimately, and to 
convey their living drama, I sometimes 
visualize the undescribed sensory and 
emotional particulars and imagine the 
unpreserved words, lhoughts, and motives 
/hat animated them. In these instances, I 
derive the voices, ideas and feelings of the 
historical actors as closely as possible 
from surviving tellers and from contempo
rary third-person accounts of their charac
ter and style." 

The publisher's press release claims 
the " ... work tells the story of John Brown 
who was a solitary hero, a swashbuckling 
outlaw and a white political thinker and 

actor whose embrace by and 
collaboration with the leading 
black activists of his age, drove 
him to become the catalyst to 
one of the most explosive 
social rebellions io our nation's 
history - the Civil War ... [Car
ton] goes beyond other Brown 
biographers by making tbe cor
relation between Brown's 
story ... and a compelling story 
for our time: when all wonder 
whether an individual life can 
change history and just what 
kind of an individual would 

try ... As definitions of patriotism and trea
son are hotly contested, as some decry 
religious extremism while others mourn 
religion's decline, and as race relations in 
America remain unresolved, John 
Brown's story speaks to us as never 
before ... this historic saga paints a timely 
portrait of the notorious abolitionist and 
examines the fine line between terrorism 
and the fight for freedom." 

Although some of these residual or 
underlying issues are worthy of discus
sion and study, the main focus of the book 
rigbtly rests witl1 telling the story of 
Brown's life and developing an under
standing of him. In this respect, the work 
succeeds admirably. The focus remains 
constant, and the temptation to provide 
context by description of contemporary 
politics and events, is properly avoided. 
The use of artistic license, in imagining 
conversations or the thoughts of the char
acters, rings true throughout and helps to 
provide a naturalistic element to the nar
rative. It is difficult to detect an agenda, 
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other than an w1derstandiog of John 
Brown, his strengths and weaknesses. 

Being contemporaries, there are, of 
course, some parallels to be drawn 
between Brown and Lincoln. Both were 
raised on the frontier. They were well
read, firm believers in the basic tenets of 
the Declaration of Independence and 
could quote the Bible chapter and verse. 
Both wanted to make their mark in the 
world, but were unsure what part they 
would play. Both experienced business 
failures, liked to engage in debates that 
dealt with all sides of an issue (even if 
heretical or unorthodox), and were fatal
istic in their outlooks. They came to dis
cover their calling late in life, but, having 
discerned it, could be decisive and firm 
in their course of action. 

"The intensity of Brown's conviction 
and the moral clarity of his cause led him 
to overestimate the strength of those in 
his community who shared it and the 
readiness of others to be won to it. This 
characteristic mistake of the idealist, the 
purist, was one he would make again." ln 
contrast, Lincoln, as we know, was con
stantly attuned to the political realities, 
knowing just how much support was out 
there, and when circumstances called for 
leadership and action. Brown was some
one who felt he could manage events, 
rather than be managed by them. 

A turning point in Brown's career 
was the slaughter of pro-slavery settlers 
at Osawatomie Creek. "The newspapers 
had done their work well. Lionized or 
demonized, he was 'Old Brown' now, 
'Osawatomie Brown', the scourge of the 
proslavery forces in Kansas. It was as 
that man, Brown understood, that he 
would finally get what he needed, what 
he had earned. To that man, at last, 
would be given the money, the arms, and 
the companions to complete his work. 
For what other reason had God guided 
him to Kansas and preserved him there 
than to prepare him to that work? There 
was strategic importance in making 
Kansas a free white state, but no higher 
value. Any self-interested or fearful man 
whose wealth did not reside in slaves 
might approve a defensive fight to keep 
slavery out of a place where it was not 
yet established. Brown had fought that 
lesser fight, he now realized, to win the 
recognition and approval of men who 
would recoil at the greater one: a siege on 
slavery at a place where it thrived, an 
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attack on the roots where it was most 
deeply rooted." 

The subsequent raid at Harpers 
Ferry, for which Brown is forever associ
ated, is thoughtfully analyzed. "Far from 
'harmless', the raid had activated e>.'Plo
sive contradictions that shattered the 
political status quo, which had depended 
on their dormancy and suppression. 
Chief among these was the contradiction 
between the south's asserted pride in its 
benign and paternalistic tradition of 
labor and social relations between the 
races - a far more humane and civilized 
system it was argued, than the imperson
al 'wage slavery' of the north - and its 
unspoken terror of murderous revolt by 
Its black millions .... In the north, too, 
Harpers Ferry exposed contradictions, 
brought suppressed possibilities and 
evasions to the surface, and pressured 
people on the uncommitted middle to 
move toward the extremes. As he had 
done in Kansas ... Brown's raid dimin
ished the space of neutrality or the 
option of moderation on lhe question of 
slavery. For southern slaveholders and 
defenders of slavery, the shock of white 
men in league with blacks, ready to kill 
and die for the sake of slaves, accentuat
ed the likelihood of the revolution they 
feared and deepened the trauma of its 
contemplation. For antislavery northern
ers, the same spectacle removed the pro
tective buffer between themselves and 
their abstract principles. Though it had 
not succeeded at the Harpers Ferry 
armory, practical abolitionism was con
ceivable. There were white men willing to 
give their lives to the effort - whites, 
moreover, who regarded blacks not mere
ly as objects of polite condescension in 
the north and distant pity in the south 
but as familiar associates and equals. 
Confronted with this vision, some north
ern whites, such as Massachusetts sena
tor and staunch unionist Edward Everett, 
heaped scorn on Brown and the 'half. 
caste Republic' that actions like his pro
moted, while others, such as New York 
Independent managing editor Theodore 
Tilton. demanded: 'What was his crime? 
Gullty of what? Guilty of loving his fellow 
man too well."' 

The author provides an answer to 
the question as to why the south did not 
threaten disunion if John Fremont was 
elected in 1856, but did so with Lincoln In 
1860. "Anthony W. Dillard, a close associ-

ate of Alabama Governor John A Winston 
and a delegate to the divisive 1860 Demo
cratic Convention in Charleston, was 
convinced of Brown's decisive role in 
bringing about the Confederacy. 'But for 
John Brown's insane attack upon Harpers 
Ferry... it is very questionable whether 
any of the Southern States could have 
been screwed up and egged on to secede, 
purely because of the election of, Mr. Lin
coln. They would have waited for some 
overt attack to be made on slavery, 
which would not have happened during 
Mr. Lincoln's term, as he would have con
formed to and respected the plaUorm 
upon which he had been elected."' 

Finally, Carton sheds light on why 
historians and the general public have 
ignored Brown's influence and have 
viewed him as a religiously deranged 
fanatic and traitor/terrorist. "Academic 
historians of the middle and late twenti
eth century were hobbled by and hostile 
to John Brown for a number of reasons. 
Some were simply southern partisans, 
but more were working within a frame
work of professional assumptions and 
purposes that Brown threatened. Proper 
historical inquiry into watershed events 
such as the Civil War was supposed to 
focus on complex intersections of eco
nomic and social conditions and elite 
actors (presidents, diplomats, financiers, 
generals); private citizens agitating on 
single issues were not the preferred 
engines of history. Linked to this framing 
assumption about historical complexity 
was the general disposition of main
stream historians of the war to serve as 
agents of national reconciliation by tak
ing a dispassionate and equalizing view 
of the claims, motives, interests, and mis
calculations of both the north and tbe 
south. Such a purpose cannot accommo
date a heroic, or even a tolerable, John 
Brown ... A man who lived, went to war, 
and died to help black people's rights to 
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness 
must have been black. A white man who 
did these things must have been 
deranged or fanatical." 

John Brown's "reign of terror" cost 
the lives of less than thirty people. 
Although not raised as an issue in the 
book, one cannot help but think of Lin
coln. His executive decision to assert fed
eral authority, restore tbe Union and vali
date the results of a democratically held 
election, resulted in a Civil War that 

caused 600,000 deaths. Lincoln the politi
cian, like his fellow mainstream Republi
cans, condemned Brown and his tactics. 
The "whirlwind" that they reaped had its 
origins in the life and actions of Brown. 
The comparison may just be one of scale 
and timing. 

In conclusion, we recommend this 
biography very highly. It is very well writ
ten, reads easily, and seems to be histor
ically well-founded. Its publication serves 
to expand our knowledge of a key histor
ical figure. It may even change your mind 
and cause you to think differently about 
the seminal events of the time and how 
history works itself out. 

Mark E. Steiner. An Honest 
Calling: The La.w Practice of 
Abraham Lincoln. Northern 
Ulinois University Press, 
DeKalb, IL, 2006. 272p., $42. 

T
he press release for this concise 
new work describes it thusly: 
"Although Abraham Lincoln prac
ticed law for nearly 25 years, this 
aspect of his life was known only in 

the broadest outlines until the Lincoln 
Legal Papers project set to work gather
ing the surviving documentation of more 
than 5,600 of his cases. One of the first 
scholars to work In this vast collection, 
Mark E. Steiner goes beyond tl1e hasty 
sketches of previous biographers to 
paint a detailed portrait of Lincoln the 
lawyer. This portrait not only depicts Lin
coln's work for the railroads and the infa
mous case in which he defended the 
claims of a slaveholder; it also illustrates 
his more typical cases involving debt and 
neighborly disputes. Steiner describes 
Lincoln's legal education, the economics 
of lhe law office, and the changes in legal 
practice that Lincoln himself experi
enced as the nation became an industrial, 
capitalist society." 

With access to such a treasure trove 
of primary-source material, it is only nat
ural that scholars would be tempted to 
organize and distill it, draw conclusions, 
discern themes and, in the process, pub
lish books of interest. We know that Lin
coln's character and personality evolved 
over the years - that his "greatness" did
n't exist in a vacuum or manifest itself 

continued next page 
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only through the crucible of the Civil War. died cases that were based on the rise of 
Accordingly, scholars search out a national market economy. When faced 
antecedents and contributing factors. with local disputes, Lincoln often tried to 

"[Benjamin] Thomas was... one of serve as a mediator or peacemaker. Lin-
the first biographers to describe how the coin was in his element when handling 
lawyer influenced the president. Thomas, lawsuits based on local disputes; the 
for example, concluded that Lincoln's community orientation of these disputes 
presidential speeches and writings were favored mediation and compromise ... As 
a product of his legal training. In Lin- his practice changed during his nearly 
coin's state papers, he 'manifested that twenty-five year career, Lincoln became 
capacity to understand an opponent's less able to serve any client or to be in 
point of view, and to present his own case the position to help mediate disputes ... 
clearly and simply, which he had so While Lincoln continued to handle these 
painstakingly acquired as a circuit types of disputes throughout his career, 
lawyer.'" he also began to handle cases that 

Steiner presents some personal accompanied the rise of a market econo-
observations to explain Lincoln's career: my. Lincoln was irritated when his out-of-
"Lincoln early in his law :;tate die11ls didn't defer to 
practice had developed a his judgment. Lincoln also 
Whiggish attitude toward wasn't temperamentally 
law and the role of law in suited for these cases. He 
American society. Whig resented the quickened 
lawyers believed that the pace, and the impersonal 
court system provided a style of lawyering that his 
neutral means to resolve corporate clients demand-
disputes and maintain ed, and he disliked the loss 
order. A lawyer's role in this of autonomy that came with 
system was to represent the increased supervision 
either side in a dispute - It by his corporate clients of 
didn't matter which side the their claims." 
lawyer took. Like most Whig Some of the initial chap-
lawyers, Lincoln stood ters in the book suffer from 
ready to represent any party .____________ poor writing, characterized 
in court and give any argu- by repetition and deviation 
ment. But these lawyers also believed from the subject-at-hand, often tacking 
they were guardians of community val- on an unrelated statement or conclusion. 
ues." While true in a general sense, the The seven chapters are logically orga-
argument is unconvincing, especiaUy in nized and flow nicely, with extensive foot-
its partisan outlook. Lawyers of other notes. The average reader, however, will 
party affiliations likewise felt and acted not find Lincoln's legal career that inter-
the same way as Lincoln. Another ques- esting. The author admits as much when 
tionable assertion: "Lincoln didn't have he states that the name Abraham Lincoln 
any intellectual curiosity about the law; would be relatively unknown today if he 
he didn't study the law. He only read law had just stayed a "country lawyer" and 
when he had to. Fortunately, Lincoln was not followed a career in politics. Natural-
a very quick study, a trait he often would ly, all aspects of Lincoln are necessarily 
show in his political career." Lincoln of interest to the Lincolnphile. Still, what 
maintained a fairly sizable law library emerges here is a meaningless litany of 
and owned many volumes that the state cases and statistics. We do not wish to 
courts lacked. Which is not to say, that dissuade readers from checking this 
he didn't overly rely on some personal work out, but the history lacks drama 
favorites. Still, bis respect for the rule of and color. How interesting would a book 
law likely went beyond sell-preservation, on "George Washington's career as a sur-
a need for personal safety and career veyor" or "Woodrow Wilson's career as a 
requirements. college professor" be? We fear this work 

"In his early career Lincoln almost will have but limited appeal to the gener-
exclusively handled cases that were ori- al public. 
ented around community-based dis-
putes; in his later pracUce, he also han- +++ 

Douglas L. Wilson. Lincoln's 
Sword: The Presidency_ and 
the Power of Words. Alfred A. 
Knopf, NY, 2006. 34lp., $27. 

D 
ouglas L. Wilson is a well-respected 
Lincoln scholar and co-director of 
the Lincoln Studies Center at Knox 
College in Galesburg, IL. This is his 
second book after Honor's Voice: 

The Transformation of Abraham Lincoln 
which earned him the Lincoln Prize in 
1999. We were especially taken with his 
first effort and had high hopes for the fol
lowup. 

Lincoln wrote all his own "material". 
He occasionally would try it out on mem
bers of his staff or colleagues he recruit
ed for the purpose and often solicited 
suggestions from people such as William 
Seward. He would write ideas down on 
scraps of paper or memorandum which 
would then be assembled when a first 
draft of a speech was written. It was not 
uncommon for multiple drafts and revi
sions to be written, marked by annota
tions, corrections and insertions by the 
President. A body of these "works in 
progress" are contained in public institu
tions, notably the Library of Congress. 
No doubt, the existence of these materi
als, many unpublished, prompted the 
thought "There's a book in there some
where!" 

David Herbert Donald, in reviewing 
this work, describes it straightforwardly: 
"This fascinating book is the first close 
scholarly study of the origins, drafting, 
writing, rewriting, and polishing of Abra
ham Lincoln's most important presiden
tial papers .... it offers fresh insight into 
the way the president thought and 
wrote." Author Edmund Wilson is quoted 
in the book: "If one were to judge the 
importance of a writer by the familiarity 
of his words and the depth of meaning 
and feeling they evoke, few if any Ameri
can writers would compare with him. But 
for all this recognition of his literary abil
ities, Lincoln's standing as a great nation
al hero - a war president, savior of the 
Union, emancipator, man of the people -
is such that he is still not widely or well 
understood as a writer." 

The book dissects many of Lincoln's 
public speeches, messages to Congress 
and personal letters intended for publi
cation in newspapers, beginning with his 
Farewell Address in Springfield on Febru-
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ary 11, 1861 and ending with his Second 
Inaugural Address. The contex't of each 
work (the occasion or purpose that 
prompted it), the nature of the target 
audience (opposition politicians or mem
bers of influential religious sects), 
whether the words would be spoken at a 
rally or read in a newspaper, what Lin
coln hoped to accomplish, as well as the 
reasons he may have made certain revi
sions, are all discussed. 

Among American presidents, Lincoln 
Is In a class by himsell for many reasons, 
but certainly as an Inspired wordsmith 
and communicator. The only other presi
dents that approach him are Thomas Jef
ferson and Woodrow Wilson. 
There have been other great 
speakers such as FOR and JFK 
and, unfortunately, some 
unnamed presidents who are 
basically pathetically inarticu
late. Lincoln, though an early 
admirer of flowery political 
oratory and an early Imitator, 
discarded the template once 
president and evolved his own 
unique style which certainly 
had literary and poetic quali-

LINC 
swo 
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political annals, every letter he wrote, 
every speech he made, brought him near
er to the popular heart." The author 
depicts Lincoln as a great American 
writer, although dissections of his writ
ings entail but brief mention of literary 
technique. This uframing" seems some
what dubious (Ralph Waldo Emerson is 
referred to several times). Thoma~ Jeffer
son and Woodrow Wilson wrote books, 
Lincoln wrote some poems - all of which 
are "little noted nor long remembered" 
today. The only president who may be 
remembered for his books is JFK, but 
those works are ancillary to his presiden
cy. Writing is writing, I guess, and if cer

numerous impromptu remarks that by 
today's standards were patronizing and 
politically incorrect, failing to match the 
lofty standards he was capable of reach
ing. The author is not always objective in 
analyzing some of the speeches covered 
in the book. Rather than looking at them 
objectively. he assumes beforehand that 
the literary and political genius Lincoln 
knew exactly what he was doing. In most 
cases, he probably did, but that assump
tion should not be a "given." 

ties, noted for its brevity and ._. ______ ....;;;...;a 

tain works have literary quali
ties and evoke similar 
responses, then why not call 
them literature? Still, as time
less and personal as many of 
Lincoln's writings are, they do 
not fit in to any trends in sub
sequent American literature 
and are not studied as such. 
They are what they are and 
stand independently on their 
own merits, a reflection of 
both a great man and the 
times in which he lived. The 

We have recently reviewed other 
books that focused on famous speeches 
of Lincoln (the Cooper Union Address and 
the Second Inaugural). We don't condemn 
all such efforts per se - eacl I work Is to be 
judged on its own merit. In general, 
though, this trend of "micro-research" 
may not be a good one. Just because 
something is possible does not mean ifs 
a good idea or a worthwhile use of ones 
time. Unfortunately, this seems to be the 
case here. I did not find the subject mat
ter compelling. One certainly cannot fault 
the research or the writing, but, as for the 
substance ... I think It's like someone writ
ing a book on Babe Ruth, discussing his 
batting stance and technique. Sometimes, 
the "bigger picture" is far more interest
ing than the little details. And, as is said, 
if you disclose how a trick is done, it takes 
away the magic. This work may appeal to 
some hardcore Lincoln scholars - I do not 
see how it can possibly appeal to a gener
al readership. For myself, I'm one of 
those people who like to sit back and 
enjoy the ~magic" that is Lincoln. 

sincerity. The body of his work evoked story of Lincoln is a story of a man who 
admiration and respect, both by parti- evolved, providing wise and effective 
sans and adversaries. Harper's Weekly leadership at a critical juncture in the 
praised him in an 1864 editorial: "He nation's history. He certainly made mis-
wrote the Greeley letter, the Val- takes. During his early career, he wrote 
landigham letter, the Springfield letter, some embarrassing and Intemperate let-
slmple, plain, direct; letters which the ters to the editor. His speeches were not 
heart of every man in the land interpret- all "home runs" - some tended to be 
ed, and, unlike any other instance in our overly long and disjointed. He made 

'f}r,,-.-~~ 

Wanted: Articles, photographs, features, 
letters ... in short, contributions of mate-
rial for The Rail Splitter. This is a mem-
ber-driven publication. Please consider 

writing a short piece or sending us a 
photograph with details on a recent 
find. We need your help to keep this 
journal informative and interesting! 

Cartoon from Harper's. January 31, 1863. The normally pro-administration journal here 
satirizes the hapless president and mismanagement by Cabinet members Stanton and 

Welles. The copperhead faction likewise is "jabbed" for their defeallsm. 
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LINCOLN BALLOTS AND TICKETS: 
1840 - 1860 

Charles Mcsorley 

The earliest Lincoln tickets would be those from when he ran for the state legislature Crom Sangamon County in rt1•o~rn'i\u.•mm. 

1832 (defeated), 1834 and 1836. He won the last two elections. I haven't seen or heard of tickets from any of these .,11,.,.'."ii:'i.i.•••1. 
early contests, which is not to say that they weren't produced. There is one example known dat- ~-~------- ';,'m.w\'im:' 

ing from his successful campaign for the U.S. House of Representatives in 1846. In •1::::,::,::.11::I 
that contest, be defeated the Methodist minister Peter Cartwright and may have ----- ,.,--::,.::::::.-.::::;;:;--· 
gained some personal satisfaction in preventing a member of the orthodox reli- .J,!IE~~IJ!I~"' l;'t •:~-:a::.:::=:. 
gious establishment Crom entering the halls of Congress. i-:;!:f~s:;:: • -

The earliest ticket In my collection appears In a copy of "The • 1•J s::~ II 
Old Soldier", a William Henry Harrison campaign newspaper - '"I . ..-~ 
published in Springfield, IL on July 28, 1840. It ls a great ticket in ~ ~ -· __ _ 1 .. , ~=:--..-..i::..=..--
every respect with a woodcut of the old general in front of his ~1 ::;;:•,::;-..::::-
cabin, drinking hard cider. "A. Lincoln, of Sangamon" appears at •• • • - • • w:' .i.:..!¼i.""i::=,":..--:... 
the bottom of the ticket. This newspaper ticket appeared to .~--~.:. ~ - • ~i i~;~-;.:_ 
show the prospective voter what the correct party ticket looked -r.~-r ~ ,::.!.._;.:7-:.:.. ~ ucNaw;-~. "· 
like and what elements it contained. It also could actually be cut , ,.~,"';',/'~ :?$~;;.;:=._::; : .... ~,f!~11nu. 
out of the paper and deposited in the ballot box. (I have an 1856 :;:~;::_~· ''":::;:,;;::~•.;. ~t;,. 
Buchanan ballot from Virginia that was cut from a newspaper •·"" ,___ , .... w"·.'!.:~"'"""'· - · 1 

and voted. It has the voter's signature at the top and is pierced ".::-.'it .. J ;_~[-rf!J~ _ 
for counting. Also have a pair of North Carolina Van Buren tick- ';7,~ ~~ $:'.~~· ., ~- ____ "_ 
ets from a newspaper-ready to be cut apart and submitted.) , .... ,u... t~.::;;' - -1 ·---·-·--·-

The "Old Soldier" paper names "S. Francis & Co." as pub- •-•<'=--
lisher. The "Co." was mostly Abraham Lincoln. Simeon Francis 
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was his friend. The front page tells the prospective voter: "Martin Van Buren for Free Negro Suffrage. In favor Free Negroes and Slaves 
to Swear in Court against White Men! Yan should be called the Negro Witness Candidate." These "Black laws" would persist until the 
time of the Civil War and the issue of Negro suffrage would be a contentious one during Lincoln's term of office and the Reconstruc
tion years. We all know how Lincoln's ideas evolved over the years, attuned with circumstances and political reality. In 1840, the 
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Democrats countered the "race card'' with their own allegations; namely, that General Harrison's advocacy of selling 
the labor of debtors amounted to "White Slavery." On the paper's front page also appears an interesting notice: "The 
Publishers of The Old Soldier are always prepared to print Election Tickets, and do all other descriptions of printing, 
at short notice." I bought this paper almost fifty years ago Crom a picker on 44th Street in Manhattan and am told it 
is the only copy known in private hands. 
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o•,;""'"";~~m~ [i vmcHNCXA ~ Vandalia's "The Free Press" of July 20, 1844 contains a Clay & Frelinghuysen ballot listing "Abraham Lincoln, of 
~ Bep1Micu Titbl : Sangamon" as one of the "Whig Electors for Illinois". Clay was always Lincoln's "beau ideal" of a statesman. A tariff 
~. t4ft&t i to help American manufacturers and the Cumberland Road were big, big ideas in those days. In this single issue from 

I 
~- the former Illinois capital, Lincoln is mentioned three times on the front page. A report relates that his name even 

A.&UHAnurOOLH 1 appeared on a banner carried in the Whig parade (we want that banner!!!) 
, .•. .__ ' For 1856, I have two Ulinois Fremont presidential ballots with Bissell for governor (he won). Lincoln's law part-

1

: llillfllf ~ ner William "Billy" Herndon was also listed as an elector from Sangamon. Ward Lamon, who rode with Lincoln to the 
.:::.: 1 White House four years later was also on the ticket as Prosecuting Attorney. Note that the party label "Republican" 

~~ ;?=- 1 is not mentioned on this ticket, Rather, "Anti-Nebraska Ticket" and "Fremont & Bissell Ticket" are utilized. 
:=:.-;. ::=- t· For the great 1860 election, I have sixteen states represented out of the twenty-three where any votes were 

ti .,,:;,.";;,.•:,C:":;;. , recorded for Lincoln. Ohio always had the most interesting and graphic ballots. Three portrait examples are shown. 
~~•-•~~ .. ~~... One depicts two Wide Awake marchers flanking the candidate while a personal favorite shows "Honest Abe" and ls 

ll\Ull l IIJII\ 
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printed on yellow paper in the German language. 
Massachusetts always printed the largest size tickets. The ·ward 6" example with Lincoln sur

rounded by torches and lanterns shows up occasionally, but is a collector favorite. Each city ward 
had a separate ballot made and the design, we are told, was reprised in 1864 

····' • ._..,,,,1-' for the Lincoln & Johnson campaign. 
~ 'l . The next two are from Virginia, strangely enough, as post offices in this 

state refused Republican campaign mall. Lincoln still 
. ~ _ I ~.l"':.:.111::!!-" managed to get 1,887 votes, mostly from the western 

section which was to have its own state ballots (West 
Virginia) four years later . LIICOLI ilD IUILll 

1'01 Im!lllL'm twmllll 

IIO,Ul, t1 \f 11.1\ . 
\' "'"11 l.J. \I .. T11', 

The New Jersey ticket depicts the all-seeing eye 
emblematic of the Wide Awakes with borders of parade 
torches. A •no name" variety was also produced with 
"Lincoln & Hamlin" dropped from the heading. In line 
with that, New York, for some strange reason, did not 
print the candidate's name on its ballots - only those of 

the electors. Why? Some fraudulent reason no doubt-to keep the voters from knowing whom they were voting for. As Boss Tweed once 
said: "I don't think there was ever an honest election in New York City." 

My collection contains two ballots from Connecticut and one each from Missouri, Indiana, New Hamsphire, Iowa and Maryland. 
The one from Iowa I like the most. It depicts the young rail splitter at work wearing his Uncle Sam striped pants. The engraver even 
signed his name "Buckingham." It was annotated to show that all candi
dates save one were elected. It is "condition challenged" but I love it. I don·t 
mind the rips and stains one bit. I feel pleased to own 
these bits of history for a short while. '-?""> 
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Rcpuhlit-an Til1ke 

Our friend, Dr. Norm Boas.forwarded a wonderful Lincoln quote he thought applicable to our upcoming political season. On 
November 15, 1863, Senator Zachariah Chandler of Michigan co"esponded will, the President prior to l.incoln delivering a 

speech, advising him not to follow lhe advice of party conservatives: "Conservatives and traitors are bumd together.for God's 
sake don't exhume their remains in Your Message. They will smell worse than Lazarus did after he had been buried three 

days ... " Lincoln's response was crafted with his wual balance: "l hope to 'stand jinn' enough to not go backward, and yel not 
go forward fast enough lo wreck tl,e country's cawe ... " We haven't noticed any such pilhy remarks coming from either Party so 

far! (This is a totally non-partisan observation in that we aren't exactly enamored wilh those in the ''field" at this point!) 
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In The Marketplace su,.. 1I.:-.i.;1; 

II IOl~.t-11 ,\AJ ,, --W
es Cowan is selling everything these days from soup to nuts and grossing big bucks In the 
process! His latest two-day sale included the usual vintage photography, Civil War memo- } 
rabilia, political Americana, Black Americana, Native American artifacts and Lincolniana. 
There seems to be no bottom to the material to be had I A "Shawnee Wide-A-Wakes Lin

coln & Hamlin" ribbon was unusual not only for the odd hyphenation of Wide Awakes, but the intri

-·-
cate brocade pattern in the silk. Shawnee is a small village in central Ohio, southwest of Zanesville. $1,200. A very nice 
gem ferro of Lincoln {with retouched beard, based on an earlier engraving or lithograph) had three red, white and blue ribbons 
attached (indicating a campaign usage}, subsequently mounted on a black mourning ribbon. Very graphic and minty! I $800. A very 
elusive issue of our namesake, "The Rail Splitter" newspaper, issued in Cincinnati on October 2, 1860, was lotted with a gilt-stamped 
Lincoln memorial ribbon. The lettering on the masthead has a definite "vampire Gothic " look to it. These rarely appear at auction and 
we can only recall one other auction appearance in the last ten years. No doubt the winning bidder was a true "Rail Splitter!" $1,725. 
A 20 x 22" cotton bandanna had CDV-type images of Lincoln, Fremont, McClellan, Sigel and Halleck. Cataloged as an 1864 campaign 
item, we beg to differ and attribute it to the early years of the War, circa 1862. It appeared laded, but still quite presentable and mucho 
rare! Estimated at a reasonable $2,000-3,000, it realized $4,600. A 12" high parian mourning obelisk for Lincoln made its first auc
tion appearance. A fantastic memorial piece, to be sure, where form definitely followed function, it had a portrait of Lincoln, his life 

and death statistics, a scroll inscribed "Union Emancipation" and a scene of two female warriors or allegorical figures 
with bowed heads. With great crossover appeal and 
rarity to boot, it made $12,650. Finally, we noticed a 
Brady CDV of Boston Corbett "who shot J. Wilkes 
Booth, April 26, 1865." The eccentric avenger is 
standing with arms crossed, a few holes in his Army 
jacket and what appears to be the outline of a Bible 
appearing through an inside coat pocket. $1,035. 

M astro Auctions of Burr Ridge, IL concluded two "American Premier" 
auctions In August and December. A pair of Civil War era toys depict-
ing U. S. Grant and Ben Butler were offered. Termed "jigglers", these 

are described by the accompanying manufacturer's trade cards thusly: " ... a wood
en cup 3 inch~s in diameter and 1 1/4 inches in height, finished in assorted colors, 
each containing a perfect lithograph of Gen. [Grant or Butler] in Military Costume, with movable head, arms, and legs. They are very sensitive to 
the touch, and the slightest jar sets them in motion." Made by A. A. Davis of Nashua, NH, the Grant surfaces occasionally, but we have never seen 
the Butler nor the trade cards describing each piece. They are, indeed, rather delicate, and most examples were likely thrown away by exasper---~ 
ated children after they had jiggled them silly. The grouping made $8,400. A 2 x 5 1/2" Lincoln ribbon on pink taffeta, in great condition, with 
super slogans and graphics, was amply appreciated at $5,530. A 19 x 24" Lincoln & Hamlin broadside from Hamorton, PA didn't have any slo
•----------• gans, but it mentioned! Lincoln and Hamlin three times and had a bold eagle woodcut. It managed $7,200 

LIIIU, ... 
<,URTI~! 

despite being printed off-center and slightly crooked. It Is the only Lincoln & Hamlin broadside we can 
recall ever being auctioned, although we are aware of examples in various private col
lections. Finally, a silvered brass "Republican lnvincibles" badge with the Wenderoth & 
Taylor albumen of Lincoln, achieved a strong $4,470. 

G eorge LaBarre Galleries of Hollis, NH normally sells vintage stock certificates, but 
will occasionally offer autographs. We especially liked one recent offering - an 
1847 Horace Greeley ALS responding to a request for his autograph. The hopeful 

collector got more than he bargained for, as evidenced by the eccentric editor's response. 
"Trusting that my name may never be written in blood, nor in tears but only in this simple 
liquid, which though sometimes necessarily acid, or even acrid, Is never deadly to aught but 
ignorance and error." $450. 
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G ary E. Combs, a denizen of Greenwich Village, NYC sells autographs via fixed-price (www.combsautographs.com). His 
latest tabloid-size catalog had an autographed sepia photo of Gutzon Borglum working on a bust of Lincoln (only the 
sculptor's left hand shows in the copyrighted 1907 image). The bust is supposedly a working model of a larger work that 

was exhibited in the White House during the Theodore Roosevelt administration and currently is in the Capitol Rotunda in Wash
ington, D.C. $750. A consular appointment signed by Lincoln and Seward, November 21, 1862, appoints Robert Schultze Vice
consul of Russia for the Port of New York. $8,500. A 1901 order slip for the Union League Club Restaurant (presumably in 
Philadelphia) is signed by Theodore Roosevelt and includes his breakfast order ("2 scrambled eggs with chicken livers and 2 
pots English breakfast tea"). TR spent $1.20 for the meal and gave a 20-cent tip. Talk about ambiance! $850. 

B ruce Gimelson of Garrison, NY (www.brucegimelson.com) sells auto- ,. 
graphs, paintings and Americana. often featuring Lincoln-related material. 
He currently has a 22 x 28" oil on canvas of Jefferson Davis. It is signed 

twice by Hiram Granville, who may have been a Con
federate soldier from Texas or New Mexico. The 
inscription on the back reads "Jefferson Davis, Pres
ident of the Confederate States, Montgomery, Alaba-

JC.,~ .l .,t, 4 
._,,/,:.~ ..t,.c,,, 

ma, February 18, 1861." This is the date of Davis's 
inauguration. The painting may have been made at that time, or shortly thereafter, to com
memorate the event. $30,000. A 7 x 11" watercolor on paper depicts a receiving vault or tomb, 
as well as a marble monument labeled "Abraham Lincoln." The work is titled "Rest in Peace -
Patriot Heart" and is priced at $1,400. Finally, an Abraham Lincoln "Free Frank" envelope 
addressed in his hand to "Hon. H. L. Casey National Hotel" is $6,500. Bruce did some research 

and discovered that Samuel Lewis Casey was a .... r~~;:~;:-=-=-:;:-=-=::-=-=-~-~-~-i.-i_i_i_i_i_;_~_::::_\1_ Congressman from the border state of Kentucky. 
Along with other border state Senators and Con
gressmen, he had been summoned to the White 
House on July 12, 1862 to review with President 
Lincoln the Imminent release of the Emancipation 
Proclamation. Lincoln was concerned about reac-

tion to the measure in the border states and wished to appeal to them through 
their representatives to accept it. "I do not speak of emancipation at once, but 
of a decision to emancipate gradually ... " he claimed. This envelope likely con
tained details of the time and place for the appointed meeting. 

In December, the World of Decor in Downey, California (near Los 
Angeles) hosted an auction that featured three items "from a 
prominent collector's Civil War museum-the 'Southern Heritage 

Museum."' Unwilling to provide any details as to the whereabouts 
or history of this "private museum," nor much in terms of prove
nance, three relics listed as "former property of Abraham Lincoln" 
hit the auction block: Abraham Lincoln's cane: Abraham Lincoln sil-

ver plated presentation tea set General George Meade's 
sword given to him by Abraham Lin

coln ("with certification!"). We pic
ture the items here - detailed 
scans that were sent by the V.P. of 

West Coast Operations (World of 
Decor is apparently headquartered in 

Orlando with four locations "geograph
ically positioned" around the coun

try). Unfortu
nately, that 
same V.P. informed us that 
they are unable - and unwill
ing - to provide any informa
tion on hammer prices. All 
we can say is hmmmmm .... l 

D an Ripley's Antique Helper Auc
tions, located in Indianapolis, 
held an estate auction in Sep

tember that included 
several miniature 
portraits of Amer
ican presidents 
(Monroe, Harri
son, Polk and 
Lincoln). Such 
portraits were 
usually mount
ed in ivory or 
bone veneer 
frames. These 
works of art are diffi-
cult to date, as the frames may not be 
original and the portraits are seldom 
signed by an identifiable figure. They 
were likely produced in Europe for 
export. The auction included an oval por
trait of Lincoln, selling to a phone bidder 
for $1,410. Should be some upside 
potential there! 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

T heatrical playbills, save those featuring John Wilkes Booth, are '1•~",!1~'1<•111• 

fairly commonplace and rarely demand substantial amounts. Early .......... ~ 
American Auctions had a 7 x 14" playbill in their October 2006 

R oyka Auctioneers of Lexington, MA sold a "pen 
made from a rail split by Abraham Lincoln" In 
their May sale. The relic was found in an enve

lope that contained two pencils by Henry David Thoreau 
with text on the outside identifying the keepsakes. The 
envelope and its contents were found In the desk of 
Alexander Hamilton Bullock, a prominent 19th century 
politician and Industrialist. Bullock was a contemporary of 
Thoreau's. He worked as an insurance executive, state 
legislator, mayor of Worcester, governor of Massachu-

auction from a June 12, 1863 performance of Harvard's Hasty Pudding --··-··
Club. Robert Todd Lincoln was a cast member of "A Dazzling Constella· 
lion of Histrionic Luminaries" and assayed the role of Mr. A. Wylie (Is that "'-•••~ 
"A. Wylie Coyote?") The play being performed was appropriately titled 

"The Bachelor of Arts" and setts 1866·68, journalist and Amherst College trustee. It 
.,..,.._,.". ~ ..... , ... _,, __ .......... , _ _.,. took place in the top floor of is possible he attended Thoreau's lecture in Worcester in __ ._ -............. ,__. ... ._,.~.,, 

THE BACH£LOR OF ARTS. Stoughton Hall. an historic -
..... , ,~- : ,. ,..- .. .....-....;.; , .... - , ,. , ... '::.:.. dormitory building in which 

1859. There is no inscription on the pen, save for a man
ufacturer's imprint on the metal nib. The pencils are 
marked "J. Thoreau & Sons. Concord." In spite of the 
envelope's notation, the pencils were not made by Thore- .,.. 
au, but by his family. Despite an opportunity to Join the 
family business, Thoreau had no interest in such com
mercial enterprises, and opted out. The provenance is 
therefore rather sketchy and unconvincing. More than 

...... ,_ .,_.. .... -..- ..... ...',J ..:... the President's son occu-»• T11o,an..._ ,.,...__,....,.......,~) ._......_ 

;.-:-.:•:~~-:',~~~ :.!..~. ~ pied room 22. As a freshman in 1860, fol· --~--,-- lowing his father's election as president, it was 
reported that Robert had "within the past week, grown vastly in popularity with his fellow 
students and the townspeople generally. On Wednesday night, in a body, the students 
called upon him, congratulated him upon the success of his father and the jolly state of 
affairs in the country generally." During his senior year, Robert served as vice-president of 
Hasty Pudding and likely appeared in an assortmen1 of plays. This playbill, which ends with 
the admonition "Persons throwing orange peel or nut shells at the performers will be 
forcibly ejected", made a reasonable $450. 

likely, the Thoreau pencil concern produced both the pen-
cils and the pen. The auctioneer could provide no tangible 
connection between Thoreau and Lincoln. The pen sold 
for $465 on four bids. 

::=============================================-.--:::-=-=-=--~=-=-=--=-::::.:=================~ 

C hristie's December sale of books, manuscripts and Americana 
included a very impressive Lincoln broadside. It is an unrecord• 
ed printing of the preliminary Emancipation Proclamation. Mea

suring 12 x 16" and possibly printed in Boston by Forbes shortly after 
September 22, 1862, it gives fair warning that the President will free all 
slaves held by rebels as of January 1, 1863. In the Interim, he promises 
to pay compensation to slave holders for their slaves, provided they cease 
hostilities and return to the Union. He also recommends the colonization 
of such slaves in foreign countries willing to accept them. Quoting the 
Second Confiscation Act of July 17, 1862, he states that any slaves 
escaping from rebel owners into Union lines will gain their freedom and 
not be returned to slavery. Only those slaves who escape from owners 
who have ceased their struggle with the Federal authority or in recon· 

structed areas may expect 
,_,. __ ...... _,.,.......,._,__,,,_-__ ....,.._.,..... return of such slaves. The 

ff TIii WUff"' TIii ~ ffATD, 

A PBOOI,AMATION. 
,~ 

----

bottom of the broadside 
has a quote from Confed· 
erate Vice-President 
Alexander H. Stephens 
delivered March 21, 1861: 
"This stone (slavery]. 
which was rejected by the 
first builders, is become 
the chief stone of the cor· 
ner in our new edifice." 
(We infer Stephens was 
not a firm advocate of 
slavery and feared it 
would prove the downfall 
of the Southern experi· 
ment). Estimated at only 
$3,000·4.000, this histor· 
1cal document achieved a 
respectable $26,400. 

T here seems to be no end of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection. Parts 
15 and 16 were just Issued by Stack's, featuring currency and lndi· 
an Peace Medals. A very unusual note issued by a private bank in 

Clinton, New York is dated April 8, 1862. It not only has the portrait of 
President Lincoln, but was issued by the "Lincoln Bank"! Although Jeff 
Davis's image was used on some Southern scrip notes. it doesn't appear 
anyone named a bank after him. Estimated at $275-400, It realized $1,150. 
There were twelve (count 'em, twelve!!!) Lincoln Indian Peace Medals in I 
silver ... seven in the "first size" of 75 mm. and five in the "second size" of 
62 mm. We picture a looped, prooflike example in the smaller size that Ford 
acquired from 
Chicago numisma· 
list Leonard Stark in 
1958. Stark was a 
colorful individual 
who liked to wear 
plaid coats and 
ornate gold rings. 
Besides coins, he used to sell 
political items via a fixed-price 
list with no illustrations which, ~ 
back then, was the norm. We : 
assume, like Ford, he has 
gone to the big exhibtion hall in 
the sky! Beautifully toned, this 
example sold for $23,000. 

Selling on ebay, this circa 1900 Lincoln Baking 
Powder container with a paper label over tin. 
Made by the Lincoln Baking Powder Company 
of New York, it was listed as a "scarce" item 
for collectors of consumer packages and 
advertising pieces. Measuring 51/4" tall and 3 
1/4" in diameter, it realized $56. 
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H eritage Galleries of Dallas, the auction juggernaut, has enlarged their scope yet again and inaugurated a bi-annual Civil War History auction. Its 
"opening salvo" In this effort was held in December at the Tennessee State Fairgrounds in Nashville. By design, it coincided with a major Civil War 
show held in the home of the Grand 01' Opry. The six hundred dealers who set up at the show may not have appreciated the competition and 

potential syphoning of precious greenbacks, but they can just "whistle Dixie!" The auction consisted of weapons, uniforms, flags, relics, accouterments, 
vintage photographs, autographs, ephemera and a spectacular group of personal belongings of CSA General J. E. B. "Jeb" Stuart. Many specialists were 

t 
called upon to catalog and vet the material, notable among them Civil War dealer Gary Hendershott of Little 
Rock, AR. (Gary has now been retained by Heritage to coordinate future Civil War sales.) A Confederate parole 
certificate, December 31, 1862, was issued in favor of Sgt. Charles W. Oldroyd (any relation to noted Lincoln 
collector Osborn Oldroyd?) of the 16th OH Infantry. Oldroyd was captured during the siege of Vicksburg. By 
signing this parole, he was allowed to return home, never to take up arms against the Sunny South, unless 
and until a prisoner exchange agreement was reached. "On my parole", this sold for $4,180. A stock certifi
cate printed in red and blue by the Consolidated Steamship Company of Charleston entitled the purchaser to 

one share of stock valued at $1,000. In this manner, money was raised to build blockade-runners for the CSA. After the 
War, most shipping companies honored their obligations to stockholders. In this case, the president of Consolidated 
skedaddled north, leaving investors holding worthless paper. He claimed he had no liability since the business was Ille
gal under United States law. That's like saying you tried to rob someone, but shouldn't be arrested because they didn't 
have any money. Worth more than Enron stock, it made $2,390. We see a lot of Union soldier discharge papers, but sel
dom Confederate exmples. After serving for six months in Nichol's Regiment of the Texas Volunteer Infantry, Thomas 
B. Crain was given his discharge in April 1862. He later joined Waul's Texas Legion and was captured at Vicksburg. His 

"Soldier's Discharge" printed on yellow paper realized $720. After the fall of Richmond, Jeff Davis and fellow CSA officials left 
the former capital with government papers and money. Davis was captured in Georgia, but Sec. of State Judah B. Benjamin 
saved his own derriere, escaping to London via Bermuda. It was long rumored he absconded with Confederate gold, setting up 
a comfortable residence and a law practice. In an official document written from London on September 1, 1865 to Confederate 
operative Edwin Grey Lee in Montreal, Benjamin discusses the finances of the Southern Confederation. "I have just arrived in 
London, and find the public affairs of the Confederacy in lamentable disorder. I am closing up the accounts of all agents of the 
Department, and collecting the funds remaining on hand to pay the most sacred claims against the Government, among which 

• the first and most pressing is that of the President and his family & c. I know that Mrs. Davis is entirely without resources. I 
have therefore to beg that you will as speedily as possible forward me your account, and remit the unexpended balance of the 
funds I sent you in Canada .. Very truly yours, J. P. Benjamin, Sec. of State." Some agents did the right thing and accounted for 

,. .... r---- _...,... __ _ 
their funds - others "made the best of a bad situation", promptly disappearing from 
view. $2,870. A Robert E. Lee "General Orders No. 2" broadside, February 11, 1865, 
Petersburg, VA. was issued in the desperate last months of the War, as the Union 
noose was tightening around the neck of the Army of Northern Virginia. " ... the Gen
eral-in-Chief feels assured that the soldiers who have so long and so nobly bourne 
the hardships and dangers of the war, require no exhortation to respond to the calls 
of honor and duty ... They cannot barter manhood for peace, nor the right of self
government for life and property. But justice to them requires a sterner admonition 
to those who have abandoned their comrades in the hour of peril. A last opportuni

mr.A!}t!UAB.?ne, 
·•""(-:· .. --,, 

ty is offered to them to wipe out the disgrace and escape the punishment of 
their crimes ... " Despite this emotional appeal by Marse Robert, a high deser
tion rate persisted through Appomattox. $9,260. Ten lots of Jeb Stuart mater
ial were offered, including a battle flag, lock of hair, field glasses, West Point 
class ring, compass, watch lob and correspondence. A pair of cased solid gold 
spurs presented to Stuart by the "Ladies of Baltimore" were estimated at 
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$100,000-150,000. This present was cherished by Stuart who had a particular fondness for the trappings and legends 
of chivalry. In responding to the ladies, he referred to himself as a member "Knight of the Golden Spurs." These rode 

~ 
~I!::-: 

t.1..-0 .......... ,_. 

off into the sunset for $119.500. Stuart's battle flag sold for $956,000, more than tripling the previous record for a Confederate flag. Contrary to expecta
tions, 95% of the Stuart material sold and the total sales came to a mind-boggling $4 million. Zoweee! ! ! ! 

W ere you aware that George McClellan had a sense of humor? R & R Enter
prises of Amherst, NH had a recent auction that included a McClellan ALS 
written to Capt. John Dahlgren, February 23, 1862. In it, the general asks for 

assistance to find gainful employment for a relative of his cook. "My cook has told my 
wife a piteous story in regard to her brother-in-law, one Davis Sullivan, formerly 
employed at the Navy Yard but recently discharged. He has three wives & an Infinity of 
small children, none over six months old, who have been starving for a long time. Seri
ously speaking I believe it Is a deserving case & that you would be doing a good deed if 
you can (the Interests of the service permitting) give him work." Some fresh insight into 
this pivotal figure of the War, the Item failed to sell. Nobody likes a loser. we guess. 

S lotin's of Buford, GA has regular 
auctions of outsider and folk 
art. Abraham Lincoln is a popu

lar subject for many of these self
taught artists. One work to recently 
sell: a 7 x 13" oil pastel on paper by 
an artist named UMilford" dated 1993, 
simply titled "Young Abraham 1859", 
sold at the opening bid of $50. 
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Skinner's held a book and manuscript sale In November that included some interesting Lincoln items. A two page ALS, July 27, 1860, to the Honor
able Julius Rockwell, concerning the signing of a blank bond for his son Robert. attending Harvard. sold together with an autograph letter from Robert 
T. Lincoln, thanking him for signing the bond. In full: 'My dear Sir: My son, who has entered Harvard University, sends you the enclosed blank bond, 

which, with the head note, explains itself. I think of you more readily than any other citizen of Massachusetts, as one who would probably be willing to 
oblige me, by signing il I have, however, requested our friend Judge D. Davis, to write you on the subject; and I do not ask you to sign the bond unless 
his letter shall be entirely satisfactory. If it be satisfactory, please fill the blanks properly, sign the bond, and enclose it to 'Robert T. Lincoln', Exeter, New 
Hampshire, for which I shall be greatly obliged. I suppose I know little, if any more, about political prospects, than you, but so far as I can see, they look 
very well. Yours very truly, A. Lincoln." Against an estimate $15-20,000, it realized $29,375. Also sold was the related letter Lincoln wrote to his campaign 
manager. David Davis. Written on the same date requesting the Judge arrange the bond: 'Dear Judge, Your two letters were received last night - Went-

---- ___ worth had already been Invited, and Wilson will now be. Have riot seen Logan yet; but will, and write you again. A different 
matter - Bob has got in at Harvard, and sends me a blank bond, which he says must be signed by me, and some citizen of 
Massachusetts. The condition is for the payment of all college dues. If you can conscientiously do so, will you please write 
our friend, Julius Rockwell, that he can safely sign the bond with me, Yours as ever, A. Lincoln." This missive estimated a bit 
higher at $20-30,000, brought $32,900. A Lincoln letter written from the Head Quarters. Armies of the U.S., City Point, March 
30, 1865, to Sec. of War Stanton, concerned war news and his account of hearing a battle: "I begin to feel that I ought to be 
at home, and yet I dislike to leave without seeing nearer to the end of Gen. Grant's present movement. He has now been out I 
since yesterday morning, and, although he has not been diverted from his programme, no considerable effort has yet been 

1 

produced so far as we know here. Last night, at 10:15 P.M .. when it was as dark as a rainy night without a moon can be, a I 
. J furious Cannonade, soon joined in by a heavy musketry fire, opened near Petersburg and lasted about two hours. The sound 

was very distinct here, as also were the flashes of the guns up in the clouds. It seemed to me a great battle, but the older 
hands here scarcely noticed it, & sure enough this morning it was found that very little had been done." Lincoln wrote this 

Just a week and a half before his assassination. He was at City Point to consult with General Grant. Estimated at $35-50,000, it realized $110,500. 

T homaston Place Auctions of Thomaston. ME held an estate auction in November. An Abra
ham Lincoln ALS, written as presidential candidate, Springfield, IL, July 16, 1860, had spe
cial appeal, we think. Written to R. W. Thompson, Chairman of the Committee on Elections 

of the 30th Congress, it read: "This introduces my friend, J. G. Nicolay - Converse as freely with 
him, as you would with me." Lincoln did not often refer to anyone as his "friend" nor did many ", / 1 ,.:-"~ ;:-:::_ ., ,. ~ ✓ 

people earn his confidence to such a degree that Lincoln fell comfortable .-.r 

,_ entrusting them with confidential information. Nicolay would serve as Lincoln's I 
- personal assistant and secretary during the campaign and later Join forces with John Hay during the presi

dential years. ($12, 100.) The same amount was garnered for a Lincoln military commission appointing Joseph 
~ Smith as Rear Admiral, placing him on the retired list. Smith (1790-18n) was a veteran of the Mexican War 

Monitor. This promotion was likely a reward for the success of that project In a separate sale. Thomaston sold a 33" tall plaster bust. 
The original study. sculpted "from life" by Thomas Dow Jones (1811-81 ). it is occasionally seen in a reduced size, typically painted 

' black. Lincoln supposedly posed for the artist in Springfield just before leaving for Washington in 1860, although we don't believe his 
beard had grown to the extent shown in the bust. Despite a lot of hype, It sold below estimate, at $5,500. 

D avid Bowers runs American Numismatic Rarities of Wolfeboro, NH (on the banks of the picturesque Lake Winnipisaukee). 
Now merged with Stack's of NYC, they hosted an auction in October. The second installment of the American Bank Note 
archives was featured. A 3 x 4" steel engraving plate of Lincoln designed in March 1861, engraved by Charles Burt, realized 

$5,060. A cylinder die of Lincoln with the complete text of the Gettysburg 
Address, made $2,185. A 3 x 3 1/2" plate of a Union soldier and a freed slave 

family, engraved by the Continental Bank Note Co. 
(which was acquired by American Bank Note dur· 
ing one of many consolidations), crossed the auction block for 
$1,035. A 4 x 2 1/2" plate of the Capitol Building in Montgomery, AL, 
engraved by National Bank Note made S275. Finally, a 4 x 51/4" plate I 
of "liberty and Union" (with symbolic broken chains), by the same 

maker and likely of Civil War vintage, managed a respectable $920. Several more installments are forthcoming in the dispersal of this extensive holding. 

0 n eBay, this incised axe by the Kretchmer Tredway 
Co. of Dubuque, IA. Detailed on the label: "The best 

made-This axe is made with spe
cial care from the best crucible 
steel-Beware of imitations." A 9' 
double-bitted axe on a 33' han
dle, it made the cut at $275. 

A lso on eBay, this rare Civil 
War token realized a 

substantial $1,900. These 
are actively sought by col
lectors of exonumia. The 
meaning of the initials 
"C.l.R." remains a mystery. 
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M 1ry, Miry, q1n, eonnryl Letters written by First Lady Mary Todd Lincoln have. to date, ✓J~ ~ 
proven extremely scarce in the market. In past years perhaps only one or two would come to / A · I' 
auction. For some inexplicable reason, in just the past eight months, a number have traded //6'.u 

hands - not Including the small collection acquired last year by the A. Lincoln Presidentfal Library. Each ~;:---------/_· __ _j 
missive reflects another dimension - some quite sad - to Mary. Bonhams and Butterfields offered one such let-

THE RAIL SPLITTER ----r- _-_-_-:-:--_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~~ _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_,-

ter this past June. Written a year after Tad's death, November 1411872), the devastated woman confides to a friend: "Many thanks for your kind atten· 
tion, regarding the steamer. I feel that there is no end, to the trouble, I give you, dear, dear friend. In consideration of the bad feeling in the South towards 
the north & the eve of a Presidential election pending. with the name of Lincoln, I scarcely think It would be safe to venture. So for the present. I decline 
the trip. The truth I am so wretched in my mind, so utterly cast down by my fearful bereavement, I have not the energy left to do any thing. My friends 
have thought. change of scene might benefit, but it will only be the final & great change. tflat restores me to my Idolized ones. that will ever cause me to 
be myself again. Just as I had In a measure returned to my natural cheerfulness with a worshipped son. by my side. who could not bear me out of his 
sight when I was feeling that once more. I had something to live for. who was my pride, my fond delight, to have this precious one, snatched from my 
arms - I sometimes think that the glories of the hereafter will scarcely compensate for the sorrows of this life ... " (No sale, estimate $18-22,000.) The 
Abraham Lincoln Book Shop in Chicago has a letter in their December catalog. Writing to her milliner. Madame Harris of New York (you were expecting, 
maybe, Raoul of Bayonne?). November 22. 1861, the First Lady orders a hat. She specifies she wants ·an the richest velvet", a ·real black velvet head· 
dress" with ·real velvet bow & strings behind ... a bow at the top, a bow also on the purple with a loop, in case I take off the flowers ... to be made in your 
handsomest style. In front & behind a handsome bunch of blackberries ... your richest berries, without they are the best & most stylish, I do not want 
them. Remember under the flowers of each - in front & back- bows & loops." ($9.500.) In two successive auctions. R.M. Smythe sold a total of four 
Mary letters. One dated April 4, 1865, to personal confidant. New York Postmaster Abram Wakeman, relates the giddy events surrounding the capture of 
Richmond. " ... I returned home on Sunday morning and left Mr. l. with a promise that I would return on Wednesday with a choice little party of friends ... 
Pray for me. lest any evil spirits come near me. I trust in some way, he [Thurlow Weed/ may have left C[ity] P[oint/ ere we arrive ... I wish you would join 
us at City Point. We will have a most charming party. I have much to say to you. I am expecting quite a number of friends, this evening - the buildings 
& city are to be illuminated. Lights will glare from windows, from whence rebellious hearts have been wont to gaze. Such Is life! ... We are expecting to 
visit R[ichmond] ere we return. Will you dine with us In Jeff Davis' deserted banqueting hall? Mr. Sumner accompanies our party. .. I receive telegrams 
from my Husband. every two or three hours. He has improved in health very greatly. After three days of exposure to rebel shots, my darling boy is well 
& happy." ($24,150.) Speaking of darting Tad, a Mary Autograph Telegram Draft Signed. November 26 [1862]. directs his return from Baltimore. Writ· 
ing to famlly friend Gustav Gumpert (who was pictured in a famous CDV with Willie and Tad), the First Lady writes: "Please bring Tad home. immedl· 
ately. He can come on Tom Cross's car.• Cross was a White House messenger and custodian who was often assigned the task of keeping an eye on the 
two youngest Lincoln children. ($4,025.) A letter written August 27. 1868 from Altoona, PA to her friend Rhonda White, had excellent Mary content: " .. .In 
regard to the proposed marriage of my son [Robert/. it is the only sunbeam In my sad future. I have known & loved the young lady since her childhood, 
our families have been very intimate and as she recently sweetly expressed herself to me - that she felt she was ·only passing from one mother to anoth· 
er. • I think my absence will be less felt the first year or two, than afterwards by them. Therefore. you will conclude. I consider this marriage a great gain. 
A charming daughter will be my portion, one whom my idolized husband loved & admired, since she was very young. You will be persuaded. that no 
feeling save the natural horror I would entertain about returning to Washington, even for a few hours, would have caused me to written you as I did. I 
feel that I may rely upon yourself & daughter guarding well the mention I made you of the proposed marriage. I am anxious that it should soon be con
summated as it is time my son {Tad] was in some good school, and I am not well here .. : ($10,060.) A letter written from Chicago, October 4, 1871 to 
her friend Eliza Slataper. came three months after the untimely death of Tad. "/ have been so prostrated by my deep deep grief that my health has com
pletely given away. Lately. I am suffering greatly with violent palpit1ltions of the heart, which has become the cause of much un~siness to my friends, 
Consequently, I am ordered perfectly quiet as much as can be obtained by a person so broken-hearted as my poor self. As anxious as I am to see you, 
I feel that it is best at present that we do not meet. Bleeding wounds would only be opened afresh. In God's own Dme I may grow calmer. yet I very much 
doubt it. As grievous as the other bereavements have been, not one great sorrow ever approached the agony of this. My idolized & devoted son. tom 
from me. when he had bloomed into such a noble. promising youth ... Your deeply afflicted friend. M.l." $7,550. And. to round out the listings, Swann 
Galleries sold a strange letter written from Chicago In 1873 by the beleaguered First Lady to her doctor: "My health appears so much better this morn
ing after a night of unusually good sleep that I hasten to inform you that I feel that I do not require the nurse last spoken of. Mrs. M. has been sent for 
this morning in an urgent case. Of course in illness an experienced nurse will always be required. One of the maids in the house is placed at my com
mand to sleep in the room at night, until I can suit myself. As to yourself dear Dr. I feel assured that you w/11 always come to me when my poor afflict· 
ed head & face require attention. You are the only person who understands my case or could have pulled me through the last few suffering weeks. I shall 
never cease to feel grateful for your unremitting attentions. I shall offer no apologies for this hastily written note. as you are aware how completely blind· 
ed my eyes have become ... • (Mary suffered from delusions that an Indian spirit was removing bones 
from her face and pulling wires out of her eyes). Uh-huh. sure. ($12.000.) 

Stair Galleries in Hudson, New York recently sold two Lincoln sculptures. The first was a painted ter· 
racotta bust by Jo Davidson (1883-1952) with the Impressed signature of the artist, dated 1943, 

on a green marbleized stand measuring 10 x 4 5/8 x 4". Davidson was the designer of the Roosevelt 
dime in 1945. Estimated at $400-600, it sold for a more than reasonable $275. The second item was 
a bronze bust by Blendon Campbell (1872-1969), likewise with impressed signature of the artist, this 
work dated 1912, on a fitted wood stand, 51/2 x 51/2". Estimated at 5300-400, it did nicely at $850. 
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C hristie's auctioned "Part Five" of the Malcolm Forbes Collection. (One more installment still to come!) As expected, some great stuff! In an 
1858 letter wntten to Jediah Alexander, Editor of the Greenville [IL) Advocate, Senatorial candidate Lincoln declines a speaking engagement 
In Bond County and expounds on the upcoming contest with Douglas. "II is too early, considering that when I once begin making political 

speeches I shall have no respite until November. The labor of that I might endure, but I really can not spare the time from my business ... There remains 
all the difference there ever was between Judge Douglas & the Republicans. they insisting that Congress shall, and he insisting that Congress shall not, 
keep slavery out of the Territories before & up to the time they form state constitutions. No republican has ever contended that congress should dictate 
a constitution to any state or territory; but they have contended that the people should be perfectly free to form their constitution In their own way as 
perfectly free from the presence of slavery amongst them, as from every other improper influence. In voting together in opposition to a constitution being 

llBPllftLIO..i"' lU~O.&L 

forced upon the people of Kansas, neither Judge Douglas nor the republicans, has conceded anything which was ever In 
dispute between them." ($262,400.) One of them (rarest!) Lincoln campaign bios. written by Ichabod Codding and pub
lished In pamphlet form in Princeton, IL in 1860, was ottered. A Republican Manual for the Campaign. Facts for the Peo
ple: The Whole Argument in One Book was last sold at auction in 1975, when it realized $3,100. This time around. some

TUE C? .urP.-. raN. one grabbed the brass ring for$8,400. An 1860 Lincoln ALS, wntten during his visit to son Robert at Phillips Exeter Acad-
emy on February 29, 1860 (just two days after delivering his Cooper Union Address), discusses proposed campaign I 
appearances: " ... They have got me into so much trouble here, that I must postpone your Connecticut meetings. Fix them 

.,. __ ••o•a..•, as follows: Hartford, Monday evening March 5th; Meriden, Tuesday [evening March) 6th; New-Haven, Wednesday [evening 
March] 7th. You can make this known at once; and, I take it, it will not inconvenience you much, while it will relieve me 1 

W'D<>r_. .All017'JiUinrr 

_ .. ______ _ 

--

considerably." ($33,600.) The notes for Lincoln's Hartford speech were also offered. Written in pencil and ink on two sides 
of a single sheet, Lincoln apparently left it behind on the podium afterwards, where it was promptly "glommed onto" by I 
Jesse H. Lord, a reporter for the Hartford Daily Times. The speech attacked Southern bushwhackers, rejected the tactics of 
John Brown and defended labor's right to strike. The first page reads: "Signs of decay - bushwhacking. Irrepressible con
flict. John Brown. Shoe trade, True or not true. If true, what? Mason. Plasters. If not true, what?" The verso reads: "(It still] I 

is the question. We must deal with it. Magnitude of question. What prevents just 
now? Right - wrong - indifference. Indifference unphilosophical. Because 
nobody is indifferent. Must be converted to. Can be, or cannot be done. I sup- I 
pose can not. But if can, what result? Indifference, then must be rejected. And 
what supported? Sectionalism. Conservatism. John Brown. Conclusion." A cen- I 
sus of manuscript speeches or fragments only finds ten other examples - sell
ing for between S67,000 and S2.8 Million. In some cases, when time allowed 

1 

and the circumstance merited, Lincoln wrote out entire speeches, often anno
tating and reworking them. In the case of short "whistle stop" campaign 
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speeches such as this one, he apparently worked off brief outlines. (Passed, 
estimated at $100-150,000.) A December 20, 1862 Lincoln ALS, addressed 
jointly to Cabinet members William Seward and Salmon Chase (each receiving 

..._ ______ ......., an Identical copy), responds to the simultaneous rendering of their resignations. 
"Gentlemen: You have respectfully tendered your resignations as Secretary of 

State, and Secretary of the Treasury of the United States. I am apprised of the circum
stances which may render this course personally desirable to each of you; but. after most 
anxious consideration, my deliberate judgment is, that the public interest does not admit 

NATIONAL of it. I therefore have to request that you will resume the duties of your Departments 
DIJON TICKBT. respectfully." Chase, of course, would overplay his hand in 1864 when Lincoln finally 
uuiiii.ifcou accepted his resignation. ($216,000.) In 1863, Joseph Graydon of New York City had a j 
uiiEijijji°sH Kentucky relative pay the $300 commutation 

IYl1W. fee that relieved him of the obligation of mll· ==- .. ,.._ A~.,_ ,tr'I, ' ~-•- -_· .• _- , ltary service. The well-meaning relative\ ................. S :_ ::£.:--=:- .,,._ _ >fLA ..._..,._ wrote a check payable to President Lincoln . 
~;... ~~..:: l ,,,;;_;_ -2-~ ...... :.t....;;; That's when the bureaucratic merry-go-
: - ·-.:... "- round began. Lincoln endorsed it over to 

Stanton who endorsed it over to Provost 
Marshal James Fry who endorsed it to "Maj. Genl. William Hays or order to procure the substitute" who 
endorsed ii to B. F. Manierre "to procure the substitute" who endorsed it to George Inness ... the SUBSTITUTE 
HIMSELF!! That's five endorsements on one check! It would never make it through my bank! (S9,000.) A mul-

ticolored 9 x 19" oversized ballot or broadside for Lincoln & Johnson, printed by King & Baird of Philadelphia, made $5,400. Although the Christie's 
example is printed on paper, an example also exists printed on linen. With some changes in the fonts and the addition of slogans, this basic design was 
also printed in broadside format in two sizes: 19 x 24" and 31 x 45". Finally, a pair of checks from publisher Charles Webster were ottered. The first was 
for $1,000 to General U.S. Grant, as an advance for his memoirs. The second, made out after the General's death, was payable to his widow in the amount 
of $150,000. Julia Grant received a total of $450,000 in royalty payments which not only paid off the debts of the Grant estate, but provided a nice little 
cushion, thank you. ($13,200.) 
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M ichael Brown Rare Books of Philadelphia exhibits at shows and issues fixed-price catalogs. His latest offering included 230 items, of which 100 
represented Afncan·Americana. A 32-page pamphlet published by T. B. Peterson reprints a sermon by Henry Ward Beecher: "War and Emanci· 

palion. A Thanksgiving Sermon, Preached in the Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, N.Y. on Thursday, November 21, 1861." At this time, Beecher was among 
a minority who felt the War was being fought to bring about emancipation. ($75.) An 1869 first-edition of the first biography of Harriet Tubman, the scion 
of the Underground Railroad, is tabbed at $1,500. Written by Sarah H. Bradford, this bio, Scenes in the Life of Harriet Tubman, was sold on a subscrip· 
lion basis to help support Tubman. An 1860 campaign pamphlet offers a Southerner's viewpoint on the slavery question. The author, possibly John R. 
White, claims ''the Ethiopian is but a lazy overgrown child." Studying the Free Negro population of Philadelphia, he asserts the vast majority are "unpro· 
ductive paupers." Published by King & Baird, "The End of the Irrepressible Conflict. By a Merchant of Philadelphia.", Is 47-pages in printed wrappers and 
hsted at $150. Finally, a 44-page pamphlet from 1860, published in Chicago, relates the details of the Wigwam Convention held in that city. "Press & Tri· 
bune Documents for 1860. No. 3. Proceedings of the National Republican Convention, Held at Chicago, May 16th, 17th, and 18th, 1860." ($2,500.) 

B onham's & Butterfield's recently opened a New York City gallery. Their American operations 
(Bonham's, the parent company, is in London) still operate out of San Francisco and Los 
Angeles. But, with a new East Coast presence, they are making "their intentions known!" -- -

In recent sales, a few items caught our attention. A November 16, 1863 rent receipt signed by 
John Wilkes Booth brought in $14,340. Booth was managing the Harford County, MD property 
for his mother, Mary, The rent of $125 was due the prior first of June. John B. Ray, possibly a 
Maryland real estate broker, submitted the rent less a commission of 5%. A great specimen. An 
interesting album leaf with signatures of President Andrew Johnson and his Cabinet (Stanton, 

,_ Dennison, Seward, Welles, McCullogh, Speed, Harlan and 
• ::.--:-~,,--'"'"' ~ Evarts}, was passed, likely based on the high estimate of $4,000· 

11.ft,..,-; .1",,-..✓• l',r.r, • 6,000. These souvenir album leafs are just not that rare. A 
~ :r.:-~--:G;. :;,:h_. ;,: ,"' = clipped signature of Lincoln was sold together with a 1922 

1• r ~-•"- Robert Todd Lincoln ALS which explains the provenance. "I am ... 

--·--- -·---------· 

-
~ 

sending to you a copy of this re-print... which is the only thmg I can do in the way of a photograph. To add to its interest, 
I am enclosing with it a signature of my father, cut from an old canceled cheque, of which I have very few left. It would 

___________ be my suggestion that he paste ii below the portrait." God knows how many checks son Robert .... ,_, .... _,_._ 
desecrated in this manner!! (Not to mention the damage done afterwards by pasting it down!) 

$5,080. In another sale a 6 1/2 x 8 3/4" albumen of John Wilkes Booth, signed by the assassin on the mount, sold initially for • 
$16,730. The piece supposedly hung on the wall of a Washington, D.C. restaurant, Hancock's Cafe, located at 1234 Pennsyl· 
vania Avenue. As you certainly appreciate, signed Booth photographs are quite rare as most were destroyed following the 
events of April 14th. We were skeptical on this one. despite a "period" inked inscription which, in itself, should never be a deter• 
mining factor. (It is our understanding the sale was subsequently rescinded.) An 1881 U.S. Grant ALS, written from Mexico City, 
discusses the former President's evaluation of his colleague, newly-installed Republican President James Garfield over a con
tretemps with powerful Senator Roscoe Conkling. Garfield had appointed Conkiing·s arch-rival, William Robertson, to the post 
of New York Customs House head. The two then played some political hardball which the President finally won. "I see by the 
latest dispatches received here from the Capitol of the country that the deadlock In organizing the Senate is not yet broken, and 
that nothing has been done by the President to allay the bitterness which must be engendered by his most recent appointments. 
When the first batch of appointments for New York, and one from my own state, was sent I was delighted. I believed then the President had determined 
to recognize the Republican Party and not a faction. But his appointments of the next day convinced me that the first act was but a part of a deep laid 
scheme - by somebody - to punish prominent leaders for their audacity in being openly friendly to me. I cannot credit the belief that Gen. Garfield is the 
author of this policy. I give him credit for being too big a man to descend to such means for the punishment of men who gave him a hearty support in his 
election ... Without the State of New York Gen. Gartield would not now be President. His rewarding Robertson is not only offensive to the New York Sena· 
tors but it Is offensive to New York Republicans ... " With an estimate of $5·7,000, no sale resulted. 

I ra & Larry Goldberg of Beverly HIiis most recent auction included an 1847 James Buchanan ALS as Sec. of State on the upcoming presidential elec
tion and his conviction that the Democratic Party should be in control: "I have no ambitious aspirations beyond that of a desire to obtain & preserve 

the good opinion of my fellow citizens ... We shall never quarrel about your Presidential preferences; because I know you will never support any candi· 
date unless he be a good Democrat. A long experience in public life has convinced me that the perpetuity & prospering of the people of this union depend 
on the ascendancy of Democratic principles in the administration of their Government. I shall, therefore, be in favor of that man for President, whoever 
he may be, best calculated to secure this ascendancy ... " Of course, Old Buck hoped he would be that man! (S4,500.} A printed and manuscript appoint· 
ment signed by Lincoln and Seward on April 20, 1861, just a few days after the outbreak of War, made Cornelius Walborn a "Deputy Postmaster at 
Philadelphia." ($8,050.) An 1862 Lincoln endorsement forwarded to the War Dept. the recommendations of the "Virginia Delegation" for two vacancies 
in the Virginia Cavalry. Although the State of Virginia officially withdrew from the Union on May 23, 1861, the western part of the state remained loyal to 
the Union. On June 20, 1861, delegates met in Wheeling and formed a "Restored Government." Accordingly, they organized Virginia regiments, in con· 
trast to the CSA's Army of Northern Virginia. ($4,600.) An engraved and manuscript invitation from "The President & Mrs. Lincoln" invites the Elderkins 
to a White House Ball given February 5, 1862. This event concocted by the First Lady was sumptuously produced, with a menu of oysters, pate de fois 
gras and duck. A replica of Ft. Pickens was made of sugared cake and filled with candied quail! As usual, Mrs. Lincoln was criticized by the press for 
her extravagance while sick soldiers were in need of food and attention. ($1,380.) 
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More In The Marketplace 

~--------------------------1 
T he Abraham Lincoln Book Shop has a most interesting Lincoln legal document from April 9, 1856, a postponement 

affidavit in a medical malpractice suit, what became known as the famous "Chicken Bone" case. Doctors Rogers and 
Crothers of Bloomington hired the firm of Stuart & Lincoln to defend them in a case brought by Fleming. Fleming had 
broken two legs in a fire in Bloomington and had them reset by the doctors. One failed to heal properly, but the patient 
stopped the resetting procedure before it was completed. He later sued for malpractice. Aeming presented the testimo
ny of fifteen doctors and twenty-one other witnesses. Lincoln cross-examined a dozen doctors. 1n his summation, Lin
coln demonstrated that old bones were brittle (using chicken bones as a visual aid!) and that the normal outcome of 
Fleming's condition was amputation and that Fleming was fortunate to have the use of both legs. The jury failed to reach 
a verdict and the case was eventually settled in March 1858. The single-page document, entirely in Lincoln's hand and 
signed by him twice, Is $18,500. An Abraham Lincoln ALS, January 3, 1863, sent to Edwin Stanton, discusses the sta
tus of two Confederate POWs: "It is said that William S. Pryor, of New-Castle. Henry Co. Ky. and J. O'Hara, of Coving
ton. Ky .. were imprisoned for a while, at Camp Chase, and are now at Cincinnati, on parole, without permission to leave 
the State of Ohio. Let their parole stand, but allow them to go at large generally. When you have done this, notify me of ..__ ___ ___::.c;_ ___ _,, 

it." Stanton wrote a postscript "Will execute the foregoing order." We suppose these guys violated the terms of their ~ 
parole, .but It seems rather strange for Confederate POWs to be roaming ab. out at will. $21,500. A book signed by Abraham Lincoin·s ~ 
grandson and namesake, nicknamed "Jack", is $875. Like Tad, he died while still a teenager. at age 17. The notation "A3" refers to -" 
a shelving system for books. We should mention that the Shop hosts a Saturday morning live webcast which features book reviews. ~ ..., 
an artlfact of the month and guest interviewees. Go to www.VirtualBookS1gning.neL ~A..... f 

H erltage Galleries of Dallas, TX held an auction in October which included the balance of the Henry Luhrs Col
lection with quite a few additional Lincoln legal documents. Military commissions signed by Abraham Lin

coln are ubiquitous, to say the least, but ii is unusual to find examples engrossed to famous military figures. A 
naval commission dated August 5. 1861, signed by the President and Sec. of the Navy Welles, appointed Andrew 
Hull Foote (1806-63) a captain In the Navy. Foote became a midshipman at age sixteen in 1822, spent lime mon

"\: 

,. 
I ~.., 
~ -
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itoring and suppressing 
the West African slave 
trade and acted as an 
observer in the Chinese 
Opium Wars of 1856 
(where he invoked the 
rules of engagement and 
silenced Chinese batter
ies that were attacking 
his boat). During the Civil 
War, he rose to the rank 

of admiral and was instrumental in the capture of 
Forts Henry and Donelson. Wounded at Donelson, he 
was assigned desk duty in Washington and died pre-

maturely en-route to Charleston, SC where he was to assume command of the blockading 
squadron. ($21,200.) An undated manuscript petition signed by Lincoln, John T. Stuart and 
Billy Herndon asked the Court Commissioners of Sangamon County to build or improve a road 
between Springfield and Alton. The signatories affirm that they are qualified voters and reside 
in the immediate vicinity of the property to be improved. An interesting bit of pre-presidential 
grass roots politics. (S4, 185.) A Grant ALS. May 16, 1866, as ad interim Secretary of War -
an office he held for just five months - deals with the unpleasant task of reinterment of sol-
diers' remains: "Please furnish the bearer of this, Mrs. Bross, the widow of Col. Bross late of 

the 29th Colored Volunteers, a detail of men. and all other facilities for returning the remains of her husband, and 
for shipping them to their destination " Like Lincoln, Grant was doing his part to take care of the widows who had 
borne their terrible losses. ($3,585.) A post-war signed CDV of Robert E. Lee in ciwies, backmark of Boude & 
Miley of Lexington, VA, sold for $4,350. (We recall seeing this identical item on a recent Rex Stark list for S5,750!) 
And, speaking of Heritage. they had a currency sale that garnered national attention. While we report on it here, 

r--=-~~~------~=-~ we admit complete ignorance regarding the value and subleties of 

I

.--~::-:- ~ --:--; collecting vintage American money. Based on the prices realized . 

• 

~~~. though, we have come to the conclusion that the gentlemen who 
e,; .. r'lff.a, 1 ii ,, , collect these items have abundant stores of currency In reserve . 
.,::- ;;;;!'A· !~ Here's the proof: a $500 gold certificate with brown seal from 
--·~· ... -s.'" , 1882 that depicted Lincoln made a stellar $276,000. There are bill 

-:- ~ ::'.~ collectors, then there are BILL collectors!! 

IS elling for $950 on eBay: a holo-
graphic receipt by Robert Todd 

Lincoln, May 13, 187 4, for rent on 
the only house that Abraham Lincoln 
ever owned. The home was rented to 
Hon. George H. Harlow, who was 
Illinois Sec. of State: "Received of 
Hon. George H. Harlow. Eighty lwo 
08/100 dollars in Cash, to apply on I 
the amt which may be due for rent of 
dwelling at Springfield after I 
allowance tor repa,rs as agreed in 
lease. receipt for which has not yet 
been presented. Robert T. Lincoln." 
The document came with a newspa
per clipping from the Watseka 
Republicarr. "No visitor who fully I 
appreciates the noble service ren- I 
dered to the country by Abraham 
Lincoln leaves Springfield until he I 
has looked upon the building which, 
for so many years, sheltered the 
head of the noblest martyr that ever 
yielded up his life upon the alter of 
freedom. The unpretentious frame \ 
two story dwelling. . . is Just as the I 
pictures represent, a very modest 
plain structure, situated in a plain I 
and somewhat retired neighborhood. 
The present occupant (Harlow) takes I 
pride in keeping it in nearly the same 
condition as when honest old Abe I 
dwelt beneath Its roof." How true! 
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R aynors· HCA auctions in their new digs in Burlington, NC have offered quite a few interesting items of late. A 5 
3/4 x 9 1/2" broadside or handbill on orange colored paper relates the taking of Savannah, which Sherman o,.:~ ... , 

famously "presented" to Lincoln as a Christmas gift in 1864. Dated December 26, 1864, the handbill proclaims: "Bul-
Al0ffaJIU1 

A IOITIU.I'■' 

letin. Glorious Victory. A 10 Strike! Savannah Taken." II details the evacuation of the city by General Hardee on the ..... ,. ••• -. 
22nd and the capture of many prisoners and war booty. This ,s the first example of Civil War ephemera we have _-:::~::;; 
encountered that uses a bowling (or ten-pin) metaphor. ($1,380.) Another small broadside. May 29. 1865, details the -:=.-
terms of the "Amnesty Proclamation" issued by President Johnson. while referring to the one issued by his prede
cessor on December 8, 1864. These proclamations were issued "with the object to suppress the existing rebellion, 
to induce all persons to return to their loyalty, and to restore the authority of the United States [by[ offering amnesty 
and pardon to certain persons who had directly or by implication participated in said rebellion .. ." At this time. there were still scat-I _ ......... _ 
tered pockets or resistance and diehard lighters who had to be dealt with before Johnson would feel comfortable declaring an offi
cial end to the War. ($1,035.) A handkerchief that purportedly belonged to Mary Lincoln, with the initials "M L" embroidered In one 
corner (there were three Mary Lincolns In the family!), was a gift from legendary Lincoln dealer Ralph Newman to advice colum-
nist Ann Landers (real name: Eppie Lederer). (S2,645.) A printed copy of South Carolina's "Ordinance of Secession", likely issued _ 
shortly after December 20, 1860, shghlly trimmed at the bottom and marked in ink "Original" sold for $27,500. Talking about seces- - ~ 

sion, a 3 1/2 x 21/2" ballot from Tennessee's June 8, 1861 special election on the subject made its first auction appearance here. I ..;_._ . -f' .r 
Marked "Southern Rights Ticket. Separation. Representation.". it was used by James M. Goodbar. If you're looking for Mr. Good- - - ~

"Representation" in the Confederate Government on that date. Governor Isham Harris did not call for an ordinance of secession -
bar, he enlisted in the 4th Tennessee Cavalry (CSA) after the voters of the Volunteer State opted for secession ("Separation") and ~· - • 

until Apnl 25, 1861 (11 days after Ft. Sumter). Tennessee did come under Union occupation fairly early in the War and Andrew ~~ __ 
Johnson (the sole Southern senator who did not skedaddle to the other side) was appointed as Military Governor. Estimated at 
$1,500-2,000, it sold for $3,160. Another state that came under Union control early In the War was Louisiana. A 22 x 15" broad
side proclamation issued by Ben Buller was designed to calm fears of the residents of New Orleans and set some rules and guide
lines for interaction with occupation troops The proclamation establishes martial law. permits the continued operation of the 
"European Legion" secunty force, suppresses the display of all flags except that of the United States, demands the relinquishing 
of all firearms, requires an oath of allegiance, makes ii a capital crime to kill a Union soldier, directs that any buildlng used in the 
commission of such a murder be destroyed, curtails the collection of taxes except those necessary for ;,keeping in repair and light
ing the streets and for sanitary purposes", and permits the circulation of Confederate money to the extent that people accept 11 
Concluding, it declares "The armies of the United States came here not to destroy but to restore order out of chaos and if any sol
dier of the United States should forget his duty as to commit any outrage upon any person or property, the Commanding General I 
requests that his name be instantly reported to the Provost Guard ... " It was printed In typical "adversity" style on a verso of an 1855 
Crimean War battle lithograph. (S6,600.) A Boston CorbettALS. written May 11, 1865 from, appropriately, "Lincoln Barracks", relates 
the t1meline for Booth's death: ·1 would say that Booth was shot on the morning of the 26th of April 1865 near Port Royal. Virginia 

I 
at which place we crossed the Rappahannock in pursuit. He lived but a short time after he was shot, perhaps 3 hours. and at about 
seven o'clock that morning he died." ($25,300.) A Civil War soldier's letter sheds light on the threat of fifth columnists known as 
Copperheads. E. L. Hyland, of the 32nd MA Infantry, writes from Camp Dana. Philadelphia, September 2, 1863: " ... We had a little 
excitement a few nights ago. Some of our boys was attacked by some citizens and 1/2 mile from the camp. One soldier was shot. 
The rest came to camp and got a Lieutenant and some men and went back to a house where the citizens went. They shot one of the 
Copperheads, he was buried yesterday. Our boys captured 5 citizens and a lot of pistols sabres and shot guns. The Citizens was 

,, .. ~ ....... , ...... ... .._.,,,____,. .......... ..__ 
~~~-~::= -·~ ... , ........ ..... ,1. ,__,,__,_ ....... 

:'~~':-=.: 
-"- .1.,.-,.. .. -,.,,. _.......,.., ...... ...... .__..,._.. ......... _ 
4.,,,,.,,._,u,.._. __ 

.'T.._ ......... _...,.._ _...,_ 
placed in close confinement... I suppose you saw In the paper about 5 deserters being shot in the 118 Pa Regt. They was in the ~----~ 
same division with my Regl. I heard that the 32 shot them." It sounds like, if you weren't careful. a guy could get shot!! ($920.) 
A lot pertaining to the attempted assassination of William Seward by Lewis Payne was offered. It consisted of material from Con
gressional Gold Medal winner George F Robinson who, as a "night nurse" from the Invalids Corps, thwarted Payne's attack and 
was credited with saving the life of the Secretary of State, while sustaining multiple injuries himself. The lot contained Robin
son's 1864 diary detailing his war-time experiences as a member of Company B, 8th Maine, along with a twelve-page annotat
ed typescript by Robinson titled "An Account of the Attempted Assassination of Secy. Seward. Apr. 14, 1865." We excerpt some 
interesting sections of this eyewitness account: "Mr. Seward had been thrown from his carnage a few days before ... the Army 
Surgeon who had charge of the case, did not have confidence in any Civilian nurse. One of them had indulged in too much wme ... 
and a request for 'A Man Who did Not Drink' caused me to be detailed ... It being a very low bed, In order to reach him, Payne 

I 
was obliged to kneel, on the near side of the bed, and placing his left hand, in which he held a revolver, on Mr. Seward's breast 
10 support himself, began stabbing at his neck as before stated ... As I stepped on the bed, Payne cut Mr. Seward for the first 
time, cutting down through his right cheek ... and the side of the neck, just missing the jugular vein, and with his arm raised for 
another blow, which I saw would reach Mr. Seward before mine could him. My only chance was to destroy the stroke, by catch
Ing his arm from behind as I stood over him. This I did, and he succeeded in only slightly cutting the neck on the side next to 
him ... As I was dragging him off from Mr. Seward and the bed. he struck over his shoulder at me, cutting my right shoulder to 
the bone in two places, only missing the large artery, but less than half an inch ... After wounding Hansell, he continued his flight 
to the street. where he mounted his horse and fled. In mounting he drew another pistol from his boot, and in gathering up his 
reins dropped his knife, which was eventually presented to me by the order of the Secretary of War, Mr. Edwin M. Stanton." This 
compelling grouping relating to a plot to "clean out the entire government" managed $5,175. 
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R ecognize the gentlemen pictured below? (We don't either!) But, each was represented with incredible insight on the internet. The first item, with an 
opening bid of $75,000, failed to sell. "This is my prize possession. College tuition forces sale. This is a full plate tintype of President Jefferson Davis, 

one of a kind hand tinted and in beautiful condition ... to say this is rare is an understatement. .. This would be the only known photo of Davis taken dur-
ing the war years ... shows the toll the war was taking ... This tintype has been authenticated using state of the art facial recognition software which employs 
biometrics to map out a persons face creating a unique chain of algor;thmic numbers which becomes a unique facial fingerprint of sorts for an lndivid· 
ual ... This newly discovered image was inserted Into a data base of 50,000 faces of various people along with a couple of other known Images of Davis. 
A known Image of Davis was used as a search image ... the software picked my Davis image along with the other known Davis images as the best six choic
es for a match to the known search Image. "We suspect offers might still be entertained! And, also not meeting the reserve: "Lincoln Conspirators Tintype 
- Lewis Paine and Edman Spangler-Confederate Spies. #The seller details the following: "NOTICE - My listings have recently been attacked by a loosely 

organized group of people who email bidders to warn them off and then·try to buy the ;tem for less. If you receive unsolicited emails 
about this item please contact me so I can file an interference report ... this 116th plate tintype represents two of the conspirators that 
were Involved in the assassination of President Abraham Lincoln. On the right of the tintype is Lewis Paine (Powell) ... the left is Edman 
Spangler who worked at the Ford Theatre at the time of the assassination and was convicted for aiding John Wilkes Booth in the con
spiracy ... Spangler actually appears bigger than he is in the tintype because he is snting much closer to the camera than Paine is. Paine 
Is actually behind the table and Spangler Is In front of the table ... This item may be viewed personally at my bank safe depos;t box in 
Springfield, Missouri. ABOUT ME - I have identified several histon'cal photographs that had been lost to history over the years such 

as ambrotypes of the James and Younger Gangs ... I spend hours upon hours doing research on all the photos that I sell to make sure 
that I am giving an honest assessment as to that photo. I recently sold a photo that I recovered of Sarah Bush Lincoln that was ver
ified by the buyer whose Lincoln collection has hung in the Lincoln Memorial in Washington D.C. "All we can say is "Wow!" And, sav

ing the best for last. .. while the write-up on this is priceless, the item does have a quantifiable value - appar
ently $50,000 (minimum bid on eBay!}. "Let me first begin by stating that this daguerreotype was authenticated 
after many facial comparison analysis of photos of Abe Lincoln and a public opinion poll which included college 
professors, my lawyer, bank officials, antiques dealers and people in general, all of whom 100% said it is a pho
tograph of Abraham Lincoln, have convinced me that this is Indeed an early daguerreotype of Mr. Abraham Lin
coln! ... This daguerreotype shows Mr. Lincoln to be in his early 30's with a beard. Many people believe that Mr. 

Lincoln grew his beard in the 1860's ... I made a phone call to one of the nation's leading experts and asked him if it was pos
sible that Mr. Lincoln grew a beard before the 1860's to which he replied it was possible, making me even more convinced that 
this is an original daguerreotype of Abraham Lincoln ... In many documents of those who have examined Mr. Lincoln's facial 
features, ;twas recorded that Mr. Lincoln had ptosis of the eyes and his left eye being 'wide open' is set higher than the right 
and his left eyebrow is usually elevated more than the right. 711at is the case In this daguerreotype. He was also said to have 
gray eyes. That too is evident upon examination of the daguerreotype ... I am sure also that this was taken in a studio due to 
three skylight reflection in Mr. Lincoln's eyes/ Two being from side windows and one coming from overhead thus giving the 
daguerreotype ample lighting ... II was also stated that the right side of Mr. Lincoln's face was larger than the left and that this 
was very noticeable when the image was turned upside down. This too is quite evident in the daguerreotype ... But the most 
convincing feature that has convinced me even more that this is the famous mole on his right cheek! 711at too is quite evident 

In this photo at exactly the same location as all other photographs of Mr. Lincoln ... I am 100% sure you will be very satisfied with this awesome gem!" 

S otheby's recently offered two lots of interest. A letter from Jeff Davis, April 30, 1863, to the 
House of Representatives, concerns the impressment of slave labor in the war effort. This 

predated the "last ditch" efforts in early 1865 to draft slaves into the army for combat duty. Davis 
states: "in reference to the draft or impressment of slaves into the service of the Confederate 
States ... l herewith transmit for your information a communication from the Secretary of War in 
response to your Resolution of the 6th inst: in reference to the draft or impressment of staves 
into the service of the Confederate States as authorized by Acts of the General Assembly of the 
State of Virginia." The attached communication from Sec. of War James Seddon reads: "In 
response to a Resolution ... concerning the draft or impressment of slaves for the service of the 
Confederate States, I have the honor to submit: 1. The Acts of the General Assembly of Virginia 
that have been communicated to this Department. 2. The letter of the Chief of the Engineer 
Bureau submitting estimates of the number of slaves required, at different periods, for the forti· 
fications, with the reductions and exemptions subsequently recommended. 3. The letter of the 
Governor of Virginia transmitting the arnendatory Act of March, 1863 .. .' The movement to enlist 
African-American soldiers in the cause of the Confederacy was one of the great Ironies of the 
Southern cause. Estimated at $25-35,000, It did not sell. The other lot consisted of a highly 
intriguing group of manuscript telegrams from and to First Lady Mary Lincoln, totaling 20 items, 
each on a separate sheet of paper, 15 in the hand of Mrs. Lincoln, all but one of these signed 
with her pseudonym "Mrs. Cuthbert," Washington and New York, April-June 1865. Several were 
directed to Col. Thomas W. Sweeney in Philadelphia. This significant archive related to one of 
the great White House domestic tragedies; Mary's indebtedness and her attempts to hide this 
from her husband. Estimated at $40-60,000, the "Cuthbert" letters failed to find a buyer, as well. 

Two invitations 
to recently sell: 
the one at left 
from U.S. 
Grant's 1869 
inauguration, 
sold for $425 
at Swann's. 

And, Dana Linett (E.A.H.) achieved a ·world record" 
for an 1861 inaugural ball invitation - $11,635. 
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T his magnificent tinted half-plate ambrotype sold some lime back ln a Wes Cowan auction. 
Including the buyer's premium, it sold tor $14,750. Given the history detailed in the cata· 
log description, we thought it necessary to detail the entire write-up ... well worth the read! 

Ambrotype of Coppens' Louisiana zouave officers. Cased half-plate thought to be Lt. Colonel 
George A.G. Coppens (seated) with his younger brother Captain Marie Alfred Coppens (standing) 
of Coppens' Louisiana Zouaves, the 1st Louisiana Zoauve Battalion, circa March 1861. 

One of only two Confederate Zouave units organized early in the war (the other being 
Wheat's Battalion), the distinctive uniform of Coppens' Zouaves is well-documented in period 
newspaper accounts and contemporary lllustratlons, although only three published albumen 
photographs of Coppens' Zouaves have come to light (one, a cdv of Capl H.H. Zacharie was in 
our November 2002 Sale). Coppens' uniform was patterned, indeed grafted. from the famous 
French Zouaves whose exploits had captured the public's imagination during the recent Crimea 
War. For a brief period of time. at least through the end of 1861, Coppens' officers wore a trade· 
mark red chasseur·style kepi with wide sky-blue band and "gold lace quartering." The black-blue 
frock coat was "single breasted, closely tailored to the torso, very full skirt to below mid-thigh, 
low collar with round edge, with rank being indicated by rows of gold lace In Hungarian knots 
that reached almost to the shoulder." 

Officers' trousers were red with a wide sky blue stripe. In fact. the ambrotype represents the 
definitive portrayal of the uniform from life conveying a true sense of the actual colors. While the 

:_11. French influence is unmistakable, the astute observer will note subtle, uniquely "American" dif· 
~i"~'<"..________ -J! ferences versus French regulations of the period, the most obvious being the narrow cut of the 

1....: .......... -------=========~J red trousers instead of the French style balloon cut, the checkered shirt. and importantly the two· 
piece Louisiana Pelican sword belt plate illustrated on page 153 of Gavin's "Accoutrement Plates." The seated officer is either a Lieutenant Colonel or 
Major based on the triple rows of interwoven sleeve braid (no shoulder straps were worn) corresponding to rank set forth in the February 1861 Con· 
federate Regulations. The casually standing officer wearing the red fez is a Captain indicated by two rows of gold braid. Unlike the French Zoauves and 
most Federal Zouave regiments, Coppens' uniform did not utilize the familiar tombeaux quatrefoil on the front of the jacket. 

Regarding weaponry, the saber on the left appears to be either an early British P1796 or Starr contract, possibly even a later Mexican War era import· 
ed saber-all three acceptable for ante-bellum militia and documented In other Identified Louisiana Civil War period photographs. The holdover French 
Imperial inspired brass hilted saber with three branch guard and distinct ear Is found In the "Medicus Collection of American Swords" as a two-branch 
militia specimen. Parenthetically, French infantry officers of the period carried the readily identifiable precursor of our M1850 Foot Officers sword from 
before the Crimea until after the Franco-Prussian War The Coppens' bibliography is relatively small, amounting to eight published references in two 
books and six sundry articles since 1962. The most recent book, Lees Tigers by Terry L. Jones published in 1987 and considered authoritative, does not 
contain a likeness of George Coppens. 

Upon organization in March 1861, the battalion was authorized just two staff grade officers, a Lieutenant Colonel and Major, therefore, the seated 
officer must be either Lt. Colonel George A.G. Coppens himself, or alternatively Major Waldhemar Hylestad. George Coppens, descended from minor 
French nobility and born in Martinique, was 25 when he organized the battalion and had a "deep facial gash" suffered In a March 1859 duel. The candid 
familiarity of the two subjects suggest that the standing officer may be George Coppens' younger brother, Captain Marie Alfred Coppens who commanded 
Company F. upon organization and would eventually take over as Lt. Colonel when his brother was killed in action at Sharpsburg on September 17. 1862. 

The colorful 1st Louisiana Zouave Battalion was organized under the direct sponsorship of President Jefferson Oavis after Coppens had met per
sonally with the President in Montgomery and authorized the battalion for the Provisional Army. Coppens enlisted his social peers including family mem
bers and the officers were largely French-born transplants, most with prior military experience in the Crimea and French North Africa. with commands 
given in French. The ranks were recruited among New Orleans' working class (some prisoners, according to one account) and were composed of a rough, 
cosmopolitan mixture of native born, Cajuns, recent immigrants including many Swiss and Irish. some Spaniards, Mexicans and other expatriate Euro· 
peans drawn to the Crescent City. Numbering about 600 men organized Into six companies, the battalion served briefly in Pensacola where ii entered 
Confederate service before journeying to Virginia. Coppens' Zouaves had acquired a raucous reputation as ~ Jeff Davis' Pet Wolves" and along the way 
part of the battalion mutinied, disgruntled over lack of pay, with several being killed before order was restored. 

Under Coppens, the battalion fought conspicuously during the summer of 1862, particularly at Seven Pines and Second Manassas where the 
Zouaves ran out of ammunition and resorted to throwing rocks. Severely reduced in numbers, Coppens' Zouaves bled out at Sharpsburg where Coppens 
himself was killed along the Hagerstown Pike. In a twist of irony, the remnants of the battalion were later assigned as Provost Guard in the Department 
of Richmond. Unable to recruit. the skeletal battalion appears to have disbanded by December 1864 under a General Order consolidating chronically 
under strength units. 

This historic half-plate is beautifully tinted and as far as we are able to determine the only cased Image of Confederate Zoauves ever offered on the 
market. The consignor relates that the image was acquired from a consignment resale dealer in Los Angeles, California in June 2004. The dealer was 
unable to provide any substanlJve provenance other than an enticing handwritten note from the owner stating that "the picture is of a count in Spain and 
his son by the name of San Miguel." The dealer related that the local owner had taken the image in lieu of a debt from an unidentified third party. If only 
images could talk!The unattributed plate is in VG condition with strong clarity; some minor loss of emulsion in the shadows and noticeable mat scratch
es in the far right field. The shadow in the far left field is not toning but sunlight reflecting through an open window (visible when the mat is removed) 

I ~! the studio. The image is housed in its original thermoplastic figural case featuring a gentleman escorting a lady seated on an ox, with original brass J 
Lardware. 
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Rail Splinters 
~ It's all in the provenance! 

• • (Ready for a convoluted story?) We assume you 
recognize at least one of the two leering gentlemen In this 1950 
photograph; namely, ol' ski nose him- .-----------, 
self, Bob Hope! The man on the left is 
not an actor but noted autograph and 
Lincoln memorabilia dealer King V. 
Hostick of Chicago. We don't know 
the occasion for the "photo op" - per
haps Hope just made a purchase and 
Is singing "Thanks for the CDV." This 
picture was just found in a research 
file related to the Henry Luhrs Collec
tion sold by Heritage Galleries. Now, 
as to King and numerous Lincoln let
ters and related ephemera hitting the 
market, well... we quote the late Charles "Bud" Hamilton: 
"Hostick was a notorious thief. I can say that now because he's 
dead!" (Interview with this journal, Vol. 2, No. 4, April 1997.) 
Quite a few of Hostlck's "acquisitions" are now seeing the light of 
day in a rather circuitous manner. King had numerous para
mours in his life, usually handsome young men. (It is commonly 
known in Illinois that as a young man himself King was the "part
ner" of Henry Horner, 1879-1940, governor of that state 1933-40. 
A prodigious collector, it is the Henry Horner Collection that 
formed the primary holding of Illinois State Historical Library -
now the core of the new Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library.) 
Anyway ... back to King. In his final years, his companion was 
Gene Snack of Decatur, Illinois. When Gene suffered a series of 
strokes a few years ago, his brother Bob, of Clarkston, Michigan 
came to his aid. After Gene passed away the year before last, Bob 
inherited quite a trove of Lincoln documents, letters written by 
both Abe and Mary, Lincoln legal briefs, and quite a bit of relat
ed historical ephemera. Using an agent, a great deal has been 
quietly and privately brokered to large manuscript dealers. 
..----------, Other items, such as the "from-life sil

houette" pictured here, were sent to 
auction. There was also an estate sale in 
Illinois offering some of Gene's property; 
mostly furniture and less valuable 
ephemera. (One local picker purchased 
a trunk of fllinois poll-books dating back 
to the 1830s; just the type of material 
King obtained In his outings lo regional 
courthouses throughout the state. One 
attendee purchased a case clock that 
purportedly came from the Lincoln 

Selling for $2,500 including buyer's premium at Skinner's in December "Sil
houette drawing on buff paper, signed by Capt. Ralph Chandler and inscribed 
'Drawn from Ille by Capt Ralph Chandler. At Richmond, Va., April 6, 1865.' 
Provenance: The Daniel Huntington Collection, sold S V. Henkels Auction
eers, Philadelphia, July 1, 1920. Note: Chandler was commander of the war 
steamer Maumee, with which he participated In the capture of Fort Fisher. 

home and was, as the story goes, given to Gene for helping to 
excavate the old Lincoln privy In the 1950s.) Of the property Bob 
inherited from his brother - previously owned by Hostick - were 
many of the John Boos letters on Lincoln. (As discussed in past 
issues, John Boos was an upstate New York collector who 
amassed thousands of letters from people recalling Lincoln. 
Numerous were eyewitness accounts from those who saw the 
President; others were simple missives from those who never 
met the great man.) Several giant albums of these letters were 
sold to the autograph dealer Paul Richards in a I 985 Leslie Hind
man auction of King's property. (Hostick continued to live in a 
nursing home for several years.) Of the 10,000+ Boos letters, 
Snack held onto some 300 that his brother has now collated Into 
"Rare Personal Accounts of Abraham Lincoln." The self-pub
lished book under the imprint "Rail Splitter Publishing" (does 
the name sound familiar?) is being offered for sale on the inter
net. A lew interesting letters are quoted; no real revelations or 
insight presented, a rather disappointing lack of substance given 
the book's hype. But, as to all the Lincolniana now "in the mar
ket," as Paul Harvey says "now you know the rest of the story!'" 

~ While It's good advice to deal with people who 
- • are knowledgeable and who stand behind the 

merchandise they sell, knowledgeable dealers sometimes are the 
very ones who will succumb to temptation and produce fakes for 
sale. Stephen Adams of Rhode Island was one such collector 
who, we are told, eventually became a suicide victim. Whether 
this ignominious end was a reflection on his previous dealings, 
we are not In a position to judge. Still, he made and marketed 
fakes, even though he had some high 
quality items In his personal collec
tion and should have been able to 
make a legitimate living through the 
sale of authentic material. We picture 
a 28" square blue glazed cotton ban
ner with portrait of the 1860 Southern 
Democratic nominee, John C. Breckin
ridge. Ln a 1980 letter offering this 
item for sale for $ l, 125, Adams stated 
"I bought [it] from a N. Hampshire dealer late In 1978." In fact, 
he purchased it from Tom Slater who, we believe, resided in 
Hammonton, New Jersey at the time. The textile was part of a set 
of three such banners. One had Breckinrldge's portrait, one had 
Lane's portrait, and the third had wording only ("Young Men's 
Breckinridge and Lane Club of Philadelphia"). There was no 
inscription whatsoever on the portrait banners. Ln fact, the three 
were subsequently pictured in a hobby publication, thereby 
memorializing their design and content. Now, in an effort to 
enhance the value and prompt a sale, the words "For President 
John C. Breckinridge" were added (rather convincingly, too!) We 
picture another textile that may have come from the Adams 
workshop - a red, 
white and blue cot
ton banner with 
stenciled or print
ed lettering "Vote 
for A. Lincoln". 
These letters were 
applied to a section 
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of period patriotic bunting that had little worth. The point here 
is to be aware of such subterfuge and when necessary be cynical 
and wary. The effort to properly evaluate such material ls often 
complicated by the fact that some components may, in fact, be 
period and original. There is no way to eliminate all such bogus 
material from the marketplace, but the effort must be made. 

~ Rail Splitter Lou Montesano, owner of Lincoln 
~~ Coin and Stamp in Buffalo, NY sent us back
ground information on engraved Lincoln 
cards that we occasionally see, a few exam
ples pictured here. Julius F. Francis, a Con
necticut native, moved to Buffalo in 1835 
and operated a drug store there for forty 
years. Francis was a big admirer of Lincoln. 
Together with fifty like-minded individuals, 
they organized the Lincoln Birthday Asso
ciation in 1874. It was their goal to make • 
Lincoln's birthday a national holiday. To 
that end, petitions were sent to the 43rd 
Congress and lobbying efforts undertaken. 
Francis spent his own money to 

hire speakers and bands to enter- -~? ~;•~ 
tain at local observances, pur- ·.{~ ,.'$G 
chase plaques and memorials and , 
create a statue fund. Each year, ' 
from 1874 to 1881, he printed dif- n 
ferent Lincoln birthday cards __ _ 
which were distributed at school 
exercises. In 1879, he paid $70 to have 20,000 cards run off. The 
designs varied from year-to-year, were printed on coated card 
stock, each card including the famous "With malice towards 
none. with charity to all" quote. Francis did not live to see his 
dream fulfilled. It was eleven years after his death in 1881 that 
the lirst state, Illinois, made Lincoln's birthday a legal holiday. 
New York, New Jersey, Minnesota and Washington followed suit 
four years later. The Lincoln Birthday Association continued 
operations after Francis's death, _,..,...._ 
and their Lincoln statue (by 
Charles H. Niehaus) was ~- -~: ·.-,: 
unveiled on September 30, 1902. ~~~ --=-- . , 
Francis bequeathed his collec- -:-
tion of Llncolniana, as well as •

1 

- ;::=JI) 
scrapbooks and receipts, to the ·4: •• ~~-• 
Buffalo Historical Society, where 
the collection resides today. By the way, Lincoln's birthday never 
did become a national holiday. The third Monday in February 
(Washington's birthday) is a Federal holiday, but many people 
celebrate both Washington's and Lincoln's birthday on that day, 
referring to it as "President's Day." Lincoln's birthday is only a 
legal holiday in a handful of states. 

~ Should you be considering a move "Down East·, why 
not take a look at this property in Bangor now being 

sold. It is a 17-room Victorian with three floors of living space, a 
4-room "in-laws" apartment, 6 huge bedrooms, 2 lull baths and 2 
half or three-quarter baths, plus a large barn - perhaps for you 
to weather-proof and use to store all your antiques! This lovely 
home was built in 1851 and is truly "fresh to market" (as the deal-
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ers say!). The home has never been on 
the market and once was the home of 
Lincoln's first vice-president, Hannibal 
Hamlin. Hamlin (1809-93), a Democratic 
Senator and Representative from 
Maine, changed his party affiliation to 
join the new Republican Party over his 

anti-slavery sentiments. He was chosen Governor by the 
voters in 1857 but resigned from that office to serve in the Senate 
before joilling Lincoln's ticket. Should you decide to live in a 
home with the patina of history, ..----------,.... 
the asking price seems quite rea
sonable: $449,000. (Listed by Russ 
Harrington of Town & Country 
Realtors.) Another selling point: 
you can keep any Lincoln buttons 
and ribbons you find in the rafters 
and beneath the floorboards! 

~ "There's nothing new under the sun!" Some of our 
readers may be familiar with modern posters that 

present a large portrait of Lincoln which, under extremely close 
inspection, proves to be a montage made up of countless tiny 
photographs of Civil War scenes and portraits. We suspect these 
were created with the help of a computer given the profound 
sophistication of the task. Clever, but as it turns out, not an orig
inal idea .. not even par• 
ticularly new! Here is the r-~--T_u_s-,-,-.r-,

11
-.,-----

masth ead from the JorUNAL OF PROTOOIUPIIY. 
August 24, 1864 issue of ........ .,,,..,., , ... 
"The British Journal of --------=c:::::::.:.:::..__...__J 
Photography" which describes just such a photo 
being created and printed in 1864! Discovered in a philatelic auc
tion, this publication details: "A New York photographer has 
published a portrait of President Lincoln, which is likely to prove 
acceptable to all parties. At first glance it appears to be a photo
graph of 'Old Abe', taken when he had the small-pox a few 
months ago; but on a closer examination the seeming pustules 
are found to be minute photographic likenesses of distinguished 
generals, statesmen, politicians, literary and scientific men, 
actors ... The likenesses, which are scattered all over the phys
iognomy of the President, number upwards of 400 ... and are so 
exceedingly well executed as to be at once recognized yet, taken 
together, they constitute as ugly a picture of 'Old Abe' as any of 
the others that have been published." They say that there is no 
such lhing as bad publicity, but we suspect the publisher of this 
photographic novelty may have taken exception to the imagery 
and conclusion reached in the British journall However, if true, 
the description may account for the paucity of examples still 
extant. Have any of you seen an example? 

~ John T. Ford owned and managed several theaters 
'... in his career - the most famous one being In Wash· 

ington, DC, the site of Lincoln's assassination. He also ran two 
theaters in Baltimore - one located on Halliday Street and the 
other at Fayette and Eutaw. A press photo of the latter, taken in 
1964, was found in a collection documenting the history of Amer
ican theater. ll shows the 1871 theater just prior to being demol
ished and replaced by a new theater and parking garage. As 

continued next page 
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detailed in a press 
clipping on the verso, 
none other than 
Dorothy Lamour, of 
sarong and "Road" 
(Bing and Bob) picture 
fame, then a Baltimore 
resident, acted as Mas
ter of Ceremonies dur
ing the closing perfor
mance. Helen Menken, 
who debuted on this 

stage in 1906, also reminisced about the old "glory days" of the 
great stage. Among the luminaries who graced this theater were: 
Edwin Booth, the Lunts, Barrymores, Helen Hayes, Maude 
Adams, Katherine Cornell, Julie Harris and Eva LaGallienne. 

~ Here's something all dealers should get! (Just kid-
ding.0 An 8 x _ 

7" "Liar's License." This 
novelty license was issued 
In 1894 by the manufactur
ers of Rail Splitter Cigars 
("100 Million Smoked in 
1893"). Under the aus
pices of the "Ancient Reck
less and Independent 
Order of Prevaricators", 
the licensee is granted 
permission to "lie from the 
1st day of January to the 
31st day of December." 

Thr 1,,. ltHU,-., and ,..,,._..,,, 
O r of ,., .. ,..,,, .unr~ 

I.IA '· •• 

The pem1lt is signed and endorsed by the "Secretary of State to 
his Infernal Majesty." Excuse me, but whatever happened to 
"Honest Old Abe?" Fun 19th century ephemera still tickles our 
fancy ... no matter how silly the item! 

-~ The ongoing Issue of replevin has been discussed 
• · 0; and reported on In previous issues of this journal. 

The more publicized cases are adjudicated in the courts. In most 
instances the government prevails, but not always. Most private 
citizens are simply not in a position to stage a legal challenge 
finding it easier to cave and surrender the documents in dispute. 
The government has now undertaken a public relations effort to 
encourage voluntary return of documents that should be in pub
lic repositories. We received two publications that represent the 
"good cop/bad cop" treatment being distributed by the National 
Archives and Records Administration (N.A.R.A.). One brochure, 
Issued by the National Postal Museum at the Smithsonian Insti
tution is titled "Words from the Past: Preserving Your Letters." It 
gives common sense suggestions for storing, handling, cata
loging and preserving old letters and documents. How nice! The 
second brochure, however, Is titled "Does That Document 
Belong in the National Archives?" It gives helpful hints on "Iden
tifying Federal Documents" and encourages the general public to 
"Learn the Indicators So You Can Help Us Recover Missing Fed
eral Records." They assert that not all Federal documents are 
Important enough for retention In the National Archives and that 
a goodly number are earmarked for disposal and may be 
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retained by private citi
zens. In addition, letters 
sent by government offi
cials or agencies to private 
citizens can usually be 
retained. Letters and docu
ments sent to the govern
ment, on the other hand, are 
considered government 
property. 'The interesting 
point here relates to the fun
damental question of owner
ship. The brochure states 
that "a N.A.R.A. archivist 
would have to make the final 
determination." 

"vrd, J,-,m ,,.,. l'n•I• 
l'n·••irr\ 111,i,:; )1•nr 1. .. u, ~ 

Doc. Thar Documcnr 
~ in die 

Narioaal~? 

~ Does drama that depicts historical characters and 
- - ..... events necessarily have to be factual? This is a 
dilemma that has perplexed audiences and critics since D. W. 
Griffith's "The Birth of a Nation~ sparked boycotts, protests and 
race riots, and spawned the resurgence of the Klan. lnterlitles 
throughout the film assured audiences that the scenes depicted 
were historically accurate based on widely accepted accounts 
and original research material. Those predisposed to the direc
tor's point-of-view no doubt accepted these assurances. Others 
were not so open-minded. After all, many viewers back in 1914 
lived through the events of Reconstruction and didn't need any
one telling them what happened. Most recently, the television 
docudrama "The Path to 9/ 11" raised this issue anew. Bill Clinton 
and Sandy Berger challenged their portrayals in the telecast and 
even a lead actor, Harvey Keitel, admitted unease with the pro
ducers' take on his role. Some colleagues have sought to high
light the controversy in a series of e-mails: "Unfortunately, play
ing fast and loose with historical facts has become epidemic in 
films, television and stage. I understand Max Baer, Jr. was furious 
about the portrayal of his father in 'Cinderella Man', particularly 
his supposed lack of remorse over the deaths of two of his oppo
nents ... Similarly, I believe the family of Second Officer Charles 
Herbert LightoUer sought legal redress about his depiction as an 
ineffectual officer who shot himseli in James Cameron's exe
crable 'Titanic'. By law a dead person can't be defan1ed, so there 
is essentially nothing that can be done in such cases." 

As we all know, the Lincoln family has not been immune 
from such distortions (a.k.a., "artistic license"). Most recent case 
in point: the musical "Asylum: Exploring the Mad World of a Frus
trated First Lady." This work has particularly Irked historical 
purists. The story deals primarily with the period beginning in 
1875 when Robert Todd Lincoln had his mother committed to a 
Chicago sanitarium, or insane asylum. Neil Genzlinger of the New 
York Times begins his review of the play with an irresistible 
homage to "Sweeney Todd." (" Attend the tale of Mary Todd. Her 
skirt was full and her son was odd ... ") The critique is mixed, con
cluding that the musical is " ... neither as pithy nor as Informative 
as It might be. But still, it's a respectable pocket musical that 
could fill a need on regional and collegiate stages." Lincoln guru 
Harold Holzer relates: "I went to opening night. .. The irony here 
Is that the first act history was fairly sound ... and the perfor• 
mances and singing excellent. Second act history was totally 
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loopy U10ugh - Mary overspent White House decor budget 
because there was no indoor plumbing; Robert wanted Mary 
incarcerated so she wouldn't interfere with his presidential 
ambitions, etc." Robert Todd Lincoln biographer Steve Carson, 
not surprisingly, took a somewhat dimmer view having seen an 
earlier staging or the work: MMany years ago I attended a one
shot performance or this abomination of a musical on the insan
ity trial of Mrs. Lincoln held for a woman's group that I think was 
also seeking backers ... when I got up impromptu and heavily crit
icized the play from the well or the theater ... as historically incor
rect, L was at first roundly booed ... The actor playing Robert 
Todd Lincoln turned to me and said they don't have to tell the 
truth. My reply that brought some cheers was that what about 
the old adage that 'Art speaks truth to power?' That why do you 
think dictators kill artists and writers as one of their first pro
jects when they attain power?" If Jack Nicholson had been play
ing the male lead, he might have retorted "You want the truth?! 
You can't handle the truth!" After a short run the current pro
duction has now closed. The controversy continues. 

~ Period newspapers can be excellent sources of mate-
rial for historical research. An 1880 article found in a 

scrapbook by our friend Chuck Hand describes the role that 
James Garfield (then the Republican candidate for president) 
played during the aftermath of the Lincoln assassination in New 
York. A writer for the Cincinnati Gazelle described being in New 
York the morning after Lincoln's murder. Confusing reports were 
being circulated regarding the status of WilUam Seward. Feelings 
among the populace were aroused. There was frenzied specula
tion about a general attack on the executives of the government. 
Retribution was high on the list of things to do. A mass meeting 
was organized for I lam at the Exchange Building. The unruly 
crowd was held at bay, awaiting the arrival or Ben Butler. Baton 
wielding policemen cleared a path for Butler's carriage. "How it 
was done I forgot, but Butler was pulled through ... a broad crepe, 
a yard long, hung from his left arm - terrible contrast with the 
countless flags that were waving the Nation's victory in the 
breeze. We first realized then the truth of the sad news that Lin
coln was dead ... The only word Butler had for us all, at the first 
break of the silence, was: 'Gentlemen he died in the fullness of 
his fame!' and as he spoke his lips quivered, and the tears ran 
down his cheeks. And you can imagine the effect, as the crepe 
fluttered in the wind, while his arm uplifted. Dickinson, of New 
York, was fairly wild .... bidding the crowd to 'burn up the Rebel 
seed, root and branch .. .' By this time the wave of popular indig
nation had swelled to its crest. Two men lay bleeding on one of 
the side streets - the one dead - the other dying. They had said 
a moment before that 'Lincoln ought to have been shot long ago.' 
Soon two long pieces of scantling wood stood out above the 
heads of the crowd, crossed at the top like the letter X, and a 
looped halter pendant from its junction. A dozen men followed 
its slow motion through the masses. while ·vengeance' was the 
cry ... A telegram had just been read from Washington, 'Seward ls 
dying.' Just then a man stepped forward with a small !lag In his 
hand and beckoned to the crowd. Another telegram from Wash
ington! And then, in the awful stillness of the crisis, taking advan
tage of the hesitation of the crowd, whose steps had been arrest• 
ed a moment, a right arm was lifted skyward, and a voice, clear 
and steady, loud and distinct, rang out: 'Fellow citizens! Clouds 
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and darkness are round about Him! His pavilion is dark waters 
and thick clouds of the skies! Justice and judgment are the estab
lishment of his Throne! Mercy and truth shall go before His face! 
Fellow citizens! God reigns, and the Government at Washington 
still lives!' ... The crowd stood riveted to the ground in awe, gaz
ing at the motionless orator, and thinking of God and the securi
ty of the Government in that hour ... Whal might have happened 
had the surging and menacing crowd been let loose, none can 
tell." That orator was identified as "Gen. Garfield, of Ohio." After 
his assassination in 1881, his Inspirational line was repeated: 
"God reigns. and the Government at Washington still lives!" 

~ President Bush signed legislation in September 
..-: -'-' requiring the Treasury Dept. to issue a commemo
rative one-dollar coin in 2009 marking Lincolns 200th birthday. 
The measure was sponsored by co-chairs of the Lincoln Bicen
tennial Commission: Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL) and Rep. Ray 
LaHood (R-IL). The Abraham Lincoln Commemoratiue Coin Act, 
HR-2808, directs the Sec. of the Treasury to mint 500,000 one-dol
lar coins, which will be comprised of 90-percent silver and 10-
percent copper. The coin's design, to be selected by the Trea
sury Secretary in consultation with the Bicentennial Commis
sion, ·'shall be emblematic of the life and legacy of President 
Abraham Lincoln." As Durbin proclaimed regarding this numis
matic event: • Abraham Lincoln is a true American hero. and his 
life can provide inspiration to Americans of any age and back
ground. Lincoln demonstrated enormous courage and strength 
of character during the Civil War and throughout his life. ensur
ing that the United States remained one nation. united and insep
arable. To honor the 200th anniversary of his birth, this com
memorative coin will pay tribute to his life and work." Seconded 
by co-Chair LaHood: "We are all familiar with this legendary 
man's story. He overcame repeated obstacles in his personal, 
professional, and political life and rose lo lead our country 
through the greatest crisis it has ever laced ... His faith in repre
sentative government allowed him not only to save the Union 
but to forge a nation. This commemorative coin is an appropri
ate way for our nation to honor him, and we're grateful the Pres
ident has signed this legislation into law." 

~ We need to report on a slight error from a recent 
- - journal. Our friend, Chris Coover, Christie's manu
script specialist, sent in a note: "Enjoyed the Winter issue and 
lead story on the Congressional 13th Amendment that sold for 
such a great price. But must correct a misstatement. You write 
it "did establish a record for Lincoln, nearly doubling the previ
ous high-water mark." Not so! The high-water mark (as you 
should recall, since I think you were there in person) is Lincoln's 
Last Address, sold at Christie's in Part One o[ the Forbes Collec
tion, 27 March 2002 for $2,800,000 hammer ($3,086,000 with pre
mium). I do my best to keep track of these, and my records go 
back several decades now. HCA's document comes to just over 
half the Last Address. The main thing, is the significant Lincoln 
just keeps going up .. .!" Chris, of course, Is absolutely correct. We 
meant to say that H.C.A.'s record was specifically for the sale of 
a souvenir copy of the 13th Amendment and not extending to 
ALL Lincoln documents! Our apologies! 
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THE SPREAD AT THE INAUGURAL BALL 

F or many reasons, we consider the engraved Invitation to Lincoln's Second Inaugu
ration Ball the most desirable of any produced for these prestigious events. It isn't 

the earliest example known, that honor going to the 1829 Jackson Inaugural Ball at 
Carusl's Saloon, nor the most valuable. But, for historical Importance and graphic excel
lence, It merits a spot at the top of the list. Most known examples are in mint conditon 
and uninscribed. The number of specimens that are inscribed with the name of the invi
tee are few Indeed. Did they just print too many? What can explain this circumstance? A 
recent listing on eBay may serve to provide the answer! The listing offered a "Bill of Fare" 
for the Presidential lnauguraJ Ball held on March 6, 1865. Prlnted on coated stock, the 5 
1/4 x 10 1/4" menu contained two columns of sumptlous delicacies served to the atten
dees. The bottom of the card has the inscription "Furnished by G. A. BaJzer, Confection
er" with a Washington, D.C. address. We don't know if Mr. BaJzer catered the entire affair 
or supplied only the desserts. He may have paid for the printing of the menu and, as a 
"corporate sponsor·• or patron, was given acknowledgment in the space provided. The 
seller obtained this wonderful piece at a Skinner's auction in 1983 with provenance indi
cating the Item was part of the estate of Gideon Welles, maklng it aJJ the more "tasty" an 
offering. Although pursued by the usual gang of Lincoln aficianados, the successful bid
der was not a Lincoln collector at aJI - but a collector of menus! (The winning bid was 
$1,500, in line with established values for the invitaton and engraved admittance card.) 
We are aware of only one other example, also in a culinary collection. We are happy to 
picture this great piece, courtesy of The Henry Voight Collection of American Menus. 

Henry's "Bill of Fare" lndlcates the Inaugural Ball was held on Monday, March 6, 
1865. The jugate engraved invitation, however, lists the date as having been Saturday, 
March 4, 1865. The printer, Dempsey & O'Toole, apparently assumed the baJI would be 
held on the traditional date of the inauguration, March 4th, and acted accordingly. The 
result? They got the date wrong!! This may account for the relatively large number of ball 
invitations that remain extant. Some were inscribed and sent out prior to the discovery 
of the mistake. The balance were likely set aside until "discovered" many years later and 
channeled into the marketplace. We are uncertain why the ball was postponed two days. 
The weather was rainy on the morning of the swearing-In ceremonies and, although the 
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The excessively rare Inaugural Menu; 
one of only two known to remain eXlll/lL 

skies cleared in time for the President's speech, the organlzers of the ball may have ---------------
played it safe and moved the event back a couple of days. For those wishing to know more about the baJI, we detail below a report on 
the event as covered for the European readers lo The 11/ustrated London News, April 8, 1865: 

THE SECOND INAUGUJUTION OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 

We present two illustrations of the proceedings at Washington upon the recent occasion when Mr. 
Lincoln inaugurated his second tenn of office as President of the United States. Our first Engraving shows 
the scene in front of the Capitol, on Saturday, March 4-lhe reading of the President's address to the peo
ple assembled in the open street beneath the portico of that stately palace of the Federal Legislature. Mr. 
Lincoln himself will be at once distinguished. He is standing with a paper in his hand behind the small 
table on which a glass of water is placed; and the two gentlemen seated in front, a little to the left hand 
of the view, are the ex Vice-President, Mr. Hamlin; and the new Vice-President, Mr. Andrew Johnson, who 
had made rather an unfortunate exhibition of himself in the Senate House a few minutes before. 17,e Sec
retary of State, Mr. Seward, with Mr. Stanton the Secretary for War, and Mr. Welles, the Secretary for the 
Navy, are standing together near the lamp-post, in the right-hand portion of the View. The row of seven 
or eight gentlemen seated in front, between the President and the Cabinet Ministers, are Chief Justice 
Chase and the Judges of the Supreme Court. 71,e members of the Senate, those belonging to the foreign 
Legations, and a m1scellaneous crowd uf gttntlemen and ladies behind, occupy the remninder of the ele
vated space. The weather had been stormy and showery till within an hour of noon; but at the time of 
this ceremony there was an interoal of bright sunshine. The reading of the address did not occupy ten 
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minutes. It was received with loud acclamations; a salute of 100 guns was then fired, and President Lin- The 1865 Inaugural ll"Mlalioo. usually loood 
coin, entering his carriage, went home to his official residence, called the White House. unilscrlbed as the printer got the dale wrong! 

Our second Illustration is an interior view of the great north hall of the Patent Office at Washing-
ton, in which a grand ball took place on the Monday evening, March 6, in honour of the President, as is customary at the beginning of each 
President's tenn of office. This vast apartment was chosen for the dancing, because it is nearly JOO ft. in width; but its aspect is not so mag
nificent as that of the south or central hall, or that of the east hall in the same building, which were used for the promenade. The north hall, 
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which was occupied as a Government hospital in 1861 and 1862, has lately been put in order for the 
exhibition therein of a collection of patented articles. The floor is laid with a blue and white marble 
pavement,· the walls had been freshly painted, and were hung with a series of banners, displaying 
those national emblems, the stars and stripes, in alternate festoons, midway between the ceiling and 
the flo01: Between the windows were ranged the guidons, or small hand-flags, of the various army 
corps, brigades, and regiments of the United States service, while miniature American flags were 
crossed and placed at intervals on the walls. On a balcony over the main entrance was stationed a fine 
military band; and midway in the hall on another balcony, tastefully decorated with bunting, was 
placed the orchestra. On a raised dais immediately opposite the latter balcony, and on the northern 
side of the hall, were handsome sofas of blue und gold. which were intended as seats of honour for !he 
Presidenl and his suite. The gaslights were arranged on seven pipes extending across the hall, a few 
feet from the ceiling. Dressing-rooms for the ladies were prepared along the sides of the promenade
/la/ls. The President and distinguished guests, according lo the arrangements of the committee, entered 
the building from Seventh, the remainder from F sh·eet. At nine o'clock the crowd began to assemble 
in the ball-room and to take their seats on the single line of benches which went all round the room. 

The ladies· dresses are said to have displayed a great variety of invention; some ladies wore 
their hair powdered with gold-dust. The dancing began at a qum·ter to ten. The President and Mrs. 
Lincoln, with the Speaker of the House of Representatives and Mr. Charles Sumner; arrived at a quar
ter past ten. The Ptesiden/ wore a full suit of black, with white kid gloves; 
Mrs. Lincoln wore a white lace dress over a white silk skirt and bodice, a 
berthe of point lace, and necklace of pearls, with a wreath of white jes
samine, purple violets, and trailing vines upon her head. At eleven o'clock 
Mr. Seward, the Secretary of State; M,: Welles, the Secreta,y for the Navy; the 
Attorney-General, and other members of the Cabinet, with some of the foreign 
Ministers and their ladies. entered the hall; but fresh arrivals continued till 
midnight. 771e supper-tab/es, loaded with a profusion of artistic confectionery, 
were laid out in the hall in the west wing of the building. The most conspicu
ous forms of architectural pastry were a model of the Capitol for the centre
piece, with emblematic sculptures on Lhe four sides of the pedestal; and two 
monumental struclures. which were dedicated respectively to the honour of ... 
the United Stales army and of the United States navy, displaying various 
scenes and implements of warfare, with portraits of several distinguished 
commanders by land and sea. The central hall and the east hall were gor
geously decorated-the ceilings and cornices being painted most elabarately 
with combinations of red and yellow, blue and green, while the immense pillars were coloured ultramarine. 771ese halls were, of course, bril
liantly lighted, and, when thronged with gaily-dressed people, had a very splendid effect The profits derived from the sale of tickets went 
towards the relief of the sick and wounded of the Federal army. 

As can be seen, the menus for formal dinners honoring prominent politicians in the 19th century 
were highly elaborate, though many of the dishes constituted "popular fare." What these menus may 
have lacked in sophistication, they more than made up for in abundance. And, certalnly of appeal to 
those who traveled from rural environs for the gala, there clearly was a concerted effort to supply hard
t0-0btain and out-of-season delicacies. Contrary to Stephen Douglas, Lincoln was neither a gourmet nor 
a gourmand. (fhe "Little Giant" wasn't so little in the waist!) Thanks to the exisitence of the 1865 menu, 
we know the spread from that event - but sadly, have no record of what was served for the 1861 inau
gural or "Union Ball." But we know that an inaugural luncheon was served in D.C. at Willard's Hotel that 
day. The "feed bag" consisted of mock turUe soup, corned beef and cabbage, parsley potatoes, black
berry pie and coffee. Such a repast would certainly have appealed to the newly-installed Chief Execu
tive. Despite his spartan tastes. Lincoln did exhibit a fondness for sweets, especially cake. He was espe
cially fond of anything sweetened with sorghum, a cross taste-wise between molasses and corn syrup. 
Nancy Hanks liked to bake a spice cake using this ingredient while SMah Bush Johnston used sorghum 
in her gingerbread recipe which Lincoln even mentioned in one of his debates with Douglas. Appar
ently, the President's love of sweets made him a regular buyer of pecan pies from a Washington, D.C. 
baker. And, if that wasn't enough to pack on the Executive pounds, the Republican Ladies of Springfield 
regularly sent fruit pies, continuing a tradition begun when Lincoln practiced law in that city. Lincoln's 
other favorites were a burnt sugar cake and vanilla almond cake; the recipe reportedly created by a 
French chef living in Kentucky for the visit of the Marquis de la Fayette. Mary Todd Lincoln obtained 
the recipe and would bake it from time to time. -'iY'."-
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An example of the first U.S. coin to 
Incorporate the slogan "In God We 

Trust• - the 1864 2-cent piece. 

DID YOU KNOW? 

When the Southern states starting seceding in December 1860, there were 
a lot of details left for future consideration, including the question of 
forming a confederation, the adoption of laws and a constitution, 

financing the federal government, raising an army, electing or appointing 
officials, and issuing a national currency, coinage and stamps (all the good 
stuff!) The decision to form a confederation was approved early - making 
the central question just how many member states would sign on? For 
stamp collectors, an interesting phenomenon exists. For the first live 
months or so of 1861, there were no Confederate stamps issued. Yet. citizens 
of the breakaway slates still had letters to ma.ii, both within the Southern 
states, and to those in the North as well. Mall directed to foreign countries 
typically had to be relayed through port cities such as New York or Philadel
phia. Prior to the outbreak of the Civil War, many people saw the establish
ment of the Confederate States as a fait accompli, and foresaw normal com
merce being transacted between all sections of the continent. This entailed 
the "courtesy" of accepting letters affixed with United Stales postage and 
facilitating Its passage to its intended destination. Even after the outbreak of 
hostilities, this continued to be the case. After all, almost all parties con
cerned foresaw a quick resolution to the conflict. Add to that the fact that 
people had purchased U.S. stamps and embossed envelopes with pre-print
ed postage. What were they supposed to do with them? The obvious answer. 
use them up until the supply was exhausted and, by that time, CSA stamps 
would be available! The result? Postally-used letters originating in the seced
ed states, but using U.S. postage stamps! These rarities are coveted by those 
in the philatelic community (stamp collectors) and come on the market from 
time to time. Interestingly, they are not overly expensive; typically selling in 
auctions for $200400. 

0 n July 11, 1955, Congress passed a law mandating placement of the 
motto "In God We Trust" on all U.S. coinage. This law simply formalized 
a custom initiated by Lincoln's Secretary of the Treasury, Salmon P. 

Chase, in 1864. The chain of events that produced thls result began in 
November 1861. Reverend M. R. Watkinson of Ridleyville, PA wrote to Chase 
and pointed out the following: "One fact touching our currency has hither
to been seriously overlooked. I mean the recognition of the Almighty God 
in some form on our coins. You are probably a Christian. What if our Repul>
lic were now shattered beyond reconstruction? Would not the antiquaries 
of succeeding centuries rightly reason lrom our past that we were a hea
then nation?" The reverend then suggested some new design elements for 
our coinage, including the words "God, liberty, law." A week later, Chase 
wrote the Director of the Mint: "No nation can be strong except in the 
strength of God, or safe except in His defense. The trust of our people in 
God should be declared on our national coins. You will cause a device to be 
prepared without unnecessary delay with a motto expressing in the fewest 
and tersest words possible this national recognition." Chase apparently 
overlooked that such changes could only be Implemented through passage 

of a law by Congress. In 1863, new designs for I, 2 and 3-<:ent 
pieces were proposPd and the Mint Director wrote to Chase 

suggesting the use of the mottoes "Our Country, Our God" 
and "God, Our Trust." Chase replied and voiced general 
approval, except he revised the mottoes to "Our God, 
and our country" and "In God We Trust." An act was 
passed in 1864 authorizing coinage of a new 2-cent piece. 

On that coin, the motto first appeared and set an exam-
ple that was to be followed for the foreseeable future. 
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ABE DESERVES 
BETTER 
Steve and Caroline Coon 

L incoln has always personified the realm of the common man, 
as a man of/by/for the American people. As such the place
ment of his portrait on the lowest U.S. currency denomina
tion, the penny, has been symbolic of this status. However, I 

think the lime has come (actually overdue) for someone to speak 
out on the travesty of retaining our illustrious Civil War leader's 
countenance on the lowly United States penny. My view stems 
not from wanting to see Lincoln's portrait removed from circula
tion altogether. It is based on an outcome of many years of eco
nomic progression fraught with inflation. This insidious mone
tary cannibalism is a natural economic occurrence that dimin
ishes our buying power and is an inevitable reality of our times. 
What is reaJly driving my view is the current worth (or worth
lessness) of a single cent. To put things in proper perspective, a 
brief history of the penny's 219-year reign is in order. 

PENNY HISTORY 
The one-cent coin, commonly known as the penny, was the 

first currency of any type authorized by the United States. Ben
jamin Franklin suggested the design for the first one-cent coin 
called the Fugio. The word "penny" was derived from the British 
coin pence. Close to 500 billion one-cent coins, with l l diflerent 
designs, have been minted since its production began in 1787. 
Over the last ten years an average of 11.7 billion pennies have 
been minted every year. 

Beginning with the display of the colonial 13-ring/sundial 
varieties through the penny's first 5 years, the Liberty portrait 
then replaced it in 1 792. Several versions of the female Liberty 
Head were minted over a span of 67 years eventually ending with 
the Greek-goddess rendition in 1857. The short-lived and smaller 
Flying Eagle penny was minted from 1856 through 1858. 

The Indian cent was first introduced in 1859 and depicted an 
Indian princess. A popular story about its design claims a visit
ing Indian chief lent the mint designer's daughter his headdress 
so she could pose as the Indian princess. Most Indian cents 
minted during U1e Civil War went primarily to pay Union soldiers. 

I interject, ironically, that the 2-cent coin was initiated in 
1864 during Lincoln's administration. Someone coined 
the phrase ·putting my two cents in" when referring 
to the submission or an idea or opinion. Even back 
then people didn't think enough of the penny to 
use one as a reference of insignificance. 

President Theodore Roosevelt, who 
became president in 1901 after the assassina
tion of William McKinley, deplored the state of 
the money and set about establishing a coinage 
iliat bespoke the nation's emerging position as a 
world leader. He enlisted the aid of the nation's 
premier sculptors and gave them free reign. 

Prior to ilie Lincoln penny design work had been 
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done exclusively by mint engravers who jealously guarded their 
positions. Mint employees, particularly designer William Barber, 
who designed much of the then-circulating coins, threw up road
blocks at every turn, claiming the new designs were not suited to 
lhe demands of high-speed coin production. At other times Bar
ber altered the designs - lowering relief and changing detalls - In 
the name of manufacturing efficiency, angering the artists. 

During the summer of 1908, Roosevelt seized upon the 
approaching centennial of the birth of fellow Republican Lincoln 
as a fit suoject for a coin. Victor David Brenner, a New York 
medallist. had just completed a commemorative medal of Roo
sevelt to mark the construction of the Panama Canal. Roosevelt 
had seen the commemorative Lincoln plaque that Brenner had 
created the year before in 1907 and was impressed with the 
design. Roosevelt then decided that Brenner would be given the 
commission for the new penny design. 

Bearded, short and possessed of a thick accent, Brenner 
was the stereotypical East European immigrant during a time of 
anti-immigrant and anti-Semite sentiment. Brenner arrived in 
America at 19 in 1890 after escaping a Russian prison. Ironically, 
the designer of America's most celebrated coin had been serving 
time as a convicted cow1terfeiter. 

Undercover officers who commissioned him to create a 
duplicate of a sea.I belonging to a high government official report
edly entrapped Brenner. Brenner was awaiting transport to 
Siberia when friends helped him escape and spirited him out of 
the Russian empire. according to an article that appeared in 11,e 
Numismatist magazine lour years before his death in 1924. 

Brenner produced models for the cent in early 1909 and 
worked with government officials as every aspect of lhe design 
was scrutinized. Words were moved; letters were made bolder. 
The motto "In God We Trust" was added. Roosevelt opposed 
placing the motto on coins deeming it as sacrilegious. Congress 
and incoming President WIiiiam H. Taft disagreed. Incidentally, 
Congress had passed the Act authorizing the use of this expres
sion on our coins in 1864 during Lincoln's tenure. 

Brenner Initially planned to sign his work with his entire last 
name in tiny letters at the bottom of the back. While this had 
been done in the 1830s, government officials considered it too 
extravagant in 1909 and suggested that he use his initials as most 
other engravers had done at the time. Three tiny letters - VDB -
- were placed on the back, and production began May I 0. On Aug. 
4. two days after ilie coins were released, Treasury Secretary 
Franklin MacVeigh ordered that production be stopped and the 
initials removed from the dies. 

MacVeigh. who had signed off on the design earlier, told ilie 
press that he had not been told that the initials would 

appear on the penny and that he was surprised when 
he saw them. MacVeigh claimed to be reacting to 

widespread public criticism when he ordered the 
change, though darker motives have been 
ascribed over the years. Many believe anti
Semitism was at the root. However, contempo
rary critics said MacYeigh had bent to vindic
tive mint employees. especially Barber, when he 

ordered Ule offending letters effaced. 
Brenner fumed, pointed out iliat other design

er's initials - including Barber's - appeared on Uleir 
coins, and threatened to sue, but nothing came of it. 

continued next page 
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The creator of what has proved to be America's most venerable COLLECTING PENNIES, RECENT DESIGN 
coin design was denied his due - a recognition that was accord- CHANGES AND ANOMALIES 
ed other designers In the two preceding years. Bela Lyon Pratt Anyone who has ever started a coin collection as a child 
had placed his three initials right above the date when he would invariably start with the penny. For one thing it is the 
redesigned the nation's $2.50 and $5 gold coins in 1908. Sculptor most voluminous and accessible denomination. I used to rum-
Augustus Saint-Gaudens placed his monogram prominently mage through piles of loose change lying around the house. I was 
below the date of the $20 gold piece in 1907. aJso one of those kids who found it fun to ride my bike down to 

The VDB pennies were eagerly sought by coin collectors and the local bank In my little hometown to trade newspaper deliv-
remain so today. The Philadelphia mint produced 28 million VDB ery money for rolls of pennies. I would spend countless hours 
cents before production was halted. In uncirculated condition, sifting through the rolls to discover a stray steel 1943 or even an 
those cents retail for $JO apiece. San Francisco mint VDB cents, Indian head (yes, I guess 1 am that old!). I would look not only for 
with a mintage of just 484,000 are scarce. These coins, which the rare years but also for Lhe rarer still miss-strike or double 
have a tiny "S" mint mark below Lhe date, sell for $675 In uncir- strike mint error. Given that I started my penny collection 
culated condition. 1909 cents without the VDB were minted by around this time I will begin the discussion wilh the next major 
the millions and are worth much less. penny design change in 1959. 

In 1918, a year after Barber's death, the three initials were On February 12, 1959, a new reverse was introduced on the 
quietly returned to the coin, but in an awkward area In letters penny as a part of the J50th anniversary celebration of the Great 
too small to be read without a magoilying glass. The initials are Emancipator's birth. The Imposing marble Lincoln Memorial in 
on the left side of the beveled area where the bottom of Lincoln"s the Nation's Capital provided the central motif; the legends E 
bust meets the coin's field. In contrast, the initials of Frank Gas- PLURIBUS UNUM and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA formed the 
parro, who designed the cent's current Lincoln Memorial reverse rest of the design, together with the denomination. 
in 1959, appear in noticeable letters to the right of the in 1960 Lincoln cents were produced in some cases with 
building. Brenner's commissions tapered off a few a short top loop on the 6 in the date, if an imaginary per-
years after the cent was produced and almost pendicular line was drawn straight up from the baJI of 
no medals are known from his later years. the 6. This was the 1960 small date Lincoln cent. Early 
Anticipating the Lincoln centennial other examination ol the 1960 cents showed the smaJI date 
noted sculptors of the time began submit- types to be less common than the larger dates. A 
ting (commissioned or not) an avaJ.anche of mad scramble to find smaJI dates was on. Lincoln 
plaques and medallions with Lincoln's por- cent collectors in 1960 needed no reminders of 
trait. In place of Brenner my personal choice what had happened with the 1955 doubled die 
for the penny's Lincoln portrait would have obverse. They wanted those 1960 small date cents• 
been taken from the 1898 portrait by Charles which had even appeared in proof sets. The Philadel-
CaJverley (1833-1914). Calverley was another phia 1960 small date was clearly more rare than the 
prominent New York sculptor who devoted the last 1960-Denver small date and its value soared lo around $3 a 
half of the 19th century to executing com- -----------~ coin at that time. High prices did not last and the 1960 
missioned marble medallions and busts. He smaJJ dates eventually lost their price momentum. 
created a beautifully portrayed right-side It may seem incredible today, but the mid '60s 
bas-relief profile in a 10-inch bronze plaque. rush on government silver supplies truly impacted 

The composition or the penny has the Lincoln Memorial cent. The reduction of silver In 
changed several times over the years. Begin- coinage along with the new 1964 Kennedy half-dollar 
ning as 100% copper in 1787, its content was had created enormous Interest and hoarding. With 
changed to 95% copper and 5% zinc near the silver coins rapidly leaving circulation and Kennedy 
end of the Civil War in 1864. During World halves hoarded in massive numbers, the government 
War II zinc-coated steel replaced the copper had a severe coin shortage on its hands. 
content for the year 1943 as copper demand Lincoln cents were not really the heart or the 
for military use outstripped available supply. problem and coin collectors were not the culprits, 
Copper content production resumed in 1944. but, Like the teacher who makes the whole class stay 
In 1962 Mint officials decided to drop tin from after school, government officials decided to place 
the content or the Lincoln cent, because no mintmarks on the coins or 1965. For that matter, 
there were manufacturing cost advantages to there were no mintmarks in L966 or L967 either, the 
a stable aHoy of 95 percent copper and fiv~ Idea being to keep coin collectors from hoarding all 
percent zinc. in 1982 the U.S. mints eliminat- The Calverley and Brenner plaques. the coins needed for circulation. Taking a page from 
ed almost aJJ of the copper in the production the mint in the 1790s, some coins produced in 1965 
of the penny. By this time the copper material had become worth were actually dated 1964, hoping to discourage hoarding. Of 
more than the face value of the coin. The composition was course back in 1798 they were merely trying to use dies for as 
changed to an alloy of 99.2 percent zinc and 0.8 percent copper, long as they could. As a result of the mintmark absence many 
plated by pure copper - making the total composition 97.5 per- collectors lost interest In updating their Lincoln sets. 
cent zinc and 2.5 percent copper. This ratio has been maintained 1968 marked a reversal in attitude and the return or mint-
since that time. marks on the Lincoln Memorial cents. The significance of the 
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mintmark's return was most pronounced in the famous "S" des
ignation after an absence of 13 years. 

For collectors, the sight of the new "S" coins had to be some
thing of a refreshing change, even If the mintage of 261,311,507 
coins suggested strongly that the new San Francisco cents, the 
first with an "S" mintmark since 1955, would not be rare. Like the 
first Lincoln Memorial cents in 1959, they were coins you wanted 
to see and touch, even if they had no real investment potential. 

There was a bit of excitement in 1969, again from San Fran
cisco. The doubled die obverse 1969-S cents were produced in 
extremely small numbers. A few were actually seized by Secret 
Service agents as counterfeits, but most of these were slowly 
returned to their owners. The small numbers and seizures kept 
the 1969-S from ever becoming anything close to a sensation. 

Things changed in 1972, when the 1972 doubled die obverse 
did cause a sensation. It was not as spectacular as the announce
ment of the 1955 doubled die obverse, though that is perhaps ao 
unfair standard. Few coins in history have created such a level of 
excitement. The 1972 penny with the date and motto clearly dou
ble struck was national news. 

It was ironic. The 1970 large and small dates (with the small 
date being the better) combined with the 1972 doubled die 
obverse were perhaps the best two cents to appear in a short span 
of time in modern U.S. hobby history. It certainly ranks as one of 
the most widely recognized and popular errors of the century. 

In 1982 the small and large-date cents of both the old and 
new compositions from both Philadelphia and Denver created 
what was literally a collection of seven variants of 1982 cents. 

The trend of periodic doubled dies has continued to the pre
sent day, providing collectors of Lincoln Memorial cents with 
plenty of opportunities to find valuable coins during regular con
sumer transactions. The 1995 doubled die cents are still being 
found as collectors and speculators purchase unopened Mint 
bags in the hopes of finding additional examples. 

Although a complete Lincoln Memorial cent collection may 
not currently be an expensive undertaking, that is the case with 
virtually any current coin, just as 1877 Indian cents were mod
estly priced in 1878. Some might doubt that there are coins in 
the Lincoln Memorial cent series of such potential, but there 
have been some very interesting developments in what many 
would consider common dates. 

An examination of the prices of uncirculated Lincoln cent 
rolls turns up indications that Lincoln Memorial reverse cents 
have a strong future. Beginning with the 1969 Lincolns from 
Philadelphia, it is not that unusual to find roUs of uncirculated 
Lincolns selling for between 4 and 10 times their face value. 
Tnere are even a number of rolls from the late I 980s selling at 
four times face value. 

It has long been felt that there may not be adequate supplies 
of nice examples of contemporary pennies for future generations 
of collectors. That appears to have some truth, as there has to 
be a supply shortage for rolls less than a decade old to be bring
ing four times face value and in the case of the I984-D, almost 
$10 for 50 cents in uncirculated 1984-D Lincolns. Whether the 
1984-D will emerge as the key date of modern Lincoln Memorial 
reverse cents remains to be seen, but clearly the market is sug
gesting that the 1984-D and a number of other fairly recent dates 
have solid potential for both collectors and investors in the 
years ahead. 

The prospect is a very real one that one day today's seem
ingly common Lincoln Memorial reverse cents will be viewed 
with as much interest and desire as collectors of today might 
view a large-cent collection. 

INTRINSIC VALUE 
Let us put things in financial context as we trace back the 

purchasing power of a penny in 1909. (I just picked that year off 
the top of my head). Using the consumer price index as the most 
common measure of inflation, a coincidental increase of just 
over 2000% has occurred from 1909 through 2005. To put this in 
terms more easily understood, a penny was worth 20 times more 
in 1909 than it is worth today. In 1909 the penny's modern day 
equivalent worth of $.20 would be hard pressed to buy anything 
other than a few individual pieces of gum, stick candy or penny
weight nails at a hardware store. Consider further that 1909 was 
122 years after the penny was first minted. In 1787 a cent truly 
had a viable trade value. 

Princeton's Paul Krugman puts it this way in the introducto
ry textbook he co-authored, Economics: With average wages now 
at $17 per hour, a penny is ~equivalent to just over two seconds 
of work - and so it's not worth the opportunity cost of the time 
it takes to worry about a penny more or less." The rising value of 
our time "has turned a penny from a useful coin into a nuisance." 

Harvard's Greg Mankiw, former Chairman of President Bush's 
Council of Economic Advisers, has said: "When people start leav
ing a monetary unit at the cash register for the next customer, the 
unit is too small to be useful." However, groups such as Ameri
cans for Common Cents worry that customers will be ripped off 
if Congress kills the penny. In a penny-free world, sellers would 
round your bill to the nearest nickel. Cash purchases totaling 
$9.98 or $9.99, for example, would be rounded up to $10, while 
those equaling $10.01 or $10.02 would be rounded down to $10. 

Robert Whaples, Chairman of the Economics Department at 
Wake Forest University recently calculated the magnitude of this 
"rounding tax" after obtaining data on nearly 200,000 transac
tions from a multi-state convenience store chain. The data reveal 
that th.e "rounding tax" is a myth. In reality, the number of times 
consumers· bills would be rounded upward is almost exactly 
equal to the number of times that they would be rounded down
ward. It turns out that customers would have actually gained 
about 1 cent for every 40 purchases, and both poor-neighbor
hood buyers and rich-neighborhood buyers would have gained a 
minuscule amount. 

FEDERAL LEGISLATION AND 
A RALLY FOR PRESERVATION 

On July 18th legislation was unveiled in Congress seeking to 
eliminate two fundamental cornerstones of the United States mon
etary system - the one-cent coin and dollar biU. "This legislation 
is bad for Amer:icans and bad for our money system," said Mark W. 
Weller, executive director of Americans for Common Cents. "You 
don't legislatively ban the two most recognized and historic parts 
of our currency for no compelling reason," Weller added. 

The so-called "COfN" Act (H.R. 5818) is sponsored by Repre
sentative Jim Kolbe, a Republican from the Eighth Congression
al District of Arizona. The legislation would force merchants to 
round transactions to the nickel, which is something Americans 
abhor. Sums ending In 1, 2, 6 or 7 cents would be rounded down 

continued next page 
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and sums ending in 3, 4, 8 or 9 cents would be rounded up. 
Americans for Common Cents - a broad-based coalition of 

more than 40 organizations dedicated to keeping the penny a 
part of the nation's coinage system - opposes the bill. Kolbe's 
bill is a virtual repeat of legislation he introduced Hve years ago 
that received no support. Not one of the 435 members of Con
gress joined Kolbe in 2001 as a co-sponsor. "Most lawmakers 
understand that a strong majority of Americans - approximately 
two-thirds (66 percent) according to a recent national poll - want 
to keep the penny," Weller added. 

The alternative to the penny is rounding purchases to the 
nickel - a "real loser" for consumers. Research by Penn State Uni
versity economist Raymond Lombra shows consumers will be 
affected by a $600 million "rounding tax" every year under the 
Kolbe bill. The Lombra study suggests that a majority of typical 
convenience store transactions would be rounded up and lead to 
higher prices, according to Weller. "This discriminatory 'round
ing tax' would be regressive, affecting the poor, who rely on cash 
purchases," he added. "According to the Treasury Department, 
more than 10 million Americans do not have accounts at main
stream financial institutions and penny elimination would fur
ther harm their financial well-being," Weller cautioned. 

"There is no pressing need to eliminate the penny - espe
cially during times of high gas prices and growing inflation. 
Americans - from consumers to charities - want to keep the 
penny. The Kolbe bill is bad legislation that will be rejected by 
the American public," Weller said. 

Americans for Common Cents is a broad-based coalition of busi
ness, numismatic and charitable organizations dedicated to keep
ing the penny in circulation. The coalition was formed in 1990 in 
response to Congressional threats to eliminate the one-cent coin. 

MY PERSONAL VIEW 
Unfortunately, 1 must admit that over the years I have come 

to resent the penny. Even as a fervent Lincoln admirer the days 
of my picking up a stray penny from the ground are long gone. As 
a form of civil protest when conducting cash transactions I have 
even stopped accepting pennies in change. 1 instruct the cashier 
to keep the pennies. The effort in pocketing, counting or hauling 
masses of pennies to the bank to cash them in has become more 
trouble than "their" worth. 

1 took a crack at calculating the savings resulting from elim
inating the minting and distribution of 12 billion pennies a year. 
I have delegated this discussion to the addendum at the end of 
the article so that the reader does not become bored with the 
financial analysis. l estimate an easy $40 million in hard savings 
and $4 billion in soft savings can be realized. 1 must admit the 
soft savings is somewhat of a stretch but read my logic detailed 
below and see what you think. 

Short of devaluing U.S. currency l don't see how the 
prospects of this worthless denomination can improve. I must 
hope that logic ultimately prevails and the penny is considered 
for elimination. Though the penny might fall, Abe's minted pro
me need not become obsolete. Let's begin a movement to elevate 
Lincoln, and all coined personages for that matter, to the next 
rung on the currency ladder. With the advent of computerized 
cash registers, consumer prices including sales tax can be 
rounded to the nearest nickel without significant effort. Vending 
machine purveyors have been operating under this structure for 

many years. 1 think we could all learn to live with the $9.95 spe
cials. 1 currently eat lunch at a client's cafeteria that does indeed 
round to the nearest nickel. 

The forthcoming Lincoln bicentennial already spurred plans 
to mint Lincoln penny derivatives with obverse designs commem
orating the occasion. I am willing to let our most famous American 
complete his bicentennial appearance on the penny before retir
ing it. However, here's hoping that the days of measuring the tread 
of ones tires with a Lincoln-head penny are numbered. ~ 

[Thanks to the U.S. Mint. The Numismatist, 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics and Gerald 
Tebben, author of Coin Lore for some of the 
historic and statistical portions of this article.) 

ADDENDUM ON COST SAVINGS 
FROM PENNY ELIMINATION 
(Several areas of savings would occur.) 

1. The reduction of total coins minted is 
estimated to save $42 million. 

Under stable material pricing conditions Victor David Brenner. 
the U.S. mint estimates that it currently costs _______ _ 
.875 cents to mint a penny. If we could elimi-
nate the minting of 5 coins and replace it with one (the nickel) we should 
see a cost savings. Given that 20% more nickels will be required to pick up 
the loss of pennies, and assuming conservatively that a minted nickel costs 
3 times what a penny does the savings would be: 12 billion less pennies at 
.875 cents each= $105 million; reduced by 2.4 billion extra nickels at 2.625 
cents-=$63 million; to equal a net of $42 million. 

2. The reduction in distribution and inventorying of rolls of pennies. I 
won't even begin to calculate this. It would affect the mints, banks, retail
ers. wholesalers, and consumers. 

3. The reduction in time spent by transactional parties involved in pay
ing in or making change is estimated to save $4 billion. Cash related trade 
which includes banks, wholesalers, retailers and consumers would save 
time and cost in eliminating both the stockpiled inventory of pennies and 
making change with pennies involved. Consumers would spend less time 
digging out pennies, taking them to the bank and sewing up pocket holes 
(okay that's a stretch). We must take the multiplier effect from multiple 
transactions into account. The Individual penny gets recycled on average 
19 times a year. This is far less than other currency cycles. It used to be 
much higher when the value was greater and before credit/debit card trans
actions became so popular. 

Assume an average American's time is worth a very conservative 
$10.00/hr and a person averages 1 second/penny in search and transfer 
time. This transaction time value cost would calculate out to be $.0028. 
The U.S. Mint estimates that there are 140 billion pennies currently in cir
culation. Also assume that both sides of the cash transaction are affected. 
Let's also assume that only 50% of the pennies in circulation are being 
traded (the other half are in collections or being hoarded in piggy banks). 
In a given year this would amount to 19 turns on 70 billion pennies times 
2 transaction parties times $.0028 or approximately $7 billion in savings 
less a 20% add back of $3 billion for additional nickels which nets to a $4 
billion soft cost savings. 

The hard savings of $40 million doesn't sound like a lot. When cou
pled with even a smaller conservative portion of the aggravation savings of 
$4 billion I say why not go for It! 

Rail Splitter Chuck Bechtloff of Huntington Beach, CA, invites fellow 
members to visit an exhibit of Lincolnlana, items selected from his person
al collection, on display at the Temecula Valley Museum In Temecula, CA 

through April. For additional lnfonnation, telephone (951) 694-6452. 
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DOUGLAS AND VOLI{ - A SHARED HOME 

Here's an unusual CDV we just found with a Lincoln connection! 
It shows sculptor Leonard Volk and his family posing in the 
yard of the Stephen Douglas Cottage in Quincy, lL. Stephen Dou

glas was Mrs. Yolk's first cousin. It was under Douglas's patronage 
that Volk studied sculpture in Rome between 1855 and 1857 before 
opening a studio in Chicago. And, Volk was so indebted, that he 
named a son after the Illinois Senator (Douglas Volk went on to be 
a prominent sculptor and painter specializing in Lincoln). Leonard 
Volk first met Lincoln in 1858, during the Senatorial campaign (like
ly through an introduction obtained through cousin Stephen). In 
1860, he first produced a bust of Douglas before persuading Lin
coln to pose at his Chicago studio in late March. In any event, it 
appears that Volk and his family lived in the Douglas Cottage fol
lowing Douglas's death in July 1861. They later moved to Center 
Lowell, ME and built a farmstead, Hewn Oaks, the contents of 
which were recently sold at auction. The other cartes show the 
front of the cottage and Douglas's nearby gravesite. (fhe closeup 
shows the detail of visitors posed in front of a "Visitor's Registry" 
booth!) During the Civil War, such souvenir cartes were sold for 30-
cents each, as evidenced by the period notation on verso from the 
original owner who obtained it in 1864! 

Abraham Lincoln Book Shop, Inc. 
Since 1938, Specialists In 

P->" Lincolniana and The Civil War 

p.; U.S. Presidents 

?i U.S. Military History and 
U.S. Political History 

?i Books (new, out-of-print, rare) 

P., Autographs, Manuscripts, Documents 

P., Photographs, Prints. Paintings, 
Sculpture, Campaign Items 

Visit Our Web Site: 
<www.ALincolnBookShop.com> 

Recently Updated 
The Site Includes a Fine Selection of 

Lincoln, Civil War and 
Presidential Items. 

Convenient and Secure 
Credit Card Ordering 

Use the Essential Lincoln Book Shelf 
to guide you in your choice 

of Lincoln books. 

We Co11sta11tly Seek: 
Quality items 

for Purchase or Consignment. Especially 
interested in Autographs. Books, Campaign 

Memorabilia, Ephemera, Paintings, 
Photographs, Prints, and Sculpture. 

Please fax or send copies 
and brief descriptions. 

Catalogs Available-Inquiries lnv.itcd 

~~ 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN 
BOOK SHOP. INC. 
Tbf nk of Us as lincoln 's Chicago Add ms 

3~7 Wes! Chlogo Avenue• Chicago, Ullnols 60610 
312.944.308S • Fu 312.944.5549 
v.'WW.ALincolnBookShop.com 
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(.;Ynot"tt 4ttat ~t'nb' 0 ne of the challenges (and joys!) when collecting is to ,a. ~ ~ JJ ♦ come across highly unusual pieces and determining the 
origin, usage and value. When an "oddball" item 
appears - something never before encountered - it is 

often problematic to determine how it fits with more familiar ephemera. This task is made easier if under scrutiny one can associate 
the anomoly with something similar ... perhaps found in a reference book or in some collection. This process of association can be cru
r-----------------====-------------, cial to ascertain a time-frame of manufac

ture along with the intended purpose. 
Recently, such an item appeared in an inter
net auction. Simply described as "Very Frag
ile Abraham Lincoln Thin Printing," it 
appeared to be an engraving on delicate tis
sue paper, 4 x 9" with a central portrait of a 
beardless Lincoln (the Cooper Union pose) 
flanked by two female heads representing 
Liberty, all within a framework of branches 

~--------------------------------' and oak leaves. Having been printed on such 
thin paper Is certainly quite unusual. But even more intriguing is the fact that the portraits were surrounded and adorned by gold-leaf 
- a decoration typically seen on china, almost never on paper! (Gold-leaf is gold that has been beaten into thin sheets or leaves for use 
in gilding. The extreme thinness to which gold can be beaten without disintegrating is about 1/300,000 inch.) When was this item made? 
For what purpose? The seller explained that it "survived" having been placed in a book for safekeeping, presumably long ago, and was 
just recently discovered. Do other examples exist? In fact, a second identical piece came on the market many years ago, selling at a 
Brian Riba auction. It was purchased by Rex Stark who resold it to a New .Jersey collector. As such we know this article is not "unique." 
We believe it to be quite old, a "vintage" (period) item, but what to conclude about the intended purpose? The horizontal format pre
cludes it being a lapel badge or ribbon. The fragile nature and width likewise render use as an armband quite unlikely. Perhaps thirty 
years ago, the purchaser recalled visiting a collector in Northern California and spotting a remnant of a matching decorative adorn
ment with the portrait of Stephen Douglas, that with silver leaf background, affixed to a campaign kepi. The two pieces of the puzzle 
lead to an attribution date of 1860. Such pieces are truly ephemeral in the extreme - most were likely destroyed or discarded after one 
initial usage. Quite graphic, the handiwork of a creative artisan, extraordinary by any standard, the attribution turns this oddity into 
a remarkable relic. Hopefully, other examples may surface; keep riffling through those old books! 

In the next iaaue, Rall SpUtter Editor PIJter Klamet clrronicla the ditlcoDery, of a trunk of 
unknown documenta related to Abhdiam Lincoln and hill pn,geny-liqt all these yean 

by the family of Robert Todd Uncoln~ attor,aq, /lrtderlc rowen. 
And, UJith oar tdacere apologlea for one final delay, the NEXI' joumal will featuN 

Lonnie Neubauer~ ana/.it!U of John Rogers~ "ffae Council of War." 
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